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Preface
Forest history has grown steadily in Australia since the first two nadonal conferences
were held in 1988 and 1992—in Canberra and Creswick respectively—and since their
papers were published.' The first conference concentrated on papers reviewing major
aspects of Australia's forest histor\, but also contained individual research papers. The
second conference concentrated on research papers. Both reported the historical work
being undertaken by public agencies. The subsequent growth in forest history occurred
as a result of increased individual interest over a wide range of topics and as a result
of greatly increased interest and fiinding by public agencies. The latter was largely due
to the comprehensi\ e regional assessments being conducted co-operatively by the
Commonwealth and some State governments since 1991. The delineadon of 'oldgrowth' forests became an important part of these assessments following the signing
of the in 1992.^
The third national conference, which was
convened by the Australian Forest History Societ\ at Jervis Bay, 24-27 November
1996, reflected these increasing interests, as can be seen from the papers to the conference \N hich are presented in this volume. The selection of the theme of forest age, to
which the first part of the conference was devoted, was sumulated by the attention
being given to old-growth forests in the public arena. The ver\ word 'old' commanded
the attenUon of forest historians, as did 'growth' as capturing passing time, while the
great but different values attached to such forests called for an examinaUon of how
their meanings evolved, all of which raised intriguing and more general quesUons.
What are the various concepts of forest age? What do they mean in diff"erent sorts of
forest? Is there a difference between the \alues attributed to forests and those attributed to trees? What values do Australians place on various ages and types of forest?
How do they vary between people? How did forest age come to be so important?
A happy coincidence of interest between the Australian Heritage Commission, the
Australian National University and the Australian Forest History Society enabled such
quesUons to be explored widely. Six of the papers presented to the conference—
Chapters 3,4,6,7,8 and 9 of this volume—formed part of a report prepared by the
University for the Commission which has been published under the tide of
We are most grateful to the
Commission for allowing versions of these papers to be included in this volume.
The first section of this volume explores concepts of forest age ranging from those
expressed in the Greek and LaUn classics of the ancient world to scientific measurements of tree age today. The second section examines aspects of forest age in Victoria,
Queensland, New South Wales and Western Australia from the colonial period to the
present. The quesdon of the values placed on various ages and types of forest is
considered in the third section. A variety of individual research papers have been
placed in the following sections concerned with 'Using the forests' and 'Transforming
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the forest ecology'. Papers reporting the work of public agencies have been placed in
the final section of the collection, 'Public history and methods'.
The conference was organised by Terry Birtles, John Dargavel and Sue Feary. It
was held in the Commonwealth Territory of Jervis Bay with forest excursions to the
National Botanic Gardens and to surrounding national parks and state forests in New
South Wales. The Australian Forest History Society is most gratefiil to Mike Patrick of
the Australian National Parks and Wildlife Service at Jervis Bay for making the Park
Headquarters venue available for the conference, to Fred Howe for enabling the
conference to visit the National Botanic Gardens and to Bruce Angus for guiding an
excursion to Beecroft Peninsular. The conference and this publication was assisted by
The Australian National University through the Urban Research Program in the
Research School of Social Sciences, the Department of Forestry and the Centre for
Resource and Environmental Studies.
I am most gratefid to Sue Feary and Permy Handley for their assistance with editing
the papers for publication, to Michael MacLellan Tracey for transforming the illustrafions into digital images for publication and for designing the cover, and to McComas
Taylor for his ready, cheerfid advice.
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Among all the varied productions with
which Nature has adorned the surface of the earth,
none awakens our sympathies, or interests, or imagination,
so powerfully as those venerable trees which have stood the
lapse of ages, silent witnesses of the successive generations of
man, whose destiny they bear so touching a resemblance,
alike in their budding, their prime and their decay.
Jacob George Strutt,
1826

1
Ancient forests:
the idea of forest age in the
Greek and Latin classics

Introduction
1 invite you to join me on a search through the surviving writings of the ancient
Greeks and Romans, and some of the Jews, for ideas about forest age. In contemporary
modern discussions of forest management there are many mentions of 'old-growth
forests",'ancient forests', and what the US Forest Ser\'ice calls 'late successionaT
forests.' Are these terms relatively new, or are there classical antecedents for the
concepts they attempt to express, if not for the words themselves? At the outset, we
must warn ourselves that, as in so many scientific endeavours, the result may be
largely negative, and the path we will have to follow somewhat circuitous.
Our attempt, first of all, must be to discover what early writers said on the subject,
and to postpone for the most part our critical tendency to ask whether they were right
or wrong in their opinions. I would like to invesUgate just how many ancient forests
there were, and where, and what happened to them in history. On another occasion, I
hope to do so. But that is not my assignment for today. All scholarly essays must
accept certain limitations, and mine is to deal with literary sources as a preface to the
wider historical inquiry.
Age a characteristic of trees
The first observaUon we will make in our search is that in classical literature as in so
many other places, it is hard to see the forest for the trees. Comments on the age of
trees are much more prevalent than mentions of forest age. But we will begin with
these comments, and proceed from the individual to the community.
A quality of trees that struck the minds of ancient writers was their longevity.
When a prophet called Isaiah wants to emphasize the permanence of the fiiture occupation of the holy city by the children of Israel, he says, 'Like the days of a tree shall
the days of my people be.'' The Greeks and Romans were also amazed by how long
some trees had lived. Pliny the Elder, first-century collector of natural history lore,
notes that a wild olive tree in the marketplace at Megara had grown over the pieces of
armor that brave warriors of the past had hung on it, so that the men who cut it down
found greaves and helmets inside.^
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Several writers remark upon individual trees of great age. A search for the oldest tree
mentioned in ancient literature might begin with the best documented examples and
move backwards to trees of legendary antiquity. Theophrastus, the peripatetic student
of Aristotle, wants the most dependable evidence he can find, most of the time. He
opines that the plane trees which Dionysius the Elder had planted at Rhegium,
although much thought of, had not attained great size in his own day. Since Dionysius
died in 367 BCE, and Theophrastus wrote within about a decade of 300, those trees
were about 70 or 80 years old, hardly record holders."
Pliny, however, gives a list of trees of progressively greater age. An olive and
myrtle planted by Scipio Africanus would have been about 260 years old. A lotus tree
existed in the sacred grove of Lucina, which was consecrated in 375 BCE, i.e. 445
years before Pliny's time, but the tree itself, he thinks, must be at least 500.* Seeking
even more venerable examples, Pliny recalls a cypress as old as Rome itself that fell in
Nero's day, 815 years after the founding of the city, and a nettle tree of Vulcan,
planted by the founder Romulus and still growing in Pliny's day, 15 years after Nero.^
But an oak** flourishing on the Vatican Hill was even older than the city.'
A plane tree at Delphi was reputedly planted by Agamenmon. That must have been
before the Trojan War, since he was murdered as soon as he returned from it, more
than 1200 years before Pliny. "^ Three oaks at Tivoli were as much as a generation
older than the Trojan War." Outdoing these examples is another mentioned both by
Theophrastus and Pliny; the oaks on the tomb of Ilus, the hero who gave his name to
Ilium (Troy), were reputed to have been planted there at the founding of that city, a
date lost in antiquity.'^
One might think that would end it, but the Jewish historian Josephus takes us even
further back, recounting the story of the oak under which Abraham sat, called Ogyges.
The Greek word is a synonym for 'primeval,' or 'antediluvian.''^ Near
Hebron, he continues, is a terebinth that has been standing there 'from the Creation of
the world until now.'''' That obviously outdoes them all. The rings in such a tree
would have settled the controversy concerning the date of Creation, perhaps, but there
is no mention of annual rings in ancient literature. Theophrastus describes the rings
but does not correlate them with yearly cycles. Even if the ancients had known about
annual rings, however, they lacked increment borers and would have had to cut them
down to count them.
For Greeks and Romans, age was linked with holiness. The older a tree, the more
sacred it was likely to be. Theophrastus' list of famous long-lived trees is composed of
trees linked with gods and heroes, including the olive Athena created on the Athenian
Acropolis, Zeus' wild olive at Olympia from which the victors' crowns were cut, and
the palm of the twins Apollo and Artemis on Delos, which had been grasped by Leto
during her labour pangs at their birth.'* In Rome, the Vestal Virgins hung their
severed hair as offerings to the goddess in an ancient nettle tree.'* Nero's stepfather,
Caius Sallustius Passienus Crispus, fell in love with a beech tree that had been sacred
to Diana 'from early times,'" and was observed not ordy to lie under it and pour wine
on it, but to hug and kiss it as well.'*
The image of a deity was often of wood, plain or carved" taken from a venerable
tree sacred to the god or goddess. This was undoubtedly the case with the olive wood
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statue of Athena that the weavers of Athens provided with an embroidered robe every
four years in the Panathenaic Festival. Jason's Argonauts, we are told, found 'a vine
that grew in the forest, a tree exceeding old,'^° so they cut it to be the sacred image of
the mountain goddess.^' It is clear that wood from an old tree was more appropriate
than younger wood for this purpose.
Tree nymphs were 'of an age equal to their trees.'^^ Much longer-lived than
mortals, they were not immortal, since they were bom with their trees and died with
them, too.^^ Woodmen had to be wary of lopping dryad-haunted trees with the axe,
because nymphs often had friends among the gods who might work terrible vengeance
on their killers. Not every tree dies when it is cut down, of course. Shoots can come
from the stump, so that the tree grows anew.^" Pliny knows of an oak ten metres
around that had given birth, as it seemed, to a circle often daughter trees.^* But 'is the
shoot the same tree or a new one?' Theophrastus ponders.^*
Questions such as 'How does age affect trees?' and related ones are the subject of two
portions of Theophrastus' writings on botany. In his descriptive work,
^^ he devotes a moderately long chapter^^ to longevity in
trees; and in his physiological study. he provides
another chapter^" relating longevity to the bearing of fruit by trees. His comments on
age in trees are, however, not limited to these passages. Pliny repeats a number of
Theophrastus' observations and adds others he has collected.
Among Theophrastus' ideas are that older trees bear earlier in the year than
younger ones, and mature all of their fmit;^' however, that non-bearers live longer
than bearers.^" Pliny adds that almond trees and pears have their heaviest crops in old
age, and, voicing a principle that may have some application among mature scholars
as well, that older vines make better wine.^' On the other hand, he adds that in all
trees the bark becomes more wrinkled in old age.^'' Theophrastus quotes Democritus
as saying that crooked trees live longer than straight ones, but adds, 'He is wrong.'^''
Old trees shed leaves earlier than young ones, says Theophrastus, and leaves
change their shape as a tree grows older.'* Young trees sprout more.'^ The wood of
older trees is inferior to that of younger ones as fiiel. That of really old trees is especially bad, because it is dry and sputters as it bums; wood for charcoal should contain
sap.'* Pliny maintains that to be most usefiil for timber, trees should be neither ver\
young nor \ery old.''
About roots there was a difference of opinion; Theophrastus says, 'Young plants
root deeper and have longer roots than old ones."'" This is strange, because he also
holds that older trees draw their food from a distance.'" Pliny differs. noUng that the
roots of old trees can be very long.'''
Firs produce pitch only when they are older, observes Theophrastus.''' Among his
ideas are that older trees hold out against sunscorch, but are liable to get gmbby.'"'
A commonplace of many writers links age with size; in Arcadia, Pausanias tells us,
he saw 'a grove of plane trees, most of which are hollow through age, and so huge that
thev actually picnic in the holes, and those who have a mind to do so sleep there as
well.''-'
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Rapidity of ageing
So far we have been looking at the idea of age in individual trees. We come somewhat
closer to our main subject, age in forests, when we examine our ancient natural historians' comments on longevity generally, and the rapidity of ageing, since these are
considered to be characteristics that vary with types of trees. There is agreement that
forest trees age very slowly,''* and Theophrastus quotes woodmen as his authority for
saying that wild trees are longer-lived than cultivated."' Fruit trees are held to be
especially short-lived."* Trees growing in water are believed shorter-lived than those
on dry land."'
Pliny asserts that the following trees 'do not experience decay and age: cypress,
cedar, ebony, netde-tree (lotus), box, yew, juniper, wild olive, cultivated olive; and of
the remainder the slowest to age are the larch, oak, cork, chestnut, and walnut.' Palm,
maple, and poplar age slowly.*° Anyone with experience of trees would undoubtedly
differ from the placement of some of these species on this list, particularly poplar,
along with several others of the opinions quoted above, but our purpose here is to
portray ancient opinion, not to correct it.
Human origins in forests
One of the most widely held beliefs about forests of the distant past connected them
with the origin of human society. Forests existed even before people,^' and constituted
the supreme gift*' bestowed by Earth on humankind.'^' Humans first lived in groves
and woods.*" Oaks first produced food for mortals and were the foster-mothers of the
earliest folk in their 'destimte and savage state.'** In addition, forests were the teachers of humankind as they moved from one stage of culture to the next. Lucretius
imagines that acorns dropping from oaks taught humans how to plant seeds,** and that
the discovery of metallurgy happened when people discovered metals after forest fires
had melted them from rocks.*'
Old groves
One kind of forest often disdnguished for its antiquity by ancient writers is the sacred
grove, which could vary in size from a few trees to a wood several square miles in
extent. These were protected because they were believed to be the residences of gods
and spirits, and therefore had grown undisturbed for many years. Some authors
believe that the age of trees in a grove was one of the factors that caused people to set
it apart from ordinary land in the first place. 'Groves were the primordial temples of
the gods,' maintains Pliny, 'By an ancient** religious ceremony, simple rural folk even
today dedicate an outstanding tree to a deity; and we do not worship images gleaming
with gold and ivory more than we do forests,*' within their own silence.'*" Seneca
remarks, 'ff you come upon a grove of old trees that have lifted up their crowns above
the common height... you feel that fhere is a spirit in the place.'*'
Sometimes an author will establish that a grove is very old by referring to archaeological evidence found within it. Diodoms of Sicily does this several times. He thinks
a cypress grove at Cnossus on Crete is old because it contains the foundations of a
house of Rhea 'which has been consecrated to her from ancient times.'*^ A forest near
Panara wiUi 'trees of every kind' he connects with a sanctuary of Zeus 'admired for its
antiquity.'*^ The age of a palm forest in Arabia is shown by the fact that it contains an
altar very old in years, bearing an inscription in ancient letters of unknown tongue '
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Its longevity may be contagious, since he remarks that the inhabitants are long-lived,
too.*" Animals were also protected in sacred groves and, it was said, achieved great
age there: 'At the foot of the Adas Mountain ... there are marvelous ... forests of the
deepest, with the dense foliage of groves all shady and over-arched. And that ... is
where elephants are said to resort in old age when heavy with years ... and they are
regarded as sacred, under the care of... the gods of the woods.'**
Anthropological evidence is offered by Procopius, who records that the Tzanoi,
neighbours of the Armenians, worshipped groves as gods at a fime when they lived as
hunter-gatherers. Their forests remained impenetrable unfil Justinian conquered and
Christianized them, felling trees to make space for roads, churches and fortresses.**
More often an author will assert that a grove is very old because it has a mythological
origin or association, Pindar refers to 'The most ancient grove*' of the lords Aiakidai,'
which would be at least as old as the Trojan War.** Pausanias reports that people say
that a huge grove of planes on Mount Ponfinus was dedicated by the daughters of
Danaus, traditionally dated about 1425 BCE.*' The grove of Colonus, described at
length in Sophocles' play, has many even earlier associaUons,'"
There are other instances of such claims of antiquity, loo numerous to mention and of
course impossible to verify,"
In many other cases, various words for 'old' and 'ancient' are used for groves without any specific association or indicaUon of how long they might have been thought to
exist. For example, Pausanias reports, 'On the Phliasian citadel is a grove of cypress
trees and a sanctuary which from ancient Umes has been held to be particularly
holy,''^ Again, there are innumerable other examples,"
Occasionally one finds the idea that the sancuty of trees in a sacred grove preserves
them from the effects of age. Speaking of the Grove of Aphrodite at Knidos, Lucian
remarks that though the myrtle trees 'were old in years they were not withered or
faded but. still in their youthful prime, swelled with fresh sprays.'"
The officials of Greek city-states and Roman municipalities promulgated laws to
protect sacred groves and stationed guards to enforce them; inscriptions give ample
evidence of this. As a result, the groves often contained old trees of remarkable size.
They may not ha\e been completely safe, since trees from groves were someUmes cut
to make beams for use in temples. Regulations on the leasing of groves usually
included replanting when trees were cut, but such requirements are closer to those
governing sustainable yield rather than those intended to keep old-growth intact. Still,
preservation was undoubtedly regarded as the mle and use as the exception.
Forest growth and succession
Theophrastus mentions the behavior of trees in association with each other in forests,
'Trees which are close together.' he says, 'grow and increase more in height, and so
become unbranched, straight, and erect,''* Various tree species are 'good and bad
neighbors' to each other, depending mainly on root structure,'* He also notes that a
forest may reestablish itself after a disaster: 'Where forests have been swept away by
flood, the same trees grow afterwards,' And also, 'River floods encourage forest
growth, as do heavy rains.'' These phenomena would of course depend on the forest
species; he has failed to observe ecological succession.
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Vanished forests
The idea that forests had existed in times gone by, but had been destroyed, is found in
several of the classical authors. Lucretius recalls the clearing of forests for agriculture,
saying that humans 'made the woods climb higher up the mountains, yielding the
lowlands to be tilled and tended.''*
Others deduce that there must have been forests in places which were in contemporary times occupied by urban structures, 'There was a laurel grove" on the Aventine
in Rome,' Pliny remembers.*" Referring to Cyrene in Libya, Theophrastus says,
SI

82

There was a lot of sandarac where now the city stands; roofs in ancient times were
made of it,'*'
Strabo deplores the process of deforestation that he observed in his own day, 'Pisa
[had],,, timber for ship-building; in ancient times*",,, they utilized [it],,, to meet
perils,,, on the sea,,, but at the present time most of it is being used up on buildings at
Rome, and also on the villas, now that people are devising palaces of Persian magnificence,' he laments,**
Primeval forests
Finally, there was a feeling of awe before what today might be called 'old-growth,' or
'ancient forests,' Virgil connects their antiquity with the mountain gods, singing of
'Old Father Apennine himself, with his roaring of quivering oaks.'** He also extols
virgin forests, whose trees are 'unsown by mortal hand,' exclaiming, 'How fair the
sight of,,. fir trees, mountain bom, and beauteous lands that owe no debt or wage to
implement of man!'*'
The age and extent of primeval forests on the edge of the known world genuinely
excited admiration. 'If one thinks of the remote regions of the world and their inaccessible forests,' Pliny reflects, 'it is possible to believe that some trees have an
immeasurable span of life.'** Not limiting himself to this generalization, he gives an
example: 'In the northem region [of Germany] is the vast expanse of the Hercynian
oak forest, untouched through the ages and coeval with the world, which surpasses all
marvels by its nearly immortal destiny.'*'
Conclusion
In a search through classical Greek and Latin texts, we have found references to age
and ageing in individual trees, and in forests as well. The authors who gave the most
attention to the subject knew that trees may change in appearance, configuration, and
size as they get older. What they did not achieve is the concept of ecological succession; that is, that in ageing, the species composition and structure of a forest may
change in characteristic ways. In seeking the roots of modem attitudes to late successional forests among the expressions of ancient minds, therefore, we must confess our
failure to find much forest science worthy of the name. But we certainly find psychological antecedents. The admiration of venerable trees, the worship of antique godfilled groves, and the wonderment at endless, undying forests primeval that we find in
the poets and philosophers have not disappeared. Expressed in other ways, they are
among the motives for preservation of the remaining old-growth and opposition to
logging of ancient forests that are still active today.

—
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" Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite 5.260-272.
^^ Theophrastus HP 2.7.2,3.
"Pliny 16.91,242.
^"Theophrastus HP4.13.3
^^ Peri Phyton Historias.
^* Theophrastus HP 4.13.
^' Peri Phyton Aitias.
'" Theophrastus. de Causis Plantanim (CP) 2.11. Quotations throughout this paper are based on
the Greek text and translation by Benedict Emarson and George K.K. Link. 1976 and 1990.
Theophrastus, De Causis Plantanim. Loeb Classical Librar\', Cambridge and London;
Harvard-Heinemann.
" Theophrastus CP 5.9.2.
'^ Theophrastus CP 2.11.1
"Pliny 16.51, 117.
-'" Plmy 16.55, 126, cf Theophrastus HP 3.12.9.
'* Theophrashis CP 2.11.7-9.
'* Theophrastus HP 1.9.7; 1.10.1,
" Theophrastus CP 1.13.8,
'* Theophrastus HP 5,9,1,
"Plmy 16.74, 192,
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'^ Theophrastus HP 1,7,2.
"' Theophrastus CP 5.9.2,
"^ Plmy 16,56, 130,
•" Theophrastus HP 9,2,8,
Theophrastus CP 5,9,2-3.
"' Pausanias. Description of Greece 7.22.1. Quotations throughout this paper are based on the
Greek text and translation by W.H.S. Jones. 1918. Pausanias, Description of Greece, Loeb
Classical Library, Cambridge and London; Harvard-Heinemann.
^Pliny 16.51, 119.
•'"'Theophrastus HP 4.13.1.
"* Theophrastus HP 4.13.2; Pliny 16.90, 241
"'Theophrastus HP 4.13.1, CP 2.11.1; Pliny 16.90, 241.
'"Pliny 16.51, 119; 16.78, 212.
*' Philostratus. Life of Apollonius, 8.18.
*^ Summumque munus.
"Pliny 12,1,1,
*'' Lucretius, On the Nature of Things 5,955,
** Inopis ac ferae sortis, Pliny 16,1, 1,
** Lucretius 5,1360-62,
"Lucretius 5,1242.
** Priscoque.
*' Lucos, groves.
*°Pliny 12.2, 3.
*' Seneca. Letters 4.12.3.
" Diodoms Siculus. Library 5.66.1.
" Diodorus Siculus 5.42.6-43.3, 5.44.5.
*" Diodoms Siculus 3.42.2-5.
** Aelian. On Animals 7.2.
Procopius. Buildings of Justinian 3.6.2.
*^ alsei palaitato.
^ Pindar, Nemean Odes 7,44-7,
^' Pausanias 2,36,8-37,2,
™ Sophocles, Oedipus at Colonus 11,54-61, 1593-7,
" Pausanias 4,1,6; 5,10,1; 8,11; 8,23,6; 8,38,5; 8,41,4; Strabo, Geography 14,1,27, etc,
''^Pausanias 2,13,3-4,
"" Pausanias 2,29.8; 3,22,8; Virgil. Aeneid 8,597 ff„ etc,
''' Lucian, Amores 12.
^'Theophrastus HP 4.1.4.
'* Theophrastus CP 3.10.3-8.
" Theophrastus HP 3.1.2,5,6.
^^ Lucretius 5,1370-71.
^' Loretum.
*" Pliny 15.40, 138.
*' thyon.
^ archaion.
^'Theophrastus HP 5,3,7,
^ palaion,
*' Strabo, Geography5,2,5
*'Virgil, Aeneid 12,701
^" Vu-gil, Georgics 1,21-22; 2,437-42,
** Pliny 16,85, 234,
** Plmy 16.2, 6,

European ideas of
the age of forests

Europe is a glaciated continent. Even where it has not been covered with ice, most of
it has been converted to tundra, or to steppe in southern Europe, several times over the
last two million years. Forests can therefore seldom be more than 12,000 years old. No
Holocene forest is exactly equivalent to the primeval forest of previous interglacial
periods, because palaeolithic men had already altered the ecological balance.
Trees, of course, are living beings, not environment, and their history is not environmental history. Each species has its own agenda in Itfe, and European trees have
different agendas from Australian ones. Many of them are deciduous, shedding their
leaves in the winter half of the year In north Europe most trees are evergreen corufers.
In middle latitudes (including England) most are deciduous broadleaves. In the
Mediterranean south—in a climate resembling that of south-west Australia—most
trees are evergreen broadleaves, but there are also winter-deciduous broadleaves and
evergreen conifers,
European trees in general have more or less horizontal leaves, casting a denser
shade than do eucalypts; they do not, however, produce chemicals which inhibit the
vegetation under them. Adaptations to fire vary widely. Middle Europe, including
England, is far less combustible than Australia, and most forests will not bum at all.
Although Pyne (1991) claims that the importance of fire in England has been underestimated; nearly all his examples relate to non-forest fires, England has some fireadapted plants (bracken, heather), but they are not trees, and forest fires are almost
unknown. In the north fire is a major factor owing to the abundance of
a fire-adapted tree; for example, many of the pinewoods of Scotland are a
mosaic of different ages since fire. In the Mediterranean basin, where most of the
vegetation, especially pines, is fire-adapted, fires are almost as important as in
Australia,
When felled, many European trees sprout, to much the same degree as do most
eucalypts (Rackham 1986), Most conifers lack this property. Browsing seems to be
more important than in Australia, European trees are palatable to wild herbivores,
especially deer, and to domestic livestock; this varies both with the tree and with the
animal. Palatable trees in savanna, and often in forest, have their foliage ending at a
sharply-defined browse-line at the height to which the particular animal can reach
above ground (this is often seen with introduced trees in Australia), Some
Mediterranean trees are highly adapted to coexist with browsing, much as Australian
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trees coexist with fire; these can persist for cenmries in a bitten-down state (Rackham
& Moody 1996),
Most European trees have better seed-dispersal mechanisms (by wind or birds) than
most eucalypts. New forests readily spring up on abandoned farmland, as in North
America. This property, too, varies from species to species, and some trees are poorly
dispersed. Although a new forest may arise within decades, it may take cenmries to
acquire all the characteristic species. Most European trees have well-defined annual
rings and are thus easy to date,
European cultural history
Europe has long been a continent of settled population and agriculture, extending back
in the Mediterranean for half the Holocene, There is no defined date of discovery or
settlement (except for islands such as Crete and Iceland), and usually no verifiable
distinction between 'Aborigines' and 'setUers'. Some countries, such as England and
Ireland, have had dense populations (by modem Australian standards) for at least
3000 years.
Europeans have devoted their landscape to agriculture, gardening, pasturage or
woodcutting. They spent thousands of years cutting down trees with stone or metal
tools, and digging up trees to create farmland. They have had less opportunity to
influence the landscape by altering the fire regime, except in the far north and the
Mediterranean basin where trees will bum and are fire-adapted.
In the early Holocene nearly all of Europe, except at high altitudes and in the driest
areas, was covered with 'primeval' forest known as wildwood. Most non-forest land is
the result of human activity. The present proportion of forest can vary from over half
the land area, as in Finland, to less than two per cent, as in Ireland. Why some countries have more forest and others less is not well understood. In general the difference
goes back before the earliest written records. The major deforestation of England,
Scotland and Ireland took place more than 2000 years ago. The distinction between
Italy, where forests were common, and Spain and Greece, where forests were rare, was
as clear to Pliny (the ancient Roman naturalist) as it is today (Grove & Rackham
1998). England in 1086 A.D. had more forest than it has today, but less forest (in
relation to its area) than France or Germany have now. Most European trees, except
for most conifers, survive being cut down and sprout. This is the basis of woodland
management by coppicing, which goes back at least 5000 years. Nearly all forests or
woodland are 'umpteenth-growth', having been felled many times in their history.
By 1788 the English had long been used to trees and forests as a settled and permanent part of their cultural landscape (Rackham 1990), When describing the very
different landscapes of Australia they used existing words but gave them new meanings. Their English meanings are summarised in Table 1, Most of the Australianisms
seem to date from early in the colony's history, and are independent of American
terminology. In this paper words like woodland are underlined to indicate that they
are being used in the English, not Australian, sense.
Besides reducing the area of forest, and promodng woodcutting-adapted species in
those forests that remained, human activities created new habitats for trees. Pasturage
has greatly extended the area of savanna—cattle and sheep, to some extent, making up
for the lack of wild beasts. There are also free-standing trees in hedges, parks, around
settlements, and along roads.
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The conversion of forest to non-forest is not a one-way process. Farmland, grassland and savarma have reverted to forest on many occasions. Most of the big wooded
areas of medieval England contain archaeological evidence of settlement in earlier
periods (e.g, Rackham 1989).
Table 1, Terms used in England which are different or unfamiUar to those in Australia
Term used in England

Meaning

Wildwood

Forest before human intervention

forest (small 'F')

Modem (not historic) term for land with continuous trees

Forest (capital 'F')

Historic term for a place of deer (often savanna with few trees or
heath with none)

Woodland

Forest (in modem sense) as part of a cultural landscape

Wood-pasture (English) Scattered trees among non-forest vegetation
or savanna (American)
Coppice, copse

Forest which is frequently logged and grows again from sprouts

Scmb

Woodland in a young stage of development

Pollard

A free (usually non-forest) which has its top repeatedly cut off (as
can happen from natural causes or municipal engineers in
Ausfralia)

Grove

Small area of forest

Bush

Individual shrub or imdershmb (not used for an area of land)

Wood(l)

Area of woodland sunounded by non-forest

Wood (2) (or equivalent
in other European
languages)

Stems less than 20 cm in diameter

Timber (or equivalent in
other European
languages)

Stems more than 20 cm in diameter

(French)

Trees reduced to the stature of shmbs

(Greek) or
(French)

Vegetation composed of undershmbs (which are not potential
frees)

Wildwood and old-growth forest
Europeans know about the wildwood of the early Holocene chiefly from pollen
analysis. It may not have been strictly wildwood. Palaeolithic men could have altered
it in at least two ways. The elephants and other great tree-breaking beasts of previous
interglacials were absent, probably because they had been exterminated. It is possible
that the ability to sprout is an adaptaUon to browsing by great herbivores and not
necessarily otdy an adaptation to fire, for many fireproof trees, such as
and are sprouters. The fire regime would probably have been altered in areas
where fire was possible.

Figure lA, Chalkney Wood, Earl's Colne, Essex, as mapped by Israel Amyce in 1598
The wood is about 2 kilometres long, A great earthwork mns all round the
perimeter. Traced from original in Essex Record Office

Racldiam—European ideas of age
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Figxu-e IB. Chalkney Wood, Earl's Colne, Essex, as photographed by a pilot of the
German Air Force in 1940. Note the mosaic of different areas of regrowth
since felling, ibwrce rUnited States National Archives, Group 373, GX
10373F/1054/SK38.
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Figure 2. Logging in the Bradfield Woods, west Suffolk. This scene has been repeated
on this spot at intervals of about 10 years for at least seven centuries. The
picture is of the variant known to academic writers as 'coppice-withstandards', in which the wood-producing trees have been felled but some
trees have been left to grow on to timber size.
In a continent where civilisation has been pervasive for 6000 years, wildwood is
most unlikely still to exist, and its existence is difficult to prove. Archaeological
surveys often reveal signs of early settlement and agriculture even in areas which later
were to be great forests. This is particularly true of areas where early civilisations
produced monuments which are easily found even in forest, for example, the
thousands of Iron Age forts in Sardinia, or in countries such as England
where archaeological study has been thorough. Elsewhere the apparent lack of
archaeology in present forests may be merely because the dense vegetation hides all
but the most conspicuous evidence. Even if people did not live in an area, they could
have affected it at a distance by altering the browsing and fire regimes.
'Old-growth' is an American term not much used in Europe. In some European
countries there are areas, usually of old trees, which are regarded as 'primaeval forest'
or 'virgin forest' and thought of as the equivalent of old-growth forest in other continents. Peterken (1996) gives a map of such areas. They are often not in remote or
well-protected places, and their designation seldom depends on detailed knowlege of
their history. Out of 264 sites, 112 are in Czechoslovakia, and none are in Britain,
which suggests that the British have a narrower standard of designation than the
Czechs or Slovaks. As Peterken points out, such 'old-growth forests' tend to have been
designated by foresters, not ecologists. They are forests that for some reason have
escaped the last 200 years or so of modem forestry. Many of them have been altered
by activities other than forestry within the last two centuries, and what activities
shaped them in the previous 5000 years is anyone's guess. As Peterken puts it, 'in
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most current usage the term ["virgin forest"] means littie more than "old-growth
unmanaged for at least several decades'".

Figure 3. Scene in the Bradfield Woods (Figure 2) one year after felling. Among the
regrowth is a dense stand of the herb grown up
from seed buried since the previous logging.
Pockets of wildwood, often too small to have attracted attention, may be expected to
survive in particularly inaccessible places, even in densely-populated countries. Trees
on cliffs and gorges escape browsing and burning, although woodcutting has often
extended even here (Rackham & Moody 1996). Trees which are sensitive to browsing
but not logging such as or to burning but not logging such as may
find refugia in such places.
Woodland in the cultural landscape
Looking for wildwood in Europe is chasing a might-have-been. Forests in reality are
part of a cultural landscape, in which trees have come to terms with human behaviour.
Europeans are setUers in other continents but Aborigines in their own. There is a
history of centuries or millennia of conservation and management, especially in
countries such as England where forest was rare.
Hayley Wood near Cambridge is a wood of 50 hectares surroimded by farmland. It
is first described in A.D. 1252 in a survey of the Bishop of Ely's estates as
and its history can be traced in documents down the centimes to its present
ownership by Cambridgeshire Wildlife Trust. A survey of 1356 says that it was
supposed to be logged every seven years (Rackham 1975). Hayley is an example of
Ancient Woodland. There are thousands of woods, typically of 5 to 100 hectares in
extent, each with its own name, islanded among farmland, having permanent
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boundaries, and managed sustainably down the cenmries (Figure 1). Although intensively logged (on a sustainable basis), they remain recognisable as natural vegetation;
they are not plantations. Their plants and animals have come to terms with a
management regime that has been relatively stable and has come to form part of the
environment (Figures 2, 3).
Ancient woods are to be distinguished from the recent woodland which has spmng
up on former farmland, heath, industrial sites, etc. It may take many centuries for such
secondary woods to become assimilated to Ancient Woodland, although the latter
often contains evidence of cultivation in the remote past. In England, Ancient
Woodland is an oflBcial conservation designation, and English Nature has compiled a
register of sites. Ancient woods can be identified not only from written records. The
boundaries are fixed typically by banks and ditches, which defined the perimeter and
made it easier to fence against browsing livestock. Other earthworks may subdivide
the interior, marking former divisions of ownership; the labour invested in them
demonstrates the importance then attached to woodland conservation. Changes of
banks and ditches may mark areas added to or subtracted from the wood. Written
records never tell the whole story: Gamlingay Wood, three kilometres from Hayley, is
perhaps the best-documented wood in England, yet its archaeology reveals a complex
history of which the documents know nothing.

Figure 4. Ancient coppice stool of Eligias Gorge Crete
This tree is one of the few conifers that sprout after felling.
The trees in ancient woods were expected to renew themselves by sprouting. This is
mentioned several times in the Bible: 'And there shall come forth a rod out of the
stock of Jesse, and a Branch shall grow out of his roots' 11 1, 8th centurv
B.C.), It is also alluded to in Roman and less often Greek authors (Rackham 1996)
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Over the cenmries these trees have developed massive permanent bases, up to five
metres in diameter, recalling the ancient lignombers of mallee eucalypts (Figure 4),
Many plants and animals are characteristic of Ancient Woodland, Some have poor
powers of dispersal or establishment on new sites, such as lime, Others
are adapted to the cycle of light shade and dense shade resulting from felling and
regrowth, such as and (Figure 3) (Rackham
1990),
A source of evidence for woodland (and non-forest trees) in past centuries is the
timber and wood contained in ancient buildings. These indicate the sizes, environments, and management of trees up to 800 years ago. Excavation of timber and wood
in waterlogged sites indicates that woodland management in England goes back at
least 5000 years.
Intermediates between forest and non-forest: hedges, savanna, maquis
Trees do not occur only in forests. Europe has trees in hedges, standing in fields, or
scattered over the landscape in the form of savanna (roughly equivalent to Australian
woodland).
Rows of trees or shrubs along boundaries go back at least 2000 years; some individual
hedges are more than a thousand years old. Boundaries in Australia seem not to turn
into hedges as do those in Europe and North America. This may be because many
European and American trees, unlike Australian, are dispersed by birds sitting on
fences and excreting the seeds. (Hedges are less infrequent in West Australia.)
Maquis consists of trees reduced to the form of shmbs by browsing, burning or
woodcutting. Many Mediterranean oaks and other trees are adapted to
living indefinitely as shmbs when circumstances require: they are roughly equivalent
to the mallee species of Maquis is widespread in the less arid parts of
southem Europe. It is often regarded as an artefact, as forest 'degraded' by human
activity, but is really a long-standing ecosystem important in its own right.
Savanna occurs in many European countries. It is now most widespread in southem
Europe (Figure 5): the existence of savanna and maquis, as intermediates between
forest and non-forest, makes measurements of forest area untmstworthy. Savaima has
been overlooked by ecologists in the belief that it, too, is no more than 'degraded
forest' unworthy of serious study. The story, however, is more complex than this.
Much historic forest, and even wildwood, appears to have been in the nature of
savanna, with non-shade-bearing herbaceous plants. In Europe, as in Australia, many
present forests (including even some 'old-growth' forests) have the character of
infilled savanna, with an old generation of big spreading trees now embedded in a
crowded mass of younger trees.
Savarma was part of the medieval and earlier practice of wood-pasture, combining
trees and browsing animals (Moreno 1990). Domestic livestock would eat the
regrowth of felled trees and kill the palatable species. To prevent this, either logged
areas were fenced to exclude animals until the new shoots were big enough not to be
harmed, or it was the practice to pollard the trees, cutting them 2-4 metres above

ground level so tiiat the new shoots would be out of reach (Figure 5). Pollarding was
used to provide successive crops of wood, or in some countries to yield leaves on
which to feed cattle and sheep.

Figure 5. Savaima in the moimtains of Formi, Sardinia. The trees are ancient pollards
of deciduous oak. Note the hollow tmnks.
Areas of pollard trees usually took the form of savaima. Until the nineteenth
century this was widespread in Europe. In the Age of Enlightenment it fell into
decline, because of the fashion for disapproving of common-land and other multiple
land-uses. Modem European forestry has almost always separated the growing of trees
from pasturage, and lias been particularly hostile to savanna. Savaima now survives
mainly in countries such as England, Spain, Sardinia (Figures 5,6) and Greece, where
modem forestry was late in developing and many areas escaped its influence.
Ancient trees
Many European trees are capable of living to several times the age at which they are
'mature' in the foresters' sense. Ancient trees have been venerated since Biblical times
as picturesque objects and for their historical associations. Like deer, they play a part
in native rites and ceremonies. They have been preserved as venerable features of later
designed landscapes. They have names, and artists paint their portraits. If they are
pollards (as most of them are) they are evidence of the history and use of the lands
around them.
Recentiy it has been recognised that ancient trees are of unique value as habitats. A
single ancient tree has rot-holes, red-rotted heartwood, dead limbs of various sizes, a
hollow interior, old dry bark—a series of miniature ecosystems, each with its peculiar
animals and plants, for which no amount of middle-aged trees are any use at all (e.g.
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Harding & Rose 1986), Some of these habitats are enhanced by a history of pollarding
(Figures 5,6).

Figure 6. Wood-pasture savaima, Staverton Park, Suffolk. The site was set up as a
deer-farm in the twelfth century, and has kept its ancient trees. The middle
tree, called the King's Oak, is probably at least 800 years old.
The occurrence of ancient forests is different from that of ancient trees. Ancient
Woodland seldom contains old upstanding trees, but it does have the centuries-old
permanent bases of trees that have been repeatedly felled. Old upstanding trees are
normally in savanna and non-woodland situations, although infilling may have
converted their sites to forest today. They are seldom relicts of former forests; indeed
they often grew up as farmland trees, and may stand on archaeological feamres such
as terrace-walls or stone-piles. Most trees live longest in adverse environments where
their growth is slowed by infertile soils, pollarding, cold, or drought. They are not
usually the biggest of their kind; very large trees are often comparatively young,
having grown fast in a favourable environment.
In England wood-pasture was given a new lease of Iffe in the eleventh century A.D.
by the addition of deer to conventional livestock. Deer were kept as semi-domestic
animals in parks (Figure 6) and Forests. These did not always contain trees, but where
they did they were treated as savaima or wood-pasture. This began the characteristic
English love of ancient trees, which continues in various forms until this day.
The fate of ancient trees is bound up with that of savanna. They are most numerous
in England and Greece, where modem forestry was a late and incomplete development.
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Conclusions
As in Australia, tiie age of a forest, the ages of the trees in it, and its age since last
logging are three different things. The age of the forest as an ecosystem—the length of
time since the site was sometiiing other than forest—may be much older than the
oldest tree. Conversely, if the forest has grown out of savanna, it is possible for some
of the trees to be older than the forest.
Witii trees that sprout, the age of the tree may be much older than the last time it
was felled or bumt. Coppice stools and pollards, like lignottibers in Australia, may
have ouUived many cycles of felling or regrowth.
Centtiries of woodcutting have produced stable ecosystems, of the greatest value
both as cultiu-al artefacts and as habitats for plants and animals. Felling is an integral
part of these ecosystems, to the extent that lack of felling becomes a conservation
problem. Many English woods for the last 70 years have suffered from too little
logging; they are often in an excessively shady state.
This might be thought to give countenance to the theory that logging is beneficial
to Australian forests and the creamres that dwell in them. There are, however, three
important differences. First, European coppice-woods have come to terms with
logging over scores of felling cycles and hundreds of years. Logging is a novelty in
Australian forests, which are mosUy in their second and third cycles and are unlikely
to becomefiillyadapted in the humanly foreseeable fiiture. Second, in Europe, coppicing was preceded by drastic upheavals during the glaciations, which will have eliminated all the wildlife sensitive to dismibance. In Australia the effects of glaciation
seem to have been less, so that disturbance-sensitive plants and animals, liable to be
eliminated by logging, can be expected to survive to a greater extent than in Europe.
Third, the effects of the logging cycle on shade are different. Australian trees tend to
cast less shade than European trees in summer, and lack of felling does not normally
result in excessive shade. However, the crowded sprout-growth of some eucalypts in
the decades after logging produces a degree of shade seldom encountered in natural
forests. This artificially dark, dense coppice phase may well be highly detrimental to
ecosystems not adapted to it.
The importance of ancient trees in Europe has its parallels in Australia: here too it
is important to prevent themfl"ombeing tidied away in logging operations or 'stand
improvement'. It is my impression, however, that there are some differences. In
Europe ancient trees are usually protected from fire; in Australia they get bumt from
time to time, which may affect their longevity and the habitats contained within them
(e.g. rotten wood). Whether some eucalypts, like some oaks, can live for three or four
times the average Itfe-span of the species seems not to be known.
Savanna in Europe has declined through destruction by encroachment of farmland
or forestry, and by infilling. Both of these have happened in Australia, although new
savannas have been created by partial destraction of forest. In Australia as in Europe,
there has been concern over decline of savaima trees and lack of replacement. To a
European, a regrettable feamre of many Australian savannas is the disappearance of
the original grassland component. The trees may remain, but the ecosystem has lost its
integrity where native grassland has been replaced by European grasses and weeds.
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Primeval forests
in Australia

Sometimes they called it 'aboriginal'. Sometimes they called it 'old'. Sometimes they
called it 'virgin'. More often than not they called it 'primeval'. That was how colonists generally characterized the forest which had survived European settiement more
or less intact—and how Australians continued to characterize it through into the
twentieth century. When this forest was felled, it became as
Arthur Streeton tided one of his paintings executed around 1888 at Gembrook in the
Dandenong Ranges which shows a few dead trees in the foreground, a primitive hut in
the middleground, then a wall of forest behind. The opening in the forest is mamfestly
new; a man holding an axe stands at the base of the biggest tree in the foreground; the
clearing is only 'primeval' because of what is behind it.
What did colonists make of this forest? Most of them wanted it cleared 'entirely
away'. They delighted, as Captain James Wallis's
put it in 1821, in how the 'primeval forest' could be 'changed from a mournful
and desolate wildemess, into the cheerful village, the busy town, and the crowded
city'.' Streeton's can be read as similarly celebratory. There is
nothing to suggest that he was troubled by the destmction of the giant forest of the
Dandenongs when he began painting in the 1880s. Rather his concern at the despoliation of Australia's forests developed only in the 1920s when, for example, he attacked
the Victorian Forests Commission's plans to 'thin' the Cumberland Valley near
Marysville because of how it would destroy the forest canopy, open the valley floor to
"strong sunlight and drying winds' and leave 'countiess tons' of 'inflammable
mbbish' littered through the 'once primeval forest',^
Yet from at least the 1830s some colonists began looking very differently on
Australia's old trees on account of their age. Although Uieir work has long been
forgotten - as earlv as 1920 the New South Wales Government Botanist, J,H, Maiden,
claimed that there was only a 'scanty Australian literamre' dealing with the rate of
growth of eucalvpts - some of Australia's leading colonial scientists began trying to
determine the age of gum trees,' Insofar as they concluded that some species of
eucalvpts were very fast growing, colonists were delighted because of the 'industrial'
implications for the eucalypt as a source of timber. When they concluded that the
biggest eucalypts were hundreds, if not thousands, of years old, colonists began to
argue that at least small stands of these trees should be protected. At least once, in
1889-90, the Victorian government was forced to abandon its plans to grant a timber
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concession near the Black Spur north-east of Melbourne partly because of the value
colonists attached to this 'irreplaceable' forest.''
The age of the patriarchs
In the Old World everyone knew that each ring on a tree trunk indicated a year's
growth and, to begin with, Australian colonists assumed that they could apply the
same rule. Typical was the Tasmanian Govemor Sir William Denison who in 1849
visited a shipbuilding yard at Oyster Cove where he saw two blue gums felled. One of
these 'ordinary-sized' trees was 172 feet [52.4m] to its first branch; the other was 135
feet [41,1m]. According to Denison, both of these trees 'were from 270 to 300 years
old, judging from the annual rings'. A decade later, when specimens of blue gum were
exhibited at the Crystal Palace in London in 1859, the catalogue noted that 'firom
observations made on the annual rings of growth, it would appear to attain its fidl
magnitude in about 300 years'.*
This view was probably orthodoxy among most colonists in 1875 when a Select
Committee of the Tasmanian Legislative Assembly examined whether the export of
native timber should be regulated so that foreign buyers could be confident of its
quality. As all eucalypts grew at the same rate, John Watson, an experienced timber
merchant who had been in Tasmania for 43 years, testified that 'in Gum timber each
year's growth has a ring for itself. Watson declared that 'A gum tree takes three
hundred years for its growth'. He had 'counted 280 rings in the timber'.*
The same view was maintained by the photographer Nicholas Caire who from the
late 1870s through to the early 1900s did more than anyone to record Victoria's giant
trees. One reason was their size: Caire took nationalist pride in the fact that the mountain ash were probably the tallest trees in the world eclipsing the sequoias of California. But the age of these trees was at least as important to him because he thought that
they were probably the 'oldest inhabitants of the land'.' Caire's strongest reason for
thinking Victoria's giant trees were of great age came from a mountain ash on the
Black Spur north-east of Melbourne which was felled so that a section from it could be
sent to the Paris Universal Exhibition of 1878. When a friend of his took 'the trouble
of counting the rings from the core to the outer edge of the bark' of the stump of the
tree, he found 1,200. Because he applied the standard old world rule of one ring for
each year of growth, Caire concluded it was 'at least 1,200 years old' and that the
mountain ash reached 1,200, if not 1,500 years, before decay and shrinkage set in.*
Yet Caire at least occasionally imagined that the mountain ash were even older, influenced most likely by reports that the giant redwoods of the Sierra Nevada were up to
3,000 years old. Because the higher mountain ash were even taller than the biggest
sequoias, Caire presumed that the 'patriarchs' of Victoria's 'older forests' must be
even older. When an amateur naturalist David Boyle discovered a tree near Sassafras
in the Dandenongs which he measured in 1888 at 466 feet (but which on remeasurement proved to be only 220 feet), Caire suggested in 1889 that this 'monster tree'
might have withstood 'the shocks of time' for 3,500 years.'
The applicability of the European science of tree-dating to the eucalypts was questioned, however, already in 1853 by Govemor Denison in a paper submitted to
in which he provided detailed measurements of several
big trees near Hobart including two which had been felled and proved to have 189
rings each. Denison explained that because 'the Gum-trees evidentiy make two shoots
in the year, one in the autumn and another in the spring, the summer being an
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apparentiy dead time for them as regards growth', he suspected 'there might be a
growth of two rings in the course of one year'. But after considering 'the size of these
trees, and the rate of increase shown by dividing the number of rings by the radius in
inches', Denison rejected this hypothesis. If the trees put on two rings a year, they
would have grown quicker than Denison thought possible.'°
This issue was taken up again in 1867 by the Reverend William WooUs, an Anglican clergyman-scientist, who concluded that tree rings provided litUe evidence of the
age of Australian trees. One of his reasons was that, while these rings were 'clear
enough in some of the younger trees of our forests', they were 'frequently obliterated
and confiised' in older trees and often did not exist at all because the trees became
hollow. Woolls also drew on work done in Madras by Edward Green Baffour who had
recognized that, while tree rings allowed for age to be calculated:
with tolerable conectness infreesof temperate and cold climates, where during the
winter there is a marked intermption to growth, and thus a line of demarcation is
formed between the circles; ... infreesof warm climates, this mode of calculating
age may lead to enor.
Because of the irregularity of the seasons in Australia, particularly the occurrence of
long droughts, Woolls declared it 'unlikely that calculations formed on the concentric
circles of trees would lead to any solution of the problem regarding their longevity,
even if other circumstances were favourable for such an investigation'."
How then could the gum trees be dated? Woolls suggested that one possibility was
to measure the rate at which different species put on girth and then extrapolate how
long it would then take them to reach a given size. So he suggested that ff:
in some of the quickly-growing species, the diameter of thefreeshould be found to
measure a foot [0.3m] in twenty years, then the same free would requfre four
hundred years to attain a diameter of twenty feet [6.1m] ... Or, again, if in some of
the very hard and slowly growing species, 50 years should be requfred for the
diameter of a foot, 300 years would be necessary to produce even the diameter of
six feet [1,8m],
When Woolls applied this reasoning to ironbarks, he concluded that a tree just three
feet [1,8m] in diameter could be 200 years old as an ironbark planted by Elizabeth
Macarthur at Parramatta over 50 years before still had a diameter of only 1 foot
[0,3m], But Woolls also warned that his methodology was only useful while trees were
growing. It applied to their youth and prime but not their old age and there was 'great
obscurity in making any estimate of the period they may endure after they have passed
the time of their perfect development'.'^
For all this acute observation, Woolls was one of many colonists who could not stop
himsetf assuming tiiat the biggest trees had to be very old. Already in 1859 the catalogue accompanying the Tasmanian exhibits at die Crystal Palace had declared with
no apparent justffication that tiiere was 'littie doubt tiiat trees of die Blue Gum now
exist in Tasmanian forests which have witnessed the revolution of more than a thousand years'. Woolls did not go as far. But excited by reports from Uie Victorian
Government Botanist, Ferdinand von Mueller, of giant mountain ash up to 480 feet
[I46.3m] high on die Black Spur, Woolls declared it 'impossible to believe that any
frees could attain the astonishing height of 300 or 400 feet [91.4-146.3m] in less than
several centuries'."
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Woolls was similarly unscientific a decade later when he delivered a paper on the
'Wonders of Australian Vegetation' to the Horticulmral Society of New South Wales.
So great was Woolls's enthusiasm for the eucalypts that he forgot his own earlier
observations on the growth rates of different species of eucalypt which should have led
him not to extrapolate from one species to another. Instead he proceeded to take the
ironbarks at Parramatta as the basis for estimating the age of the mountain ash
reported by Ferdinand von Mueller. Because he calculated that the ironbarks 'would
not exceed a diameter of 6 feet [1.8m] in less than 200 or 300 years', he declared that
a mountain ash 480 feet high [146.3m] or over 50 feet in girth [15.2m or 4.8m
diameter] 'must be 1000 or 2000 years old'.'"
Woolls's views about the great age of the eucalypts were implicitly supported by
Mueller himseff, although the great Victorian botanist was unusually unforthcoming
with precise estimates of the age of these trees. Mueller seems to have first addressed
this issue in a lecture at Melboume's Industrial and Technological Museum in 1870s.
Having described the 'marvellous' longevity of certain types of tree such as the cedars
of Lebanon which he put at 2,500 years, British oaks which he thought reached 2,000
years and the giant redwoods which he believed attained only 1,100 years, Mueller
declared: 'Here, in Victoria, the Native Beech and several Eucalyptus are veritable
patriarchs of the forests, and of a far more venerable age than is generally supposed,''*
When Mueller returned to this issue a year later in another lecmre at Melboume's
Industrial Museum, he declared that he had 'endeavoured to arrive at some idea of the
real age of the larger trees'. But all he had to say was that 'a period of a quarter or
even half a century must elapse before a solid plank, hardened by age', could be
'obtained from even a rapid growing eucalypms tree'. So far as Victoria's oldest trees
were concemed, he simply speculated that they might have 'stood already in youthfiil
elegance, while yet the diprotodon—one of the megafauna which Mueller described as
'a wombat of the size of a buffalo'—was roaming over the forest ridges encircling Port
Phillip Bay','*
The Jesuit clergyman-scientist, Julian Tenison-Woods, put a radically different
view of the gum tree's age in June 1878 in one of his most influential papers on
'Tasmanian Forests: Their Botany and Economical Value', Within six months of
delivering this paper to the Royal Society of New South Wales, Tenison-Woods was
recording with suprise that it had attracted 'general attention' not just in Australia but
in Europe and America. In April 1880 a reduced version of his paper dealing with the
question of forest age was published in the English joumal
Tenison-Woods commenced his discussion by acknowledging that because of the
size of Tasmania's eucalypts, one was 'inclined to attribute to them great antiquity'.
But he announced that after trying to gather reliable information about the age of
Tasmania's forests during almost three years on a 'missionary tour' of the colony, he
had found no evidence to support this conclusion. His repeated questions had simply
elicited 'mere guesses; from 200 to 300 years was the general reply'. In all he had
found only two informants with useful empirical evidence about the rate at which trees
put on rings and their observations suggested that Tasmania's eucalypts were of 'very
rapid growth' and that even the largest were 'not of great age','*
One of Tenison-Woods's informants was the owner of a big sawmill on the Huon,
who felled a blue gum which his brother had planted 18 years before and found that it
had 36 rings. His other informant was a farmer who cleared a paddock which had last
had a crop on it 16 years before and reported that the biggest saplings had 33 rings.
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Concepts of forest age

Hence Tenison-Woods concluded that gum trees put on two rings of growth for each
year. Because the sawmiller also seems to have reported that not one of the thousands
of trees which had gone through his sawmill had more than 150 rings, while a 'very
large proportion of... serviceable timber' had just 100 rings, Tenison-Woods
concluded 'the tallest trees of the forest, the giant timber of Tasmania, range from fifty
to seventyfiveyears old'.''
Tenison-Woods retumed to this issue early in 1879 in one of his many scientific
essays for the weekly in which he brought his work before a general
audience. Rather than simply popularize what he had already told the Royal Society,
Tenison-Woods both refined and generalized his conclusion. Unlike in his earlier
paper, Tenison-Woods drew on a recent article in London's which
suggested that lack of climatic extremes meant that tree rings in tropical countries
were 'apt to be but fainUy marked', while a 'cold snap' during the summer could
'divide the annual layer in two, and therefore be accounted as two years' growth'.
Probably encouraged by these findings, Tenison-Woods announced that he was
'meeting with proof every day that two, and even three rings of growth are produced
in the eucalypts in certain seasons, and that in times of extreme drought not even one
is formed',^^
The problem with this new conclusion was that it implicitly cast doubt on TenisonWoods's own earlier finding that Tasmania's tallest trees were just 75 years old. ff
trees sometimes formed no rings at all—and perhaps sometimes formed only one
ring—^there was no basis for dividing the number of rings by two. Moreover, as
William Woolls had already recognized and Ferdinand von Mueller similarly noted in
1880 in his identification of tree rings was itseff not straightforward because 'the less regular intermediate rings between the annual layers of
wood apt to be formed in the trees of the zone of evergreen vegetation, are easily
mistaken for the results of a year's growth'.^'
Tenison-Woods's conclusion that the biggest trees were just 75 years old was also
too great a generalization as Woolls was quick to point out. In his
published in 1879 and then in a paper to the Liimean Society of
New South Wales in 1880, Woolls acknowledged that blue gums were particularly fast
growing. He even accepted that one tree had 'attained 115 feet [35.0m] in seven years'
and that in Tasmania they might assume 'gigantic proportions in less than a century'.
But he insisted that such rapid growth did 'not apply to the species generally' and that
'the harder woods in the county of Cumberland' which he had observed for almost 50
years were 'slow in growth, and ...tcenttiries elapse before they reach their fidl
proportions'.^^
Nature and mammon
These very different views of die eucalypts' age of Australia's were not just a matter of
arcane, scientific debate. They also underpinned very different views of what colonists
should do widi Austi-alia's primeval forests. Those colonists who, like TenisonWoods, believed that even the biggest, oldest trees were 75 years old at most, were
inclined to see no reason to protect them fromtimber-getters.Those who, like Woolls,
thought them the product of centuries of growth were much more inclined to argue
that some of these forests should be preserved because, once they were destroyed, they
could not be re-created.
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Possibly the first colonist to suggest that Australia's big, old trees should be
preserved was another Anglican clergyman-scientist, the Reverend W.B, Clarke, who
arrived in Sydney in 1839 when much of the original native flora around the harbom
had been cleared. The Austrian traveller Baron von Hugel recorded in 1834 how
settiers in Sydney often removed 'every last trees round their homes'. This destmction
made other settiers look more favourably on the trees which survived. In his first letter
to his mother, written the day after he arrived in Sydney, Clarke observed of the few
that remained around the harbour: 'These are old trees and I would not cut them
down,'^'
By 1870 Ferdinand von Mueller was calling for protection of some of Australia's
old forests. In his lecture at Melboume's Industrial Museum, Mueller declared 'Some
feelings of veneration and reverence should also be evinced towards the native vegetation, where it displays its rarest and grandest forms'. According to Mueller, it was
'lamentable that in all Australia scarcely a single spot' had 'been secured for preserving some relics of its most ancient trees to convey to posterity an idea of the original
features of our primeval forests'. While implicitly attaching most blame to government, Mueller also lambasted individual landholders for their 'vandalism' which he
contrasted with the 'respect' for namre shown by the 'uncivilised inhabitants of many
a fropical country',^"
When Mueller lectured at the Museum again a year later, he retumed to this theme,
contrasting his own success in 'saving many a venerable free' imder his confrol at
Melboume's Botanic Gardens with the fate of many old trees throughout the rest of
Victoria which were 'sinking daily under our axes, often sacrificed unnecessarily'.
Again the age of the eucalypts was a key part of Mueller's preservationist arguments
as he asked, 'why should even the Itfe of a plant be expended cmelly and waslefiilly,
especially tf, perhaps this very plant stood already in youthfiil elegance' when the
diprotodon existed. Although he did not identify specific areas for protection, Mueller
clearly wanted Victoria's 'primeval forests' preserved unless good reasons could be
given for their destmction.^*
John Smith, the foundation professor of chemistry at the University of Sydney,
came to the same conclusion in 1871 after visiting the Mariposa Grove of giant
sequoias in Caltfomia which the United States government had protected seven years
before. In his account of his travels. Smith recalled how on a visit to the Clarence
River in northern New South Wales he had once measmed a fig free which 2 feet
[0,6m] from the ground was 180 feet [54,9m] in girth and 6 feet [1,8m] from the
ground had a girth of 118 feet [36,0m], This free had been felled soon after Smith
measured it along with the rest of the Big Scmb along the Clarence, The confrast
between what Americans had protected and Ausfralians had desfroyed led Smith to
observe:
In California, the Mariposa big-free grove was made an inalienable reserve for
public resort and recreation. Had our Government made a similar reserve of say a
square mile on the Clarence, they might have preserved for the enjoyment of future
generations some of the most wonderful productions of the vegetable kingdom,
now hopelessly lost. It is still possible to secure a specimen of a forest of a very
similar character .., in the district of Dlawana. I am not aware, however, that any
such forest remains the property of the Government; but ... it is worth serious
consideration whether some of it should not be bought back and carefully preserved
for the common good. Once these aboriginal forests disappear no art can restore
them."
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Yet when Ausfralia's colonial govemments began to enact laws to limit the cutting of
native forests, they always sought to protect new growth by setting minimum size
limits and ignored the old. For example, from 1870 regulations in Victoria prohibited
the felling of all frees less than 18 inches in diameter but otherwise allowed splitters to
fell an unlimited quantity of timber of any size and age in return for an annual licence
fee of £5 and a royalty for sawmillers of 1 shilling for every thousand feet cut [2,4m ],
The comparable regulations made in 1885 governing State Forests in New South
Wales set different minimum girths for different species. While forest oak,
had to be 2 feet 3 inches [0,7m], the minimum for red cedar was 9 feet [2,7m],^'
Ausfralia's first foresters supported this legislation because their overriding concem
was to maximize timber production so that State Forests would yield the greatest
possible financial retum to the Crown. Typical was George Perrin who after working
as Conservator for six years in South Ausfralia, where organized forestry began in
Ausfralia, became Tasmania's first Conservator of Forests in 1886 and two years later
assumed the position in Victoria. Time and again, Perrin emphasized that colonists
needed all 'the old timber out'. He had 'no intention of keeping a single matured free
from the saw-miller'. When he first outiined his plans for reforming Victoria's State
Forests in 1889, Perrin hoped to induce the sawmiller 'to take away old rejected frees
and cut them up, by a reduction of the royalty charges on such frees'. But a year later
he was arguing that sawmillers 'should be compelled to clear off every matured free'
from their concessions because 'every year it stands the free is deteriorating through
decay' and 'is simply occupying the ground to the detriment of its successors'.^*
What did it mean for a free to be 'mature'? Perhaps influenced by Julian TenisonWoods's estimate that even the biggest frees were only 75 years old, Perrin generally
identtfied a mamrefreeas between 30 and 35 years, although in evidence to Victoria's
Royal Commission on Gold Mining in 1890, he declared 'the general Itfe of the eucalypms is from 30 to 35 years. But Perrin then made clear that he was equating 'life'
with 'maturity'. According to the Conservator
,,, a eucalyptus planted now, in 30 to 35 years would becomefitfor the sawmill. If
it is not cut down, every month it stands it is either rotting or deteriorating in some
other way, and the sooner thatfreeis cut down the better. So we can arange for a
rotation, and keep a large forest atfrom30 to 35 years old,
Perrin's goal was to clear forest blocks of all such 'mature' frees and then close these
areas 'for a rotation of years, say, 5, 10, 15 or 20, according to die growth of saplings
upon the area at the time of abandonment', his goal was to ensure that 'crops of frees'
of untform age and size were always coming on for the sawmillers,^'
This approach to forest management finally became tiie stuff of politics in 1889
when tiie revealed tiiat Perrin had negotiated what he regarded as a model
timber agreement - granting die Yea River Company exclusive rights over 5,000 acres
[2023ha] of State Forest and 14,000 acres [5666ha] of adjoining land close to die
Black Spur for 21 years with a right of renewal for anotiier 21 years. Because the new
company not only undertook to spend £100,000 on sawmills and framways but also
agreed to pay 2s 6d for every 1,000 superficial feet [3,0m'] of timber which it felled,
Perrin saw this agreement as a first step towards infroducing a more general timber
royalty. Perrin also believed that tf logging were done by a single company it would be
easier for his department 'to fix the responsibility of desfroying saplings and immature
timber'. The result would be both a proper financial retum to the State and an end to
indiscriminate logging by 'paling men' who left two-thirds of what they felled in the
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bush, often taking just one length of timber from frees 250 to 300 feet [76.2-91,4m]
high. With mantfest pride, Perrin informed his Minister that the new agreement
marked 'an important epoch in the history of forest management in Victoria ,.. likely
to result in a permanent revenue, conserve the forest and put a stop to the fearful and
careless destmction going on everywhere',"^
When the Melboume revealed in November 1889 that Perrin had negotiated
this agreement, there was 'an immediate explosion in Parliament', Over the next two
days it was debated twice in the Legislative Assembly, It was also the subject of a
parliamentary inquiry and then another parliamentary debate in October 1890, In
addition the agreement provoked a sfream of editorials and articles in the press. As a
result, the agreement did not proceed. The forests of the Black Spur were preserved
from at least this threat but at the same time, Perrin's attempts to secure a better
economic return from the forests were also stymied. When Victoria finally infroduced
a royalty on timber in the early 1900s, 'after sfrenuous opposition to change was
experienced at every tum', it was the last jurisdiction to do so,"
Why was the Yea River Company agreement so confroversial? One reason was that
it was almost certainly illegal because the Victorian Crown Lands Act prohibited the
Crown from granting a lease over a State Forest, But the agreement also offended both
sides of politics on deeper philosophical grounds. The radical attacked the creation of monopolies in Victoria's forests as anti-democratic. The conservative
which was the most influential advocate of environmental protection in Victoria in the
late nineteenth cenmry, argued that Perrin was wrong to try to tum the colony's
forests into a source of profit to the Crown. It declared:
The state does not wish to make a direct profit out of its timber. It is willing to
dispose of frees as it disposes of coal or gold - in such manner as to promote
general prosperity. The only reasonable stipulation should be that there must be a
sufficient revenue from licenses to enable such a staff of inspectors and rangers to
be maintained as is necessary to protect the forests and prevent spoliation ... the
imposition of a royalty would not only be uimecessary for purposes of conservation,
but would directly tend to increase the price of timber.'^
The agreement was, however, most controversial on environmental grounds. A minor
issue was that the government did not intend to require the Yea River Company to
replant what it felled. The major ground of attack was that the mountain ash should
not be logged at all. As the put it in November 1889,
The Black Spur forest is one of the beauty spots of the colony. Its magnificent
timber, its sassafras and myrtle gullies, are only now beginning to be appreciated.
Travellers who come ten thousand miles are charmed with the fairy spectacle
which we have too much neglected. It would be nothing short of a crime now to
hand over to the desfroyer giant eucalypts and natural fem bowers, which could
never be replaced.
This type of argument for protection of the forest was largely aesthetic. For example, the leader of the opposition James Mumo declared it 'disgracefiil to talk of
desfroying such a beautifiil forest' which was 'one of the finest spots on the face of
God's earth'. When the Minister for Lands John Dow intermpted and declared that
the colony was 'not going to keep a forest for the sake of omament', Mumo responded
by asking, 'Were they not? Were they going to desfroy that forest ... surely they were
not going to destroy every beauty spot in Victoria. Surely they would leave some parts
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of die colony for ornament'. According to Mumo, tiie Black Spm 'ought to be
reserved by Act of Parliament so that no-one should desfroy it'
Not least, published 'A Plea for Beauty' by one of its occasional essayists,
Edwin J, Hart, who identified Victoria's mountain forests as 'one of die few tilings of
beauty' which colonists could point to witii pride. While Hart acknowledged diat it
would be possible to ttun the Black Spur into 'a perennial somce of revenue' by
replanting it witii frees, he argued that 'deprived of its kings', the Black Spur 'would
lose all distinctive featiire and descend to a commonplace free grown waste'. Not least,
he questioned die type of civilisation which would engage in such destiiictionreminding his readers that even the Gotiis and Vandals had revered the forest and
would never havetiioughtof clearing die Black Spur, As Hart put it, the barbarian had
regarded the forest with a half affectionate, half superstitious veneration, and held
his despoiling hand from its beauties. He deified the power of Nature, and
enthroned his deities in the free, the fountam, and the running sfream ,,, In such
woods as clothe the slopes and long ravines of the Black Spur, and plume the steep
sides of high-crested Juliet, the barbarian would have seen a living temple, where
we, or those who are supposed to represent us, see naught but an improductive
waste.^'^

The state of the forest was also a major issue as govemment argued that the area to
be granted to the Yea River Company had already been worked over and hence was
'not really virgin forest, as had been stated'. To begin with, the Victorian Premier
Duncan Gillies declared it 'had really been in the hands of the splitters ever since
1881' - a claim immediately disputed by James Mumo who responded that 'only a
small portion' had been worked in his way. In 1890 Perrin went further, claiming that
'the bulk of the land' proposed to be granted had 'been culled of its splitting timber
over and over again for the past 30 years','*
The age of the forest was even more of an issue as the govemment and its supporters argued that the mountain ash in the area were less than 40 years old because all
the trees in the area had been killed by the bushfires of Black Thursday in 1851 and
that, if they were not felled soon, all their timber would be wasted. Most notably,
Jonas Levien, the prominent Geelong businessman who represented the seat of
Barwon, ridiculed Mumo's suggestion that 'the forests should be preserved as tf they
were something very sacred' when 'tf they were locked up they would very quickly go
to min'. While mountain ash grow rapidly, sometimes reaching 130 feet [39,6m] in
20 \ears, Levien claimed that they were of 'mushroom growth', reaching 300 feet
[91,4m] within 35 years and then decaying just as rapidly. In similar fashion to Perrin,
he declared that 'after 45 or 50 years' growth the timber would not improve,''*
Could Levien be correct? reckoned that even tf the mountain ash grew as
fast as he claimed and could be replaced in a generation, 35 years was too long 'for a
beauty spot to remain as an object-lesson of greed and carelessness'. Hence it declared
that even tf mountain ash were as 'wonderfully recuperative' as Levien claimed, the
Black Spur should not be subject to umestricted logging and that any felling there
should be done not for profit but to assist namre in her process of renewal'," In any
event Levien's argument was promptly rejected by several members of the Assembly
who ridiculed the idea that a free could grow 200 feet [60m] in 30 years. The
similarly declared it 'difficult to believe that the Black Spur giants, 75 feet in circumference [22.9m or 7.3m diameter] and hundreds of feet in height, could have attained
their enormous proportions during the Itfe of men ... still young'. Because it was sure
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that these trees were 'not likely to be replaced either in one generation or two', it
argued that 'they should be preserved in common with the whole district'. According
to the paper, the Black Spur was Victoria's 'wonderland—a spot to be held semisacred, inasmuch as it is nature's temple'. Neither the splitter nor the syndicate was to
be considered for it was one place where colonists could not 'serve nature and
38
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Tree ages and ageing
in yellow box

Introduction
Yellow box.
(Curm. ex Schauer), is a one of the
most widely distributed of the
woodland eucalypts in south-eastem
Ausfralia, its principle occurrence in
New South Wales on the tablelands
and adjacent slopes west of the Great
Dividing Range extends into adjacent
lands in Victoria and Queensland
where it is a common component of
the alliance.
These woodlands have been utilised
for agriculture from the earliest days
of settiement which began in the
1820s when squatters, following in the
footsteps of the explorers Blaxland,
Lawson and Wentworth, and Evans Figure 1. Distribution of yellow box
(adaptedfromBoland and others 1990)
who had blazed the first access frail
over the Blue Mountains in 1813 (McEwan 1979), began to move their flocks
westward from the confines of the coastal plain to the tablelands near Bathurst. They
soon spread west, south and north to occupy the extensive woodlands that lay before
them. In selecting land, graziers were quick to recognise the value of yellow box as a
reliable indicator of 'sweet country', the land carrying good native pasture (LeaScarlett 1968). Indeed, it was often the best land available consisting of undulating
and easily accessible counfry with permanent water. It was well-freed and often
referred to as park-like, providing shade and shelter from the hot summer sun for the
expanding flocks of sheep and cattie herds. The soils were fertile although often
shallow over-lying heavy clays.
Most of the woodlands carrying yellow box have been utihsed for grazing and to a
lesser extent cropping for up to 175 years undergoing major ecological changes in the
process so that today few stands resemble the original ones. The most profound
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changes have been the species composition of the native plant communities, the loss of
lop soil, and the extensive reduction of free cover through the thinning out, usually by
ring-barking, of the original frees to create open woodlands with scattered shade frees,
and die loss of all or most frees in croplands. Grazing has suppressed free seedlings
while repeated cultivation has effectively eliminated regeneration. Often die last of die
original stands are to be found along road easements and even Uiese are at risk when
roads are upgraded, widened and re-aligned. The result, inevitably, has been the fragmentation and 'diinning' of die woodlands widi littie or no free regeneration. Tree
populations have become smaller and are getting smaller still due to natural attrition
as the trees get older, the death of weaker individuals and the absence of regeneration.
In order to rectify these losses, free planting in rural Ausfralia has taken on a new
sense of urgency, particularly since the 'One billion free' statement by the Commonwealth Govemment in 1990, and free planting assistance programs through Greening
Ausfralia, Landcare and other organisations. Many of the frees being planted are
native species. In New South Wales sigmficant plantings are being made in the yellow
box - red gum woodlands. Sfrategic plantings of yellow box and associated species
will in time ameliorate deteriorating ecosystems by reducing salination and soil
erosion, preserving and improving native ecosystems, enlarging wildltfe habitats,
adding to relict stands, preserving native ecosystems, and maintaining and enhancing
landscape values. This comes at a critical time as many of the original frees, often left
as isolated shade trees in the grazing lands, are slowly dying out, changing the landscapes for ever. This paper seeks to answer two questions: first, how old are yellow
box woodlandsfrees,and second, what is the time frame for new plantings to resemble
the mature frees?
Materials and methods
The Ausfralian Capital Territory provided an ideal smdy site on the Southern Tablelands to answer these questions as it is located in the middle of typical yellow box-red
gum woodlands which today are in various slates of distmbance and periodic decline
after some 170 years of settlement in the region. The sacrtfice of woodland frees for
new suburban developments in Canberra and Queanbeyan provided the opportunity to
obtain bole cross-sections for free age analyses. Yellow box frees which have been
planted in Canberra over a long period provided a source of trees of known ages for
non-destmctive physiognomic smdy.
Bole cross-sections were salvaged in 1994 from trees being sacrificed in new housing
developments in Jerrabomberra and Gungahlin with two samples coming from
residential Garran and Theodore. From these trees, five samples with sound centres
were sub-sampled to provide radial cross-sections for tree ring analysis and sound
centre wood for radiocarbon dating. In addition a bole cross-section was collected
from a 29 year old street tree in Garran which blew down in a windstorm in
September 1996.
Four classes of frees representing a size/age series were sampled in spring 1996 to
provide free height, crown width and bole girth (measured at breast height over bark)
data. The six youngest frees were saplings from 1990 plantings at the Namadgi
National Park headquarters; 30 frees from 1967 plantings were sampled from the
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Street and parkland trees in the suburbs of Garran, Hughes, Lyons and Chifley in the
Woden Valley; and 30 trees from the 1932 planting in the median strip along
Melbourne Avenue, Forrest were the oldest suitable frees of known age. The fourth
category consisted of 31 mature and old-growth trees of unknown ages representative
of the local pre-city woodland. These came from Australian National University
campus in Acton (3), Uriarra Road (3), Melboume Ave. in Forrest (2), Woden valley
(8), Lanyon Station (5), Namadgi National Park headquarters (4), and Campbell, near
the Pistol Club (6).
Results

Tree No. 65 provided a useful check as to the reliability of equating rings to years as
its age was known independently, the tree was planted in 1967 as a sfreet free. A free
ring count on a basal cross-section matched the free age of 29 years. False rings were
sometimes difficult to identify and therefore free ageing in this species using free rings
would not be precise. Tree ages were then estimated from free ring counts for six of
the mature trees (Table I). For each tree sample tree rings were identtfied and counted
to provide an estimated tree age. Mature tree ages ranged from 112 to 180 years.
Table 1

Tree ring counts (years) for mature yellow box trees

Tree
no.

Cutting
date

31
32
55
56
59
62
63
64

10/1994
10/1994
11/1994
11/1994
11/1994
11/1994
11/1994
9/1996

Notes;

Locality

Theodore
Garran
Gungahlin
Jerrabomberra
Jerrabomberra
Jenabombeira
Gungahlin
Garran

Latitude

Longitude

35° 26'
35° 20'
35° 12'
35° 27'
35° 27'
35° 27'
35° 13'
35° 20'

149° 00'
149° 08'
149° 08'
149° 11'
149° i r
149° 11'
149° 08'
149° 08'

Girth
(m)
4.50
3.14
3.07
340
2.95
2.70
2.80
1.10

Number of
growth
rings
170
160
143
180
130
112
132
29

Tree no. 31 - estimate offreebole age in years;freenos. 31-63 were sacrificefreesin
new suburbs;freeNo. 64 was a sfreet free planted in 1967

Ring widths were measured, but difficulties arose as to where the boundaries lay
between some of the rings as they often displayed a sharp break between the
early/latewood and a diffuse boundary between the late/earlywood raising the question
of where the new seasons spring growth began. Ring widths were estimated and plotted (Figure 2). Ring widths did not appear to relate to seasonal conditions with respect
to rainfall. For example, the ring for the drought year 1982/3 ring was one of the
widest in the series. This suggested errors in defining the seasonal ring or other
factors such as insect defoliation and supplementary garden watering may have influenced growth.
From the results of ring identification in free no.65, the rings in six mature frees
were assessed to provide age estimates and growth rates (Table I). Ring counts were
taken as estimates of tree bole ages since the free rings were not always clear and
distinct in the mature free samples. These analyses provided ages from 112 to 180
years. These were taken as minimum free ages as doubtfiil rings were assumed to be
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false rings and missing rings were an unknown quantity. For example, tree no. 3 2 was
much older than the ring coimt of 160 as cross-sections were incomplete and the outer
1.5 cm consisted of narrow indistinct rings which were not included in the age
estimate. Ring widths were plotted as multiples of 10 rings, thus minimising errors
from estimating each ring width (Figure 3). These data showed similar and
unintermpted growth rates in all trees, indicating that these mature trees had fidly
developed and undamaged crowns at time of sampling.
Table 2. Radiocarbon dates for cenfre wood from three mature yellow box frees.
Tree
no.
31
32
59

ANU lab.
code
9470
9471
10367

Conventional age BP
(years)
Modem, ie. post 1850
310
Modem, ie. post 1850

Tree age in 1994
and range
144 ±30
354 ±40
144 ± 30

Inner ring date
1820 to 1880
1600 to 1680
1820 to 1880

Data from Quatemary Dating Research Cenfre, ANU, Canbena
As a means of confirming the tree ages obtained from the ring counts, samples
from the innermost solid wood from trees nos.3I, 32 and 59 were submitted to the
Quatemary Dating Research Cenfre, Ausfralian National University, for radiocarbon
dating. The results gave the inner rings of trees nos.31 and 59 a modem age of 1850
±30 years. The estimates of age of 116-176 years old from this method may be
compared to the estimates of 160 and 130 years from ring counts. The radiocarbon age
for tree no. 32 of 354 ± 30 years was double the estimated ring count age estimate of
160. This large discrepancy could be explained in part by four narrow zones of decay
which would account for a small number of rings. The major part of the discrepancy
was accounted for by the numerous and extremely narrow and indistinct rings in the
outer 1.5 cm of growth which were not included in the ring count assessment. The
result confirmed that radial growth had been minimal over the last 100-t- years.
Tree height, crown widdi, and bole girth data were analysed statistically and graphicall> to assess relationships of diese characteristics between frees of known ages and
with mature frees from die nafriral stands. All four free classes were significantiy
different from each other for tree girth, height, crown widtii, crown silhouette (free
height .\ crown widdi), bole radius and crown radius, Table 3. The 1967 and 1932
cohorts were, as expected, the most similar. The mattire trees were most dissimilar in
girth and crown width, reflecting the continued increase in diese atfributes over time.
Graphically free height vs bole girth (Figme 4) revealed a curvilinear relationship
indicating tiiat free height reaches a 'ceiling' while tiie bole continues to expand in
girth as die free ages, although at a diminishing rate. The graph also shows tiiat at
least some of die planted frees had attained the mean height of mature frees. These
mature frees had a mean height of 19.4 mefres (range of 15-25 m) attained when frees
had a girth of around 2.0 mefres. Seventeen per cent of die 1932 frees and seven per
cent of the 1967 frees had achieved a top height by 1996. The free height data
suggested tiiat hatf mafrire tree height (10 m) could be achieved by age 20 years and
the mean mamre tree height (ie. 20 m) by 60-80 years. Early height growth can be
quite rapid when frees are given favourable conditions. The heights of many of the
1967 frees overlapped those of the 1932 because most of the 1967 planting were sfreet
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trees receiving some supplementary water and nutrients from residents gardens while
the 1932 trees were from a medium strip planting and had no similar advantage.
Table 3. Mean and standard errors for yellow box trees in the different age/maturity
classes. All tree categories were sigiuficantly different for all attributes.
Tree attribute
Mean and
(Standard Error)
Girth (m)

0,30
(0,06)
4,52
(0,43)
2,60
(0,39)
12.29
(2.49)
0.011
(0.039)
0.20
(0.058)

Height (m)
Crown width (m)
Crown silhouette =
height X width (m^)
Bole radius squared
(m^)
Crown radius squared
(m^)

1 4

-

1 ^

—••

a

'°"

5

6 -J

Tree categorv
1932

1.22
(0.05)
14.58
(0.44)
9.20
(0.45)
133.88
(9.50)
0.150
(0.011)
2.23
(0.241)

-

DTI

I

1967

1990

1

\

1

f\

•

p V

Mature

1.63
(0,05)
16.00
(0.40)
11.48
(0.34)
185.21
(8.62)
0.261
(0.015)
3.49
(0.026)

-

^

—

2.86
(0.12)
19.39
(0.50)
19.78
(0.65)
384.37
(17.03)
0.831
(0.080)
10.41
(0.0666)
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Figure 2. Plot of seasonal tree ring width for a yellow box tree planted in 1967 as a
street tree in Garran ACT. The sample was cutfroma wincffall in
September 1996.
Tree height vs crown width (Figure 4) revealed a similar relationship with crown
width having the potential to continue to expand over time, doubling its size from
around 15 to nearly 30 mefres while free height growth remained essentially stable.
Some of the larger 1967 frees had crown widths larger than those of the 1932 frees.
However, the mamre trees were essentially (hstinct with wider crowns suggesting they
were from a much older cohort of frees.

Tree height x crown width vs girth (Figure 6) showed a good relationship, with
considerable overlap between age classes, in the planted frees but not in the mature
frees suggesting that crown silhouette was not related to bole size in older frees, A
similar pattem emerged with free crown radius^ vs bole radius^ (Figure 5) indicating
that cross-sectional area of the free crown was not linked to basal area of the bole.

Figure 3, Graph of cumulative 10 tree ring increments in mamre yellow box.
Outermost increments not included as these were often indistinct.
(B = Tree 31, C = Tree 56, D = Tree 59, H = Tree 62, F = Tree 63, G = Tree 55)

Figure 4.
A scatter diagram illustrating the relationship of tree height to bole
girth (GBHOB) for yellow box. Symbols represent (left to right) 6, 29, and 64 year old
trees, and mamre trees of unknown ages.
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Figure 5, A scatter diagram illustrating the relationship of tree height to crown width
(Symbols represent 6, 29, and 64 years oldfrees,and maturefreesof unknown
ages).

Figure 6, A scatter diagram illustrating the relationship between free height x crown
width vs bole girth (GBHOB), (Symbols represent 6, 29, and 64 years old frees
and maturefreesof unknown ages)
Discussion
Yellow box is an important component of the woodlands in south-eastem Ausfralia
and it is usefiil to comment on several aspects of ecosystem processes in these woodlands before considering the implications of the results.

Yellow box is a rather majestic woodland free, of medium-size to tall 15-30 mefres in
height and with a bole up to a 1.0 mefre in diameter. It typically has a single trunk one
third to one haff free height. The crown can be large and spreading and of medium to
open density with pendulous branchlets. Its green or glaucous foliage is characteristically fme-textmed, and bark persistence, colour and shedding pattem is variable.
Indeed, trees in the same stand can appear to be from several different species with
crowns varying from green to glaucous and the persistent bark from almost black to
light-brown and extending from a short basal stocking to well above crown break.
Nevertheless, flower and fruit characters are consistent for the species over its vast
geographic range.

10 —

Figure 7, A scatter diagram illustrating the relationship of crown radius^ vs bole
radius , (Symbols represent 6, 29, and 64 years old trees, and mature trees of
unknown ages)

Yellow box was described in 1843 by the botanist Allan Cunningham who travelled
through much of its geographic range on the tablelands and western slopes in New
South Wales and adjacent Queensland between 1817-27 (McEwan 1979; Figure 1), It
is appropriately named (from the Latin 'melleus' of honey, and 'odora' sweet or
pleasant smelling) as it produces copious quantities of fine honey nectar keenly sought
by apiarists (Hall and Brooker 1979), Taxonomically, it is rather separate and distinct
from other eucalypts and, unlike many species, hybridisation is rare with only one
example known from Murmndi in NSW where it occasionally hybridises with
This was originally described as var, (Blakely
1934), Pr>'or and Johnston (1971) placed with and
in tiie Series Melliodorae in their classification of the genus, while Hill in
the (Harden 1991) has retained the species in its entirety
emphasising its unity and uniqueness in the genus.
Yellow box occurs over a latimdinal range of 24-38°S and is commonly found over
an altimdinal range of 150-600 metres extending to higher altitudes in northem parts
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of its range. The mean armual rainfall is between 500-900 mm grading from winter to
summer maximum from south to north, (Boland 1990). It withstands tight fi^osts only,
and treeless frost hollows occur in cooler parts of its range. It is often locally abundant
on gentle slopes and foothills occurring on most rock types, except basaltic types. In
southem New South Wales it is characteristic of the warmer, sub-humid areas of the
tableland and is notably absent from the colder central Monaro, (Costin 1954).
Ecologically yellow box occurs in mixed species stands and is a major component
of the alliance, being present as a dominant species in 7 of
the 15 associations recognised by Costin (1954), Many tree species associate with it
over its wide geographic range including apple box bundy
(£. grey box (£. red box (£. ribbon gum
white box various red gums including Blakely's red gum
brown stringybark red stringybark and
black cypress pine Florislically the alliance is a rich one. On the
southem tablelands of New South Wales it contains a large flora of some 239 species
and varieties dominated by Australian and cosmopolitan species. This flora, not unexpectedly, is transitional between that of the adjacent dry sclerophyll forest and grasslands. The mature woodland takes on a parkland appearance, Stmcmrally the upper
stratum consists of widely spaced trees with rounded crowns having greater depth than
bole length. The ground cover stratum is a continuous herbaceous sward consisting
mostly of grasses subdivided into three strata characterised respectively by tall grasses,
smaller grasses and forbs, and dwarfforbs (Costin 1954),
No large intact areas of undisturbed woodland containing yellow box remain today, all
have been disturbed to a greater or lesser extent. However, it is possible from field
observations to consider the dynamics of the free sfrata in terms of free loss and
replacement. The trees, yellow box and its associates, occm in multi-age stands. This
can be ascertained from the fact that no one environmental sfress—fire, drought,
disease outbreak or insect attack—^kills the woodland frees over large areas. Rather
individual trees decline and die from the effects of a multimde of environmental
sfresses imposed at intervals over time. Extended drought and windstorms are the
most likely 'final factors' to cause the demise of individual frees. Since these
woodlands are multi-aged only a few of the extant frees are susceptible to collapse at
any one time thus ensuring persistence of the multi-aged stmctme. Tree losses create
'holes' in the woodland which are 'repaired' by regeneration quickly filling the gaps.
This is known as gap phase replacement.
Fire imposes little direct impact on these woodland frees, although it can have
several important indirect effects. This is because grass fuel loads ensure that
woodland fires are of low intensity and free crown and bole damage is limited. Yellow
box has a thick bark, 2-3 cm on matme frees, which insulates the free against fire
damage and fire scarring seldom (Kcurs. Fire scarring will occur when additional
heavy fuel accumulates about the free butt ensuring a hotter and longer lasting fire.
This typically happens in over-matme frees when large branches break off from the
crown. Fire scarring is unlikely to lead to free collapse as the wood reachly chars and
stmctural integrity of the bole is maintained. Fire can indirecdy affect the overwood
by provichng ash nutrients which can benefit the free ff there are suitable weather
conditions.
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Tree establishment occurs periodically in these woodlands, but only when the
necessary conditions are achieved and in the right sequence: seed, a sterilised mineral
soil seed bed, moismre and freedom from competition. Periodic fire events provide
suitable seed bed conditions and over time, seedlings can accumulate in large numbers
both beneath the free crown and beyond. These seedlings fail to develop into saplings
in the intact woodland because of the intense competition for resources by the established overstory. As a result they persist as 'low slmibs' being repeatedly droughted,
grazed and mechanically damaged. Resprouting from a reservoir of bud tissue in the
woody lignomber ensures the persistence of these seedlings. Over time the accumulated seedlings constimte a significant 'lignomberous seedling pool' waiting, as it
were in the wings, to repair gaps as they appear in the overstory. When a gap occurs
the suppression factor, the overstory free, is no longer active and the established
seedlings quickly respond to fill the space. More seedlings than can survive as trees
compete for the newly created space, but evenmally the best adapted and presumably
fastest growing individual will replace the previous free.
The alliance contains some of the most valuable native
pasmres for sheep and catde on the tablelands and many areas have been setded for
over 170 years. The most important anthropogenic practices have been aiumal and
plant introduction, ringbarking and clearing, and changes to the fire regime. These
practices have had major impacts on these ecosystems and in particular on yellow box
trees. In many areas the biodiversity of the original flora has declined. Over-grazing,
the invasion of exotic plants, and soil erosion on a large scale have accelerated this
decline. Ringbarking and clearing, combined with the loss of free seedlings by rabbits
and sheep and cattie have reduced the density of frees. Many residual frees are in a
mature to over-mamre conchtion and over the years without seedling regeneration the
woodland is progressively regressing to a disclimax grassland. This process is accelerated by the harvesting of yellow box for fencing and farm timber, and in recent years
increasingly for urban wood fires.
Today, many trees display gradual crown decline which is believed to be due to
senescence of the root systems, (Middleton 1978). This rural dieback is often prominent where the original free cover has been reduced, creating a more hostile environment to the remnant vegetation largely due to increased exposure resulting in physical
damage, salination and increased application of fertilisers (Peck 1978; Greig and
Devonshire 1981), Also die loss of cmcial top soil has reduced the buffer against
en\ironmental sfresses. Thus frees are dying prematurely as a result of increased
stresses, new sfresses and a greater frequency of environmental sfresses.
A tree is an ideal form of Iffe to attain great age. Its living tissues are repeatedly
regenerated at short intervals widi most living parts typically less than three years old,
(Jacobs 1955). Old dead tissues support the new living tissues and in some cases
protect diem from damage and predation. Tree death comes about when one or more
of the following occurs: die connecting linkage between the crown and roots is broken
the mechanical sfrength of the bole and/or roots fails, or access to adequate water and
nufrieftts is no longer possible. Typically a combination of biological and environmental sfresses bring an individual into decline until a single event finally kills it
Longev it> depends largely on tiie ability of a tree to develop mechanisms to minimise
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the effects of environmental and biological sfresses and to exist in an environment
where such stresses are minimal. For example, thick bark insulates living frssues from
fire, durable wood resists decay, and rejuvenating crowns recover from storm damage
and insect defoliation. The eucalypts have evolved many such sfrategies but are not in
the league of the world's longest living frees.
Data on the longevity of eucalypts remains limited. Old frees of the wet sclerophyll
forest (Helms 1945; Lindsay 1939; Rayner 1992; Woodgate and otiiers 1993; Banks
1994), and subalpine forest (Banks 1982), have been estimated at 400 years old. Some
dry sclerophyll forest species, are at least 250-300 years old (Semple 1993), Mallee
eucalypts typically reach about 100 years before becoming unstable and/or being
destroyed by wildfire (Holland 1969), although their rootstocks may survive for
hundreds or even thousands of years.
There have been no previous studies on free ages in the temperate woodland eucalypts. In this study the maximum age for yellow box was the radiocarbon age for free
no. 32 of 400 years. This tree was in good condition and could have lived on for
perhaps another 100 years. If so, then it puts these woodland frees amongst the oldest
of the eucalypts. Additional indirect evidence for yellow box reaching considerable
ages comes from an examination of the scar overgrowth on aboriginal canoe frees.
One such yellow box from Lanyon property in the ACT bears the scars of bark
removal by Aboriginals dating from at least the first haff of last century, possibly
earlier. The small amount of growth since scarring shows this frees slow growth,
estimated at 1,5-2,0 cm, over the last 150-200 years. Older frees almost certainly exist
in these woodlands as there are many large trees of similar physiognomy still extant.
The species owes its longevity to its fire tolerance, having a dmable wood, lack of
major insect predation and fiingal chsease, and the capacity to rejuvenate its crown
from epicormic bud tissue, an important attribute when the crowns of old frees begin
to break up with the loss of both major and minor branches.
The loss of these ancient trees from the renmant woodland continues in what is
referred to as 'mral dieback'. The causes of this attrition are multiple and complex but
new and enhanced factors are contributory: stands may be progressively thirmed out so
that indivudal trees are left ftilly exposed to the effects wind and sun; the already
shallow topsoil may be lost; and insect defoliation may increase. The free bole ages for
most of the sample trees were unexpectedly young, between 112 and 180 years. This
placed their regeneration at before and during the early period of settiement last
century and concurs with the fact that locally extensive and heavy woodland clearing
occurred later in the eighteenth century and in this century by which time frees such
as those sampled must have been seen as young vigorous frees suitable for retention as
shade trees. For example in free no, 31 from Theodore displayed rapid and prolonged
growth for 150-t- years. This tree had a ring age of 170 and a modem radiocarbon age,
ie, 1950±30, It had a vigorous and youthful crown suggesting h was still growing
rapidly when it died in 1993, almost certainly in response to changed soil levels associated with urban development. These data confirm that the species can reach a large
size in a relatively short time span when growing under favomable conditions.
The integrity and long term survival of the woodland
depends on the persistence of key species in semi-namral conditions. At present its
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survival as a species is not in doubt, but its fragmentation and changes to its demography place the ecosystem of which it is part at risk.
This paper has shown that yellow box seedlings established on yellow box sites that
have not been degraded to the point where they can no longer support the species, and
when given appropriate silvicultmal freatment—pre-planting site preparation and
follow up treatments in the early years after planting—has the potential to reach haff
tree height by their third decade and at fiill tree height in 60-80 years. They will be
mamre trees in the second haff of next cenmry.
Conclusion
In undismrbed stands yellow box populations are multi-aged with regeneration by gap
phase replacement. The longevity of individual frees is equal to that of other eucalypts,
and may be considerably more than 400 years. Many of the mamre trees in local
woodlands are between 100-200 years old. Dendrochronology has only limited application in this species as the free rings can be indistinct, however in moderately fast
growing trees thefreeringscan provide estimates of tree ages.
The growth data from the physiognomic smdy of planted trees in the Canberra
region encourages the expectation that yellow box has a future in these woodlands,
Witii appropriate silviculmral practices, frees planted today can make a real contribution to maintaining the parkland character of the agricultural landscape and contribute
to conserving and enlarging remnant stands.
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5
Growth rates: debating pathways
for New Zealand forestry

Establishing a context
The success of and plantation forestry generally has tended to obscure
the highly contested place of foresfry in New Zealand in the late 19th and early 20di
cenmries as well as the sequence of abmpt govemment oscillations between promoting
exotic afforestation over favouring sustained yield management of namral forests.
Understanding these sudden policy shifts and episodes of vacillation on the part of
politicians, public servants and scientists is not a straightforward task. Donald
Worster (1990), the American environmental historian provides a usefiil framework in
this regard when he identifies ecology', 'production' and 'empirical' as three layers
of analysis. The scientific literature concemed with New Zealand's forest ecology is
now extensive, though for the purposes of this paper it is pertinent to note the impact
of biogeographical isolation and attendant vulnerability to introduced browsing
animals. Worster's 'production' category in the New Zealand context was played as a
particularly imperial variant aptly termed 'dominion capitalism' (Armstrong 1978).
The purpose of this paper is to explore Worster's 'empirical' category in order to
understand something of the intellectual context of various ideas, some conflicting,
some in harmony about early forestry in New Zealand with a particular emphasis upon
the role of ideas about indigenous forest growth rates.
In New Zealand three distinct 'knowledges' about forestry collided in the late 19th
century through to the 1920s. These represent three different constituents of Worster's
empirical' level and represent contrasting views of the nature and possibilities of
forestry and its appropriate directions in New Zealand. The three knowledges may be
termed 'official', 'popular' and—drawing on J. M. Powell's extensive work in namral
resource appraisal and management in Ausfralia (eg. Powell 1970; 1995)—
scientffic'. The official' view of forestry was the bundle of (nus)understandings held
by public servants, particularly those in the Department of Lands and Survey whose
major efforts were dedicated to land settiement. 'Popular' views were those ideas
circulating in the community at large. These are difficult to precisely define because
they are 'common knowledge' and not written down, but there are some sources of
evidence amongst the early popular agriculmral writing and in newspaper accounts.
Finally it is possible to identify scientific appraisals as a third type of knowledge about
forestry. Much of this latter work was inductively based and not subjected to rigorous
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experimental valuation until the 1920s, however, it does constimte a distinctive view
of forests and forestry directions. The comparative smallness of the New Zealand
population also highlights the marmer in which individuals can move easily
(confradictions not withstanding) between different forest knowledges, for example,
Edward Phillips Turner (Director of Forests 1928-1931) was formerly a senior public
servant in the Lands Department and frained as a surveyor, but had a sfrong amatem
interest in botany and forestry and was a member of lobby groups such as the New
Zealand Forestry League. Foresters themselves are sometimes peculiarly positioned as
public servants and hence experiencing an 'official' perspective but simultaneously
being 'scientists' concemed with generating quite a different sort of knowledge.
A fairly small number of issues gained recurrent attention in the official, popular
and scientffic knowledges of forestry in New Zealand from the mid 19th century to the
1920s, They included: the—a belief that the indigenous flora
and fauna were giving way to sfronger invading species; the
—this attributed climatic modffication to deforestation and afforestation, and
was subsequendy modffied to emphasise flood protection; a—this was a
persistent concem from the 1870s in New Zealand; and—
indigenous forest species were generally regarded as slow growing, although visiting
foresters disagreed with this assessment. Each provided a rationale for forest
management, but collectively and separately they won only slow acceptance because
they appeared to conflict with the ethos of land settiement and, equally signfficantiy,
its economic importance to the Dominion,
number of 'forest management' systems directed towards timber extraction were
adopted in New Zealand. These ranged from regulated use through timber licensing
and reserves (1850s) to afforestation activity (1870s) and plans for rotational indigenous forestry (1920s). The displacement idea and subsequently timber famine
concems had the greatest impact. The notion of displacement of the indigenous flora
by superior invading species suggested that the indigenous forests were doomed. In
consequence stock grazing in forests, wind and fire damage were not regarded as
sigmficant causes of forest retreat. Displacement ideas inhibited exploration of the full
potential of indigenous forest species. Management strategies at the time consisted of
regulating the exploitation of the forest. Any concem for timber supplies in the fumre
tended to be expressed in terms of afforestation proposals. This was to be undertaken
with exotic species which performed well when introduced into the New Zealand
environment. Only a few independent observers continued to champion the indigenous
forest species with regard to replerushing timber supplies.
The forest influence concept provided a rationale for another type of forest reserve
initially dedicated to 'climatic improvement'. A belief—foimd also in Ausfralia and
North America—that forests had a marked impact on the climate caused them to be
regarded as more than as a source of timber. An expansion of this concept suggested
that afforestation could acmally restore the climate of a district; 'climatic amelioration' was a favoured phrase, and contributed to one type of forestry activity. Empirical
investigation by the overseas scientffic community of the forest influence question also
caused a revision of ideas in New Zealand in the early 20th century. Flood protection
and water conservation now received emphasis over climatic modffication, but
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although the reasoning had altered, a sfronger case for protection forests now existed
(McKelvey 1995).
Fears of a timber famine were voiced soon after the beginnings of organized settiement in New Zealand and gradually gained momenmm in scientific and official
circles as the land was progressively deforested. The popular response was afforestation, which was received official support in the 1870s via the
1872. In 1898, direct state involvement in afforestation began
through the activities of the Forestry Branch of the Department of Lands and Survey.
Scientific state forestry, as undertaken in Europe and India, emphasised the namral
regeneration and harvesting of indigenous forests and was virtually unknown in New
Zealand. Efforts at its infroduction had been severely hampered by a clash of interests
with land settiement goals. Scientific state forestry was not successfully introduced
until the first decade of the twentieth century, when concem about a timber famine
peaked and land settiement demands were largely satisfied.
Various official, popular and scientific views of forests, particularly those centring
upon displacement ideas, forest influences, growth rates and a timber famine, provide
significant insights into the forest history of New Zealand. However, some aspects of
the initiation and demise of State forestry in the nineteenth cenmry were the product
of wider stmcmral concems. The substance of the of 1874 advocated by
Sir Julius Vogel was drawn from his personal observations, the advocacy of others,
and a pemsal of forestry literature. But in the wider context it may be viewed as part
of Vogel's public works and immigration strategy. The Act was the product of his
expansive financial designs; its emasculation was a result of the rejection of Vogel's
bold borrowing and development policies and their replacement by financial restraint
under Premier Harry Atkinson. This sequence of events was replayed by Vogel and
Adcinson with the 1885.
The widespread official, popular and scientffic view that the indigenous forests were
slow growing was held in spite of an absence of comprehensive data. The implications
were signfficant for the futme direction of forest policy and management. Concurrently, exotic forest frees, notably pines and eucalypts, were found to grow rapidly in
their new environment. In conjunction the difficulties of propagating and regenerating
indigenous species and tiie apparent advantages of exotics led to early official efforts
being directed towards afforestation incentive schemes. The efforts of the visiting
British forester David Hutchins from 1915 to 1920 helped reverse official dunking
and create conditions for implementing a scientific forestry programme. But L.
Macintosh Ellis, die Director of Forests (1920-28), calculated tiiat demand would
exceed die supply of available indigenous forest stocks by 1965 and took tiie bold step
of embarking on 300,000 acre [121,000 ha] afforestation programme in 1925.
Growth rates in focus, 1880s-1920
The interest and enthusiasm for exotic afforestation stemmed from a positive factor;
the encouraging results obtained from experimentation with exotic species, and a
negative dimension: a belief that the indigenous forest flora, particularly kauri, was
slow growing. The difficulties encountered in propagating indigenous forest species
probably lent support to this view. Botanists, engineers, and foresters, each from a
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different perspective, and with diverse purposes, contributed to a debate over growth
rates. In consequence, the 'scientific' view of the growth rates question altered,
sometimes to exfremes, with important implications for exotic afforestation and
indigenous management strategies.
Initial opinion on the growth of indigenous forests stems from observations originally published in 1875 by Thomas Laslett, a Timber Inspector with the Admiralty,
who made several visits to New Zealand in 1840-1843. Other contributions were made
by Ferdinand Hochstetter (1867) and W N Blair (1876). Laslett judged die kauri to be,
a 'slower growing tree than most firs and pines; it is slower even than the Pitch Pine
of America, and makes only one inch [2.5 cm] of wood diameter in about six or seven
years' (Laslett, 1894, 389). He estimated that the 72 foot [23.6 m] circumference
kauri at Mercury Bay to be 2000 years old. Hochstetter suggested that kauri of fifteen
foot diameter was 700 to 800 years old and observed 10 to 12 annual growth rings to
the inch [3.9-4.7 per cm]. Blair, an engineer, in a survey of the building materials of
Otago, made estimates of the growth rates of indigenous forest frees in that region.
Cedar, he believed, 'grows faster than most European timber frees' (Blair, 1876, 153).
Miro, rimu and 'black birch', he also considered to be fast growing, while totara was
described as a 'comparatively slow grower'. This survey was widely referred to and
despite Blair's previously quoted observations was used to support the contention that
the indigenous forest species were slow growing.
Toward the end of the 19th century, the view that indigenous forests were slow
growing gained support. It is somewhat paradoxical that a prime contributor to this
reappraisal was Thomas Kirk, the Chief Conservator of Forests (1886-89) and an
eirunent botarust who argued that 10 aimual growth rings to the inch [3.9 per cm] was
a 'fair average of a growing (kauri) timber' (Kirk, 1889, 144). He also referred to ring
frequencies of up to 30 per inch [11.8 per cm] which led him to estimate the age of
some specimens of kauri at 4000 years. Henry Matthews, the Chief Forester of the
Lands and Survey Branch (ie. solely concemed with exotic afforestation), drawing on
Kirk (1889), and Blair (1876) and some data from a plantation of native species in
Thames for matmationtimes,posed the question:
would the Forestry Department be justified in planting any ... (indigenous) frees
with a view to providing for the wants of the future, when two or even three crops
of exotic frees - such as oak, larch, sprace, Oregon Pine or eucalypt could be
produced within the same period that one crop of nativefreeswould take to reach
mafririty? (Matthews 1905: 78)
Not surprisingly Matthews saw only a limited role for indigenous afforestation.
The next contribution to the growth rates question was by Stewart (1905) who
provided some statistics on indigenous trees known to have been planted in 1865, but
more importantly by observation of ring counts of trees of known age, confirmed that
kauri produced only one growth ring armually.
An investigation of major importance which overshadowed the previous smdies
appeared in 1913. Authored by Thomas Cheeseman, curator of the Auckland
Museum, the paper entitled was specifically directed at
the question of indigenous forest growth rates. He noted the tendency for exaggeration
in human namre and concluded that this had happened in the case of the kauri where
he suggested even 'carefiil writers' such as Kirk and Blair had assigned ages of over
4000 years and 3600 years respectively to large specimens, 'although neither
gentleman appears to have counted the annual growth rings of even a single complete
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section' (Cheeseman 1913, 18). He venhued die opinion that a neglect of Laslett's
work had produced 'from subsequent writers many rash and unsupported statements
which otherwise would never have been made' (Cheeseman 1913: 10). Then he
proceeded to attack Kirk's earlier work, claiming his assumptions were faulty and not
supported by evidence. Specifically, Cheeseman argued that Kirk's two estimates of an
average of 10 growth rings to the inch [3.9 per cm] for a five foot [1.6 m] diameter
300 year old free and 30 growth rings to the inch [11.8 per cm ] for a seven foot [2.3
m] diameter 1260 year old specimen were incompatible. Data collected by Cheeseman
produced an average of 9.7 rings to the inch [3.8 per cm]. (In fact an arithmetical
error occurred in the calculations and 8.5 rings to the inch [3.3 per cm] was more
accurate). On dus basis kauri trees dated by Kirk at 4320 and 3960 years were
reassessed to be only 1398 and 1280 years respectively. That is to say, they grew more
rapidly than Kirk believed.
In spite of demonsfrating to his own satisfaction that kauri grew faster than had
been previously thought, he still considered the species 'much slower than most trees
of econonuc value' (Cheeseman 1913: 19) taking an average of 116 years to reach a
two foot [0.6 m] diameter and 174 years for three feet [I m]. 'Periods like these,' he
concluded, 'are much too long to offer any hope of monetary retums from the planting
of kauri, even ff there were not other reasons to advance against such undertaking'
(Cheeseman 1913: 19).
State exotic afforestation was thus apparentiy vindicated. But this view received a
serious challenge from David Hutchins, who had extensive experience in South Africa
and had only recentiy reported on Ausfralian forestry. In an appendix to his Ausfralian
work he dealt with New Zealand (Hutchins 1916). As a consequence he was employed
by the Govemment to report on the Dominion's forests. He argued that.
Forestry in New Zealand has been entirely misjudged by the entirely erroneous
idea that New Zealand native timber-frees grow more slowly than the ordinaty
timber-free of other countries. (Hutchins 1916a: 301)
On these grounds, as well as using cost minimising arguments, Hutchins argued for
indigenous management rather than afforestation as the solution to New Zealand's
timber supply problems. In his subsequent report on New Zealand Forests, Hutchins
(1919) expanded his arguments and lauded Cheeseman (1913) for dispelling the
popular notion of the slow growth of kauri, dismissed Kirk (1889) as not
understanding the trae significance of his data, and insisted that Matthews (1905) had
also misinterpreted his information. In Hutchins' opiruon, the indigenous frees grew
'about twice as fast as European forest frees' (Hutchins 1919: 18).
Hutchins' views were not accepted unanimously. Ebenezer Maxwell (1919), a local
afforestation advocate who established Taranaki Perpetual Forests Ltd in 1925 (see
also Maxwell 1930), marshalled evidence in favour of faster growth of exotic species.
The implication that Maxwell drew from his analysis was, 'that it would be an utterly
hopeless undertaking to attempt to provide even a small portion of fiiture needs in
timber by growing native frees.' (Maxwell 1919: 372). Hutchins replied to Maxwell in
1920 claiming that he did not clearly distinguish between 'arborcultme' (individual
trees) and 'forestry' (massfrees).The former was concemed with unit growth per free
and the latter timber production per area. Hutchins did concede that there was a place
for exotic plantations in New Zealand, because of the comparatively small area of
forest and because some exotics showed 'an exfraordinary rapid growth' (Hutchins
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1920: I) under local conditions. But he argued that Maxwell had compiled a diverse
set of data, not all direcdy comparable because of variations in collection procedure.
His major point, however, was that New Zealand forest frees grew faster than
European forestry trees in their own environment. In Hutchins' opinion the faster
growth of some exotic species was not cmcial:
As long as there are no costs of planting plus interest on the native frees, it does
not much matter if they do take considerably longer to produce their timber than
costiy and doubtful exotics. (Hutchins 1919: 4)
I860
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Figure 1. Citation network for the growth of indigeneous forests in New Zealand
Scientific opinion on the growth rates question vacillated over time and did not
cease in 1920. The various contributions of foresters, engineers and botaiusts can to
some extent be assessed through the use of a citation network. This is a diagram
organised chronologically and indicating published papers cited subsequendy.
Garfield (1970) illusfrated this approach with the example of Mendel's pioneering
genetics paper and suggested that it helped to identify key individuals whose work had
enduring impact in the field and helped to disprove myths about past influences.
Usually cited publications dealing at least in part with the growth rates of native
timber up to 1920 are depicted in Figme 1. Accepting that there are constmction
problems as nineteenth century citations were not sfreamlined and informal personal
communication was frequent, some pattems still emerge.
The citation network clearly indicates that Laslett and Hochstetter's work was
neglected in the runeteenth century. This oversight was perhaps the source of some of
the confusion over indigenous growth raters. Laslett's volume was published in
London and was probably not readily accessible in New Zealand. Instead, the standard
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reference was that by Blair (1876) who was less interested in growth rates than in the
quality and atfributes of die timber. Subsequent audiors interpreted his data as
showing tiiat indigenous forest frees grow slowly, Cheeseman's (1913) paper emerges
as a comprehensive review of the earlier published work and was in tum
acknowledged as important by Hutchins (1916) and Maxwell (1919). The citation
network also isolates engineers, botarusts and foresters as three groups. The engineers
in particular worked in isolation or cited work by others from their own field. In
confrast, Cheeseman and Hutchins ventured more widely in their contributions.
However, the foresters tone permeates Hutchins' writings; he favoured above all
indigenous rotational forest management, Hutchins played a key part in subsequent
developments leading to the establishment of an autonomous forests department.
State Forest Service growth rates research, 1920-30
Although Mcintosh Ellis regarded himseff as a practical man of action, he was aware
of the importance of longer term research and forestry fraining programmes. Thus he
directed efforts towards initiating a confract research programme and departmental
scientffic investigations of the indigenous forests. He was also in favour of the
establishment of a School of Forestry to provide a somce of frained graduates for the
State Forest Service. In this way knowledge of the forest environment and State Forest
Service expertise could be increased simultaneously.
The National Forest Inventory of 1921-1923 provided a basic check list of forest
resources. From the first Ellis sought to obtain more detailed scientffic information on
indigenous regeneration and growth rates as this was essential information or
implementing any system of sustained yield rotational forestry. In 1921 he wrote to the
Commissioner, [ie. Minister] of State Forests, Sir Francis Bell, arguing that in the
past 'instead of searching for the key to namre's workshop', afforestation had been
substimted as the solution to timber supply difficulties. In Ellis's opiruon:
,,, unless and till the foresters are in possession of a working knowledge of the
phenomena of Nature as regards the basic laws of growth of the native forests, you
will have no managed forests, no regeneration and nofiituresupplies', (Ellis to
Bell, 7 Sept, 1921, F6/1/13/1)
He remained exasperated by the difficulties in fiinding dus research when
indigenous forestry was a 'practical policy' and 'one that will pay its own way instead
of calling for £40 000 000 ff the indigenous forests are thrown overboard and exotic
frees planted' (Ellis to Rhodes 19 Oct 1922, F6/1/13/1), Under difficult financial
conditions, Ellis instigated departmental smdies on a range of topics. These included
plantings on an experimental station in Westland, sand dune stabilization work at
Rangitikei, indigenous and exotic growth rate smdies on a number of sample plots and
underplanting of conffers in native forests. Important work on indigenous growth rates
and regeneration was undertaken on a confract basis at Auckland and Canterbury
University Colleges by the irascible William McGregor and Charles Foweracker and
Frank Hutchinson.
Foweracker's Wesdand research showed 'the rimu is dying out where silver-pine is
densest (which) seems to suggest that silver-pine is a successional forest following on
rimu' (AJHR 1924, C3:10-11). Hutchinson (1926, 1927) completed a report on tiie
forests of the Canterbury region, but by far the most important contribution was made
by Leonard Cockayne, who had undertaken several botatucal surveys for the Lands
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Department in eariier years (AJHR 1907, C8A; 1908, Cll; 1908, C14; 1909, CI2)
and published an important monograph on the vegetation of New Zealand in 1921. He
was in no doubt as to the value of scientific smdy to forest management: 'ff an
accurate knowledge of any branch of New Zealand plant-ecology is of more
importance for forestry than any other it will come from the study of succession,'
(Cockayne 1928: 249) The concepts of community, succession, and climax were also
used by North American forest managers, Scientffic investigations greatiy increased
the knowledge about the indigenous New Zealand forests, but many questions
remained unanswered.
Cockayne's work on the beech spp.) forests was intended to provide
the information required to manage them on a commercial basis. He argued that the
beech were a 'climax plant-formation' of long persistence and seff-replacing. By his
calculation an 80-120 year rotation would be required for their management. This, he
observed, was comparable with those in European forests, Cockayne, as had
Hutchinson and Ellis, also favoured indigenous regeneration as an economical
solution. However, other aspects of Cockayne's work may have played some part in
convincing Ellis to shift to exotic afforestation as a solution to the timber supplies
problem (Cockayne 1921, 1923). This reorientation had already taken place by the
time that Cockayne's deliberations on the beech forests were published in 1926.
The research of Cockayne and others produced a detailed understanding couched in
scientffic language of New Zealand's forest environment. Ellis regarded this work as
essential for sustained yield indigenous forest management. The official scientific
appraisal of the environment now reached new heights of importance. Scientists
possessed greater knowledge of the workings of the namral environment yet,
somewhat paradoxically, this was obtained at the expense of its communicability to
the official and popular sectors. Political decision makers now had to accept the
recommendations of the forest scientists without the ability to critically evaluate them.
However, political elements of decision-making remained ascendent, as for instance
when timber exports were reintroduced despite Ellis's opposition in 1928 (Roche
1987)
Discussion
Growth rates were only one of a number of highly contested ideas about forests in New
Zealand, Indeed, the growth rates arguably were not the dominant arena of official
and scientific debate over forestry in the 1880s to 1910s although it did assume greater
real importance under Ellis in the 1920s. Possibly, it remained more important in the
'popular' arena through the period. Growth rates were, however, an essential part of
any broader forestry programme. The ebb and flow of knowledge about growth rates
redefine the fumre of forestry in New Zealand in contrary ways: a belief in very slow
indigenous growth rates initially directed attention towards exotic afforestation, the
recognition that the growth rates of some indigenous forest species were comparable
with selected European timber species helped open discussion about sustained yield
indigenous forestry in the 1920s and the spectacular growth of exotic free species
enabled state afforestation to be seen as a means of meeting anticipated timber
demands and wiiming time to allow the mechanism of indigenous forest regeneration
to be understood. In this sense the growth rates debate on the early years of this
century was of real significance to the evenmal comse of state forestry in New
Zealand.
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The interplay of various forestiy knowledges at die empirical level is only one of
die insights diat can befr^acedfrom discussion over forest growth rates. Another link
IS tiiat between Worster's 'empirical' and 'production' levels, for in die foresters'
discussions about growdi rates some of die ideas expressed are grounded in
professional practices and principles tiiat are ultimately anchored in a particular
notion of die role of forestry in a national economy and die sort of social and
economic conditions in which it will be pursued.
The impact of growth rates dunking in official and scientific spheres also cuts
across die relationship between forestiy science and Worster's 'production' category.
In a selected fashion some aspects of this interrelationship have already been
addressed by Gould (1962) and Raup (1964) who frace die connections between die
emergence of sustained yield forestiy in Westem Europe (especially late 18th century
Germany) and the historically specific social and environmental circumstances on
which it is based. Lee (1984) summarises the conventional critique of sustained yield
suggesting that the social practices embodied in sustained yield have been generally
overlooked. This leads him to pose five research questions associated with sustained
yield: Who were the social agents responsible for the development sustained yield and
for whom did they act? WTiere, when and by what social agencies are sustained yields
developed? What social fimction was pursued by developing sustained yield? Did
sustained yield serve as a model for social-continuity? and How was sustained yield
related to the major intellectual and ideological movements of the period?
The growth rates debate amongst officials in New Zealand takes place against a
backdrop, as in the US where the basic assumptions of sustained yield, scarcity,
stability, certainty and a closed economy were at best problematic and almost certainly
ill-fitting. New Zealand was fifty per cent forest covered at the time of large scale
Emopean settiement in 1840, although this was reduced to about twenty-three per cent
in 1900. The colonial economy, not without hiccups was geared towards growth, the
19th century colonial world of wood increasingly gave way to metals (and later
plastics) in the 20th century, even wood based pulp and paper was not seriously
discussed in New Zealand until the 1930s. New Zealand was not naturally endowed
with a full range of merchantable hardwood species so that from the late nineteenth
century, Ausfralia provided timber for railway sleepers, telegraph poles and bridge
timbers. The conventional criticism of sustained yield tends not to infroduce growth
rates into the analysis. When this is done, as in the New Zealand case, some additional
insights emerge.
Appreciating that the indigenous forests were regarded by Land and Survey offcials
as very slow growing, helps to reveal the urgency felt about timber famine concems,
ie, it relates to the assumption about stability of supply. It also further explains why
officials were so quick to advance exotic plantations as a solution to a projected timber
famine. The resomces that the State was putting into land development and
agriculmral expansion and an ideology of material progress also helps explain the
restricted place given to forestry until the 1920s when the era of extensive agricultural
expansion was drawing to a close.
Growth rates also offer some critical insights into foresters' thinking. Foresters had
to work very hard to promote sustained yield in New Zealand not because it was seen
as a form of social confrol (Lee's critique in the US case) but because the growth rates
produced scenarios of managed forests with planting times of 500 years in some cases.
To officials and many in die public this seemed atimespanthat sofranscendshuman
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timescales that it defies comprehension. The situation was exacerbated when the first
National Forest Inventory (1921-23) produced data that pointed to timber demand
exceeding supply by 1965 and concurrently the virtual exhaustion of timber supphes
by the same date.
In these circumstances Macintosh Ellis promoted a 121,000 hectare planting boom
in 1925. Its objectives were to provide for the speedy creation of an exotic softwood
timber resource to prevent the indigenous forests being exhausted and in so doing
provide a respite for forestry scientists to come to grips with the mechanisms of forest
regeneration in New Zealand with a view to implementing a sustained yield forestry
programme. In all events some of the problems of indigenous forest management
remained seemingly untraceable (only Cockayne's work on beech forests seemed to
offer much hope, especially after the preservation interests secured sanctuary stams for
Waipoua kauri forest in 1952, Simultaneously the potential of fast growing exotics,
particularly radiata pine seemed to offer new possibilities not restricted to local timber
requirements, but as the basis of an intemationally oriented pulp and paper industry
and an export (log) andtimbertrade.
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A tree is an ideal forni of life to attain
great age. its living tissues are regenerated at short
intervals. Most living parts are less than three years old.
Living tissue more than ten years old is abnormal. The old
dead tissues support the living ones and in some cases protect
them. The proportion of crown to trunk decreases with size
and the sheath of new wood becomes progressively thinner as
the trunk increases in diameter. In the end the thirming of the
sheath of new tissues would kill a tree, but most of them die
from other causes before that happens.

Age and order in
Victoria's forests

An ordered progression of age classes
An ordered progression of age classes in the so-called 'normal' forest is the ideal upon
which the classical theories of forest management rest and to which many plans and
efforts have been directed, ff the amount of wood being cut from a forest, its 'yield', is
to be regulated to a level which can be sustained in the long-term, order has to be
imposed on both human disorder and natirral variation. The ideal way of achieving
this is simple; there must always be a proper amount offreesof each age, so that when
the oldest are cut, there are slightiy younger ones which grow to replace them in time
for the next cut, and progressively younger ones still so that there are always new
recruits to each class, the youngest class being regenerated on the space left by those
felled. Much of the history of forestry is written as the stmggle to fransform real
forests towards this ideal against the recalcifrance of people and tmbulence of natme
(e.g. Steen 1983). Even those who have criticised the ideal as imattainable and have
sought to regulate yield over shorter times in a more pragmatic way have found the
age stmctme of a forest to be an indispensable attribute (e.g. Clutter et al, 1983), while
ecologists consider it a powerfiil indicator of ecological health. The 'managed forest'
is therefore one in which age is directly or indirecdy confrolled. On these grounds one
would expect that as forest management becomes more sfrongly established in a
region, age would featme with increasing prominence in its records.
This paper briefly examines the forest record in Victoria (McRae 1994) to see what
recognifron age received as forestry evolved, Carron (1985) and Moulds (1991) have
described this from the long arguments over the need for forest conservancy during
the nineteenth cenmry up to the which established the adminisfrative and
professional framework of the Forests Commission in 1918. The new Commission
affirmed the classic principles and set about assessing the forests and making formal
plans for their management. Before reviewing how age featmed in the record from the
1920s on, it is v/orth briefly noting some of the context in which classical forest
management arose and how it wasfransmittedto Victoria. Ordy the German context is
noted here (the French and Swiss contexts differed), but is particularly relevant given
the sfrong German connection in Ausfralian science (Home 1995).
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Age in Australian

States

The classic tradition and its transmission
In northem Europe, wood largely fueled industrialisation during the eighteenth and
nineteenth cenmries—thus contributing economically to the rise of Pmssia and other
states—while exports from the Baltic expanded even to remote Australia. The
demands placed on the forests were so large that the old ways of haphazard cutting
would not suffice, indeed ff continued the forests would be exhausted and production
would decline.
For One Acre of a normal, or fully stocked, wood in solid cubic feet
Oak.
Age,
Years.

1

Quality classes, in solid cubic feet

ty in solid cubic feet.
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II,
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I IV.
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330'
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290'
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2,440 1 1.870
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3,420
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•
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5,330

2,410
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14.780 111,680

8,590
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2,470

8.870

5,660
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1 •
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—A fully stocked beechwood has a volume, when 60 years
old, of 3.220 cubic feet ; hence it
grows on a locality of the II, Quality.
a fully stocked oakwood, 140
years old, shows a volume of 7,600
cubic feet ; hence it arrows on a
l0C2ility be ,ween 1 I. and in. Qu ility.

Table 1. Part of a German yield table shown in Schlich's (1895)
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In this situation, a deliberate, science-based, professional forestry was developed to
manage the large estates, and in places the communal forests. It rested on a sfronglydeveloped bureaucratic ordering of information through classffication and quantification which had emerged during the second haff of the eighteenth century (Lowood
1990) and was driven by the need to increase forest productivity. Silvicultmally,
productivity was increased by clear-felling the depleted forests of mixed ages and
species and replacing them with unfform, even-aged crops, often of conffers. This
replacement by younger, faster-growing frees was feasible because even the poorest of
the old frees could be readily sold for fuel wood, Managerially, it required formal
plamung, the intellecmal foundation for which was in the ideal of a sustained yield
from the normal forest, Techrucally, the problem was to calculate the optimum
'rotation' age at which every stand of frees should finally be felled, but this required
knowing the quantity of wood produced at various ages. Yield tables were painstakingly constmcted which later served as exemplars for the British Empire (Table 1).
It was increasingly considered that the optimum rotation should be determined on
economic principles which from 1849 could be applied by Faustmaim's elegant
solution for discounting the value of fiimre crops to the present. To provide a professional cadre for the task, scientffic education, well advanced in Germany generally,
was extended to forestry with cenfres of forestry education being established in St
Petersburg in 1803, Schemnitz 1808, Tharandt 1811, Warsaw 1816, Eberswalde/Berlin 1821 and Nancy in France in 1824, Formal research followed as national forest
experiment stations were set up in Germany in 1870, Austria 1874, Denmark and
France 1882, and Switzerland 1888; by 1892 they were sfrong enough to form the
Intemational Union of Forest Research Organisations (lUFRO).
The imposition of order by clear-felling was rejected from the 1870s by some
French and Swiss foresters—sometimes called the 'sylvan fundamentalists'—who
developed silviculmral 'selection' systems to manage uneven-aged stands. They too
sought to raise productivity but gave priority to ensuring forest health and maintaining
soil fertility through keeping a mixture of ages and species in each stand. They
ensured a sustained yield by measuring the frees periodically and felling only those
which exceeded the number proper to each diameter class (Knuchel 1953, Troup
1952), Given the close relationship between diameter and age, they effectively
confrolled age while asserting a concept of 'forestry in harmony with natme' and
rejecting large-scale, unfform, economically-driven enterprises.
The classic fradition was fransmitted to India from the middle of the runeteenth
century where it was fransmuted into an imperial model which depended on the
'demarcation' of the best forest land, its reservation from clearing for agriculture, the
dispossession of the original inhabitants, and management by a cadre of professionally
frained foresters recmited at first largely from Germany, Vast areas had to be brought
under 'systematic working' by the expatriate staff who were replaced periodically. To
maintain continuity, 'working plans' were made for each forest according to a standardised format of two parts: 'Part I—Summary of facts on which proposals are based'
and 'Part II—^Future management discussed and prescribed' (D'Arcy 1898 [1891]).
The imperial model, even to the detailed headings of its working plans, spread
throughout the Empire, Wilhelm, later Sir William, Schlich (I840-I925) was a key
figme in this. Trained as a German forester, he set up the system for working plan
confrol in India and evenmally rose to become Inspector-General of Forests, He moved
to Britain and set up the Coopers Hill school, subsequendy part of Oxford University,
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where most British foresters for die colonial and Indian forest services of die time
were frained. He took his smdents to Germany to see orderly forest management at
first hand and, widi odiers, prepared and repeatedly revised a comprehensive, fivevolume text, die Manual of Forestiy (1889-1906) based on franslations of German
texts and his Indian experience. The eventual acceptance of the imperial model in
Victoria followed the urging of imperial foresters. Vincent in 1887, Ribbenfrop in
1895 and Hutchins in 1916, and die appoinfrnent in 1919 of Owen Jones—an Oxford
graduate doubtiess carrying the trusty Manual in his knapsack—as the first Chairman
of tile Forests Commission (Moulds 1991: 53), The working plans, and dieir successors, which were prepared in Victoria express both the classic ideal of sustained yield
received in its fransmuted form, and all the difficulties of managing real forests. This
paper explores the considerable tensions between the ideal and the practice. It
proceeds chronologically through three periods from the 1920s to the present. Plans
for plantations are not discussed.
Era of classic working plans
The new Forests Commission recognised that ordering Victoria's forests would be a
slow process partly due to the shortage of skilled staff which was only gradually eased
b> the fom or five foresters who graduated from the School of Forestiy at Creswick
each year (Moulds 1991, 1993), It implicitiy sought an ordered progression of age
classes and viewed the existing condition of the forests as a major complication:
containing as they do in many instances large areas of mature or over-mature
timber, these require to be cut over as soon as possible, but they can only gradually
be taken in hand owing to inaccessibility or to the necessity of avoiding a present
glut followed by a subsequent shortage (Forests Commission,
1919/20),
However, exploring remote areas and battiing against agricultural interests in the
Parliament and the Lands Department to have the best areas reserved as state forests,
as well as marking their boundaries and setting out sawmill licence areas were the
first, most urgent tasks. An energetic programme of assessing the various types of
forest with strip surveys was commenced about 1925 as a basis for preparing working
plans. Considering the difficulties, progress was remarkable; in a decade, a quarter of
the forests were placed under working plan confrol (Table 2). Very different types of
forest necessitated different types of plan, discussed in what follows, although all
followed the classic two-part template laid down by D'Arcy, a 1910 edition of whose
work is believed to have been part of the Forests Commission's library. The plans
were made for a period of about five years after which they were to be revised, as
several of the early ones were. The Commission formally approved the plans over its
seal, often issuing them with a strict instmction that they were to be adhered to.
The need to counter the devastation of the mixed-species forests around the goldfields in the second haff of the nineteenth cenmry had provided much of the early
impems to reserve state forests and establish Victorian forestry. Their durable box and
ironbark timbers were economically important early in the twentieth century for
railway sleepers, telegraph poles and, in the more accessible areas, for fuel wood,
while messmate provided prime sawlogs. The 1935 Maryborough Working Plan, for
example, noted that early cuttings in the 'open virgin forest' of red ironbark, grey box
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and yellow gum until the 1870s had resulted in dense seedling regeneration and some
coppice growth. Later cutting had led to a dense coppice forest which produced mosdy
fuel wood and eucalypms oil. Much the same was observed for the 1933 Ballarat and
Creswick Working Plan where the 'virgin crop' of messmate and other species had
been removed in the 1855-75 period and the succeeding seedling crop had been
'razed' so that the regrowth then present resulted from varying cuttings. It was
intended that the better forests would be ultimately converted to high forest again,
many of the box-ironbark areas would be managed on the two-layered coppice with
standards system, and some would be used just for fuel wood. Although 'no useful
data regarding growth and yield are available as no sample plots have been established
[and] no yield tables have been constmcted', the forests were in such poor condition
that 'no regulation of the output of mamre frees is prescribed ... as the policy of
building up the growing stock will be maintained' (Ballarat and Creswick Working
Plan 1933 and revision 1938).
Table 2. State forest reserve and working plan areas
Area of state
Year
forest
ending
reserved
30th
June
(hectares)
1929

1,759,992

Area covered
by working
plans
(hectares)
99,499

1930

Examples of the forests covered
Forest type

District or region

Box-ironbark
Cypress pine

Dunolly
Mildura

Mixed species

Sandon, Muckleford, Walmer

1931

1,893,186

182,357

Red gum
Plantation areas
Box-ironbark
Ash, messmate,
silvertop

Barmah and Shepparton
Ovens, Bright, Aire V.,Stanley
Rushworth
Southem Baw Baw, Part Upper
Yarra, Rubicon

1932

1,897,321

234,448

Box-ironbark

Heathcote, Scarsdale

Messmate and
mixed species
Ash

Ballarat and Creswick

Box-ironbark

Maryborough

1933

1934

1,899,154

1935

1,922,031

1936

1,948,253

1937

263,619
277,864

Neerim boys camp

4S

t*.

Heathcote

«

tt

Gladstone

277,864

1938

1,949,891

378,841

1939

1,961,105

512,896

Source; Forests Commission, Annual reports and Working plans
Clearly there was a long task ahead before an ordered progression of age classes
could be established in a high forest. The coppice with standards system envisaged
selecting a few of the best trees on each hectare, 'the standards', to be grown on a 50
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year rotation, while the remaining trees would be cut and allowed to grow as 'coppice'
on a 20 year rotation (The Sandon Forest Working Plan 1930, Walmer Forest
Working Plan 1930), Perhaps more realistically at Rushworth, 'owing to lack of
growth statistics, no rotation period can be fixed. It is estimated that 80 years should
produce a 14-15 inch [35-38 cm] diameter breast height tree' (Rushworth Working
Plan 1931), Although a few plots were established to measure the growth rates of the
box-ironbark forests in 1919, no systematic programme to do so on a larger scale was
started and the amount of information on which to base sustained yield calculations
was still inadequate haff a cenmry later (Newman 1961; FCV file 68/791), But it was
lack of markets and money that forced more realistic plans, particularly during the
economic depression of the 1930s. The Commission directed unemployment relief
fiinds largely to thinrung and other silviculfriral work in the goldfields forests which
may well have hastened the preparation of working plans for them. Nevertheless there
was a limit to what could be done. For example, when the Heathcote Working Plan
was revised in 1936 it was clear that 'yield regulation shall be govemed by demand
and by the money available ,,. in accord with the silviculmral system prescribed [for
the Conversion Working Circle],' Similarly while the first Scarsdale Working Plan in
1932 had hopefiilly sought to sell poles as rapidly as possible, its revision in 1937
noted that silviculmral work would depend on the extent of relief funds.
A detailed assessment of the important red gum forests along the River Murray made
in 1929/30 provided the basis for a substantial Barmah and Shepparton Working Plan
in 1931, The forests had been cut recklessly for sleepers and other products during the
nineteenth century with virtually no confrol (Fahey 1988), The plan noted that
'stricter confrol has been exercised during the last 20 years' by imposing a minimum
girth limit, below which red gum frees could not be felled, of 8 feet 6 inches [2.6 m
girth or 82 cm diameter] measured at 5 feet [1,5 m] above the ground. The limit was
relaxed in order to 'permit the removal of faulty and deteriorating timber'. However,
the forest was far from meeting the normal ideal as it had many very old frees
unwanted by the cutters, regrowth of various ages determined by the severity of past
grazing and, as we now know, by the history of floods, but insufficient matme and
middle-aged frees to provide futme yields. Some silvicultmal work had been done by
removing 'dead, dying and suppressed material' and by the 'sapringing of old, useless
material [which] has commonly resulted in the establishment of advance growth, thus
tending towards unevenaged stands'. With limited funds, 'the extension of such
thinnings into the crowns, ff otdy by the sapringing of subdominants useless for
sleepers, has generally been considered to be economically impracticable'.
Bringing an ordered progression of age classes to such a forest was a formidable
task and there was little to go on; there were no yield tables, no sample plots which
could be remeasured and no records of growth, 'A definite effort [was] made to
determine the age of certain stands and thus discover mean annual growth', but
repeated selection fellings in the past, the pattem of intermittent regeneration, and
slow growth in dense pole and sapling stands defeated the attempt. Over the river in
Barham State Forest, the Forestry Commission of New South Wales had measured the
growth of 23 trees for a period of 13 years and found that they had put on 0,24 inches
[0,61 cm] of diameter growth a year on average. With some measurements from
Gunbower forest where three increment plots had been established in 1928 (FCV file
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68/791) and 'general observations', the rate of diameter growth on the best red gum
sites was estimated (Table 3). A 30 inch [76 cm] free was slighdy smaller dian the
previous cutting limit but must have seemed satisfactory as an 80 year rotation was
fixed in the plan. However, the basis of the estimates was so slender that the plan
pmdendy prescribed that sample plots should be installed to make better iirformation
available for subsequent revisions.
Table 3. Estimates of diameter growth at breast height for red gum for the Barmah
and Shepparton Working Plan 1931
Age
(years)

Average diameter growth per year
(inches)
(cm)

Giving a free of diameter
(inches)
(cm)

It was, of course, the magnificent mountain ash forests in the Central Highlands,
usually with messmate and silvertop on the lower slopes, which were the most important to the Commission. Sawmillers had forced their tramways into many areas, but
the history of intermittent cutting and bushfires had created a complex patchwork
which was difficult to map. Moreover, the cut-over areas frequently contained good
trees which had been left because they were in inconvenient places or were too big on
sites where horses did the slugging. The forests were difficult to assess, often growing
on mgged country and always difficult to traverse. Systematic assessment started
about 1928 and continued throughout the 1930s. Parallel lines were mn through the
forest at 10 chain [200 m] intervals along which the types of forest, density of scmb,
rock formation, occurrence of regrowth and diameters of the merchantable timber
trees were recorded so that detailed stand type maps could be drawn. Simple categories were used to describe the stands. For example, 'overmamred', 'mamred',
'saplings' and 'seedlings' were used at Rubicon in 1928; and expanded to include
'immamred', 'young timber', and 'pole timber' at Royston. The diameter of every tree
in sample plots, located along the assessment lines, was measured, their heights and
the number of log lengths they contained estimated and their volume calculated. But
'proper volume and yield tables, constant bark percents, average rot percent, tables,*
etc. [which] would not otdy diminish the cumbersome reckoiung considerably, but
would also increase the accuracy of the computations to a high degree' were lacking.
It all took an enormous effort in this type of forest.
While the mass of information enabled immediate logging operations to be scheduled in an orderly marmer, how an ordered progression of age classes might be created
in the classic manner was far less certain. The 1931 Southem Baw Baw Working Plan
was the first attempt for the mountain forests, an endeavour which created 'an acute
appreciation of the lack of definite knowledge ... [about] the silvics of our indigenous
species'. There were four growth plots for messmate and silvertop, but none in ash.
The best that the forester could do at the time was orUy, as he reported, 'In spare
moments the number of rings were counted on some smmps in order to get some
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information about the age of matured trees. The number of rings on the outer inch [2.5
cm] of the diameter on some trees were also measured. An age of 87 years is the
average obtained from 8 trees on the girth classes 11, 13 and 15 [107, 126, 146 cm
diameter]'.
In 1930, a comprehensive Rubicon Forest Working Plan was prepared by H.R.
Gray, an Oxford-trained British forester recmited from the Sudan for the Australian
Forestry School in 1927 (Carron 1985: 264). The forest, north of the Divide, included
both the Rubicon and Royston Valleys and was both an expanding milling centre and
a source of water for a hydro-electiic scheme completed in 1928 (Evans 1994). Gray
had the assessment reports to hand and concentrated on examining the regrowth from
previous cutting, giving 'the virgin stand as a whole more cursory smdy'. Nevertheless, he and his smdents measured 23 alpine ash (also called woollybutt) smmps and
counted the number of rings in each 2 inches [5 cm] of diameter growth estimating
that the trees were approximately 135 years old, confirming the previous view that it
was fairly young forest. He also performed a stem analysis from which he was able to
constmct an age-height curve to show that they reached a height of 200 feet [61 m] at
age 135, He observed that dominants in the regrowth achieved haff this height by 18
years (amended to 16 years in the copy of the report in the Australian Archives) and
he thought that it should be possible to grow a 30 inch [76 cm] diameter tree by age
60, if the stands were thirmed. He observed that 'faults appear to develop [in the
timber] after about 80 to 90 years'.
Gray declared that 'it is obvious that the age and size of trees in the virgin stand is
of no consequence' because clear-felling was the only practical silviculmral system.
He set the rotation of the new crop provisionally at 60 years and envisaged that each
major division of the forest, or 'felling series', would be converted into an ordered
progression of age classes by felling the stands over the unexpired portion of the
rotation which would be calculated from when felling started 20-25 years previously.
Although there had been large bush fires before, and important ones in the ash forests
in 1919 and 1926, there was nothing in either Emopean theory or their own knowledge which could have prepared Victorian foresters for Black Friday, 1939. 'The
experience of the past could not guide them to what might, and did, happen' as Royal
Commissioner Leonard Sfretton (1893-1967) wrote in his report on the fire which
swept across the mountain forests, killing people and frees alike. The patient creation
of an ordered progression of age classes which had been idealised in the plans forest
by forest was also swept away by the wall of fire before classic forestry had hardly
begun.
Era of relocation and reconstruction
The foresters and assessors quickly made a reconnaissance of the devastation and
estimated that there were 2070 million super feet [6.2 million m^] of logs in mountain
ash and alpine ash frees which had been killed by the fire of which about one haff
could be salvaged (Forests Commission Armual Report 1938/39), A salvage plan was
pmsued energetically during the war (Moulds 1991: 84-8), but it was obvious that the
mills would have to move to unbumt, hitherto unlogged forests afterwards. The
assessors explored what were then remote, inaccessible alpine ash forests in the Alps
and East Gippsland, Plans to drive roads into these areas and relocate much of the
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industry were made in the context of general plans for post-war reconstmction and an
expansion of the national economy. Sawmilling cenfres were built in the 1950s at
Heyfield, Mansfield, Ensay, Orbost, Cann River and several smaller places to meet the
brisk demand for timber.
It is commonly asserted that logging in the new areas was allowed to proceed at a
very rapid rate in the belief that the sawmills would be able to relocate into the cenfral
areas once the regrowth from the 1939 fires became old enough to be logged, perhaps
when the trees were 50 to 60 years old. Our research does not enable us to say whether
this was a formally articulated plan at the time or whether it is a post hoc rationalisation. The period was certaiidy driven more by pragmatism than thefransmutedidealism of classical forestry. The point, however, is that the progression of age classes
being created by fire and sawmill logging applied across the State, rather than within
each individual forest.
The pulp and paper industry which had been started by Ausfralian Paper Manufacturers Ltd in Gippsland in 1939 had planned to take three-quarters of its wood from
the mountain forests including some of their regrowth (Wood Pulp Agreement Act
1936). The fire and its expansion in the 1950s meant that it had to use more mixed
species wood from the foothill forests. To this end, the 1952 Boola Boola Working
Plan was prepared to manage 50,000 acres [20,000 ha] of a nearby forest, mostiy on a
pulpwood rotation. Although 'no accmate irrformation is available in respect of
increment and growing stock', the increment of firewood in forests at Ballarat was
assumed to be sufficientiy similar which, with 'casual growth observations and
random yields', allowed a tentative rotation of 32 years to be calculated by dividing
the anticipated growing stock of 12 omits per acre [84 m'/ha] by the mean armual
increment of 0,375 curuts per acre per year [2,6 m'/ha/yr]. New methods of integrated
logging were developed (Mann 1958) but a complete review of the pulp mill's
resources was needed for a major expansion. The Commission's 1959 pulpwood
survey used aerial photographs and ground inspections to map the forests within the
mill's economic range by the age of the regrowth—largely determined by its fire
history—and the slope of the ground. The two types of pulpwood resomce—from
mountain and alpine ash, and from foothill mixed species—were each divided into
two age classes depending whether they were 'regrowth', defined as being under 60
years of age, or were 'matme' over that age. These categories reflected different
pulping properties of the wood and were incorporated in the resulting Forests (Wood
Pulp Agreement) Act 1961. The slope classes were needed to evaluate how much of
the regrowth might be able to be thinned. The Act called for a formal, 10-year 'Plan of
Operations' to be prepared, based on research, which was largely into die feasibility of
thinning, conducted joindy by the Commission and the company.
While integrated pulpwood logging enabled new crops to be successfully regenerated on cut-over sites, the Commission was well aware that 'extensive areas of foothill
country ... after a century of logging and severe fires ... are virtually unproductive'.
Moreover, it was 'gravely concemed with the rate of depletion of the State's resources
of native timber of sawlog quality [particularly as] there is no prospect of obtaining
worthwhile logs of genuine sawlog grade from mountain ash forests in less than 60
years' 1960/61). As in other States and nationally, a major call was
made for funds to establish pine plantations which could grow logs more quickly than
in the native forests. Native forest planning was strengthened in the Working Plans
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Branch and several foresters undertook postgraduate fraining in advanced quantitative
mediods. The work concenfrated on die regrowth in die mountain ash districts witii
die intention of starting cutting die regrowth from about 1970, The Commission's aim
was 'to confrol utilization and regeneration in a manner which will lead to sustained
yield management' (Annual Report 1962/63), Upper Yarra was an important distiict
witii stands from the eariier 1919 and 1926 fires which could be used first, A very
detailed cutting plan (Upper Yarra Forest Disfrict Cutting Plan 1968-72, FCV file
68/735) also looked beyond its stated period, re-asserting tiie ordered progression
ideal:
In order to produce a constant supply of sawlogs, it is desfrable to have a "normal"
series of equiproductive age classes. At the presenttime,tiiisis farfromdie case,
where over 50% of the area of ash type forest in the Upper Yarra Forest District is
of the one age, having resultedfromextensive wildfires in 1939 (Appendix 7),
Some attention was given to die mixed species and drier forests. An intensive
Continuous Forest Inventory System' was installed in the Wombat Forest in 1964 and
remeasmed five years later (Smith 1973). The diameter increment was reported for
each diameter and species class to show how the forest was changing, but it was still a
two-tiered forest with an overwood of 80-85 years of age and an underwood of 20-25
years. Areas surrounding the Wombat Forest were considered in a 1976 report (FCV
file 75/111) which for die Ballarat Forest Disfrict assumed an 80 year 'liquidation
period' or rotation, being the time taken for regeneration to grow to merchantable
size. It assessed the present standing sawlog volume at 96,000 cubic mefres, assumed
that the existing frees were growing at one per cent a year, and calculated the
'permissible cut' in the classic manner (Table 4).
Table 4. Example of permissible cut calculation, Ballarat Forest District, 1976
Permissible cut = present sawlog volume + annual increment of uncut sawlogs
liquidation period
= 96,000 cubic mefres + (1 per cent per year x 96.000/2)
80 years
= 1,680 cubic mefres per year

Era of regional sustained yield
In 1982 a new reforming govemment was elected with a strong environmental platform of placing environmentally important forests in national parks and ensuring that
the rest were managed in a sustainable manner, region by region. The Commission
(1984) argued that a regional sustained yield was an elusive and impossible ideal in
the face of fires and other likely changes which it listed region by region. It advocated
a system of regulating the yields rather than following the normal forest ideal of an
ordered system of age classes in each forest but it did not succeed in upsetting the
Government's policy of applying the system regionally rather than across the State as
a whole. The regions were of course many times larger than the individual forests
which had been considered in the first era. Several incipient forest management
problems also came to a head. The idea that the 1939 ash regrowth could be thinned to

—
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produce pulpwood from the 1960s and larger sawlogs from the 1970s had been tried
and abandoned as impracticable on any scale, the sawlogs produced from the regrowth
were not of as good a quality as expected, and the shift of sawmilling back from the
Alps and East Gippsland to the Central Highlands had not happened. More importantly perhaps in the long term, was a change in the interpretation of the ideal of
sustained yield. Rather than being just the yield of limber, it was all the uses and
values of the forest which were to be sustained in a planned way.
The Govemment comnussioned the University of Melboume's Professor of Forest
Science, Ian Ferguson, to examine the simation (1985) before it prepared an industry
strategy (1986) which laid down, among other things, that the forests in each region
were to be plarmed according to its ideals of economic viability in providing wood,
environmental sensitivity, and sustainability for all values for fumre generations. To
reassure an anxious industry, the government passed the
1990 which mandated the minimum level of sawlog production which each of 15
'forest management area' plans had to ensure for the next 10 years. The first of the
new plans covered the Otways and was completed in 1992 (Brinkman 1990, Dargavel
and others 1995). One for East Gippsland was completed in 1995 while those for
several other regions are in various stages of preparation. Each plan shows how the
mandated level of sawlogs can be supplied and estimates what level of yields would be
sustainable in the long-term; the cut in the Midlands area, for example, is likely to
have to be reduced by 17 per cent after 10 years. An elaborate computer model aided
the calculations for the Otways, but a traditional approach was used for the other
areas. In Central Gippsland, for example:
The long-term sustainable yield is calculated by multiplying the net available area
of each forest type by the annual growth rate for the planned rotation length.
Nominal rotation lengths vary from 60 years for eucalypt plantations, a minimum
of 80 years for ash forests and between 80 and 120 years for mountain mixed and
foothill mixed species forests respectively (Dept, of Conservation and Natural
Resources 1993a),
Table 5

Growth assumed and rotation adopted, Cenfral Forest Management Area
Species

Mean annual increment
of sawlogs (m'/ha/yr)

Rotation
(years)

2,5
3,0
3,0
1,2
0,8
15,0

80
80
80
100
100
35

Alpine ash
Mountain ash
Shining gum
Messmate (high site quality)
(low site quality)
Radiata pine plantations
Dept, of Conservation and Natural Resources 1993b

The growth rates assumed and rotations adopted were tabulated as in the critical
Central region, which included the Upper Yarra District, for example (Table 5). The
rotation lengths listed in this era were longer than those listed in the 1930s and
probably reflected a more realistic assessment of the time needed to grow a log of
commercial size. For example, Gray's hope in 1931 that alpine ash logs could be
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grown in 60 years had depended on being able to thin the stands which was considered to be impracticable in the 1990s,
Our research has not investigated whether the rotations listed in the 1990s have a
logical basis, but at first glance, they appear to us to be little more than arbitrary
selections, justdied more by repetition from plan to plan than by substantial analysis of
growth, ecological or economic information. Their history indicates that they probably
reflect the age at which final crop trees are expected to reach a merchantable size, or
perhaps the age of maximum mean armual increment. They are notably far younger
than the age of ecological mamrity, which would be needed ff silviculmral rather than
preservationist means were to be used to sustain the environmental values.
In practice, the classic ideal of an ordered progression of age classes had to make
way for two major considerations. First, the plans had to schedule logging from the
stands in the real forests which were in far from the ideal normal condition. Different
options for doing this had to be explored to find a way of spitming out the resources
available to the industry in a way which would allow it to increase in fumre. Second,
the requirement to sustain all the other uses and values of the forest had to be
addressed. Some of these reqiured taking parts of the forest, such as wildlffe corridors
and streamside protective strips, out of the wood production area, others required
actions, such as opening or closing roads and tracks, quite umelated to wood production. While classic forestry had at least provided a set of terms and concepts for
thinking about sustained timber yield, there was no single set which could cover the
sheer variety of other uses; the plarmers simply had to deal with the issues site-by-site.
An ordered progression of age classes had been transmuted and transmitted to
Australia but remained more a classic ideal than a real practice.
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Assessing Queensland's forests

Introduction
Any assessment needs its subject to be clearly identified, the attributes of interest
defined, their quantities measmed and an overall valuation estimated. This is notably
difficult for forests because of their extent, remoteness, variability, multiplicity of
ecological and social functions, and dynamic natme. Moreover, their valuation
commonly requires taking forecasts of their fiitme condition into present account. In
large forest orgarusations, standards have to be prescribed, and assessors trained so
that assessments of different areas are comparable and can be aggregated. All this
takes time, teclmiques, equipment, personnel and hard work. The cost has to be
balanced against the value of the irrformation gained and endeavours made to develop
more efficient teclmiques. Conversely, what can be known about a forest, and which of
its manyfiinctionscan be valued is always conditioned by how far the difficulties of
assessment can be dealt with at the time.
A series of assessments over time can gradually build knowledge about a particular
forest, although changes to the forest or the attributes of interest can make previous
assessments irrelevant. Earlier assessments may be lost, or may be too difficult or
expensive to retrieve, especially ff old maps and measurements have not been
converted into an elecfronically-readable form. A current hazard is the loss of
organisational memory' of the standards by which past work was performed. This
chapter briefly describes the stages in which Queensland's crown forests have been
assessed from the era of exploration and pioneering searches for timber, through an
era of strip surveying, and an era of establishing a continuous forest inventory, to the
present environmental era with its current old-growth and other surveys (see also
Chapters 24 and 25). It shows that what was achieved in each era was conditioned by
what had been done before, by the resources and technologies available, the
organisational stmctme, and the values of interest.
Era of exploration and pioneering
Histories of the Emopean exploration of Queensland and the extension of its pioneering frontier have described the journeys of early explorers like Oxiey, Leichhardt and
Dalrymple, and the progress of settlement in the runeteenth and early twentieth
cenmries (eg, Bolton 1963, Johnston 1982, Roberts, 1924). It is sufficient here to
make some general remarks about the period in terms of the requirements and difficulties of assessment.

Most obviously, identifying the feamres and resources of the vast landscapes was
the prime task of exploration. The major rivers, plains and hills had to be found and
their relative locations determined. It was a long process. For example, although
Moreton Bay was assessed by OxIey in 1823, the major featmes of north Queensland
were not reported until Dalrymple's expedition in 1873. Gradually, charts and maps
were drawn, amended and improved. Land suitable for grazing, farming and growing
sugar cane, or with the chance for gold, were the main attributes of interest. This was
accomparued by scientific interest in the taxonomy of the biota, another long process
started by Banks and followed in the 1820s by Cmmingham, after whom hoop pine
was named. Knowledge gradually accumulated: Ferdinand
Mueller made ftirther collections while on Gregory's northem expedition in 1856, for
example, and Government Botanists were appointed with a botaiuc garden and
herbarium to support them. However, it was not until the mm of the cenmry that the
firstfloraof Queensland was published (Bailey I899-I905). A standard guide which
forest assessors could use for identifying the trees of the sub-tropical rainforests did
not appear until 1929, and it was not until the 1951 edition that many tropical forest
species were added (Francis 1929, 1951; ftirther additions and amendments were
made in 1970 and I98I editions).
The explorers had an eye for timber, Oxley reporting hoop pine 'fit for the topmasts
of large ships' (cited by Carron 1985: 96) and Dalrymple bringing samples of timber
from north Queensland to Brisbane for examination. Apart from local use for the
small colony, timber was valued as an export in the log or as rough-sawn timber for
the Sydney market. This was mostly red cedar, although some 'Brisbane pine'
(presumably hoop pine) had also found its way onto the Melboume market by 1880
(Dargavel 1988). Queensland timbers were far less known intemationally than those
of the other colorues (Laslett 1875), but attempts were made to publicise the rich
variety available by sending 'a magnificent, extensive and instmctive collection of 200
varieties of timber' to the 1879 Sydney Intemational Exhibition (Anon. 1881), and
449 varieties to the Colonial and Indian Exhibition of 1886 in London (Bailey 1886),
In timber too, science was a long time coming, E,F.H. Swain issuing his text on
timber properties in 1928.
While such official endeavours identified and mapped the major feamres, and
sought to identify the trees and their timbers, it was the individual pastoralists, selectors, prospectors and timber cutters who, in seeking pastmes, soils, minerals and
timber frees, assessed the country on a smaller, informal scale for their immediate,
personal interest. They fraced the rivers and sfreams back into the hills, found where
ridges ran and how routes could be pushed through broken country. They found frees
they could sell and timbers they could use. Their valuations were pragmatic and
quickly proved, or miserably disproved by experience. Importantiy, they could assess
the forests incrementally, finding enough timber for the next month or year, then
seeking more.
The well-known case of the red cedar trade illustrates this two level process of
assessment. It was an official exploration of the Hawkesbury River which found this
valuable wood in 1790, but it was all the parties of cutters who searched it out, patch
after patch, river by river up the coast. And when Dalrymple reported goodtimberon
Queensland's north coast, it was the Freshney brothers and othertimber-getterswho
quickly revealed its wealth on the Mossman and Dainfree rivers (Bolton 1963: 76-7).
The sawmilling industry, as it gradually developed in the 1860s and 1870s, continued
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this informal process of searching for its resomces. However, large firms, like Hyne
and Son (Johnston 1988) and Wilson Hart (Maryborough Chronicle 1988) which
expanded rapidly from their Maryborough bases in the 1880s, needed to plan their
fiitme and justify their investments over much longer periods than the manual cutters
or small sawmills had needed. Irrformal assessments, even by their own experienced
timber-getters would not do, nor would the lack of adequate state forest reserves and a
forest service to manage them. The widespread movement for forest conservancy,
which had already begun in a small way in Queensland, was advocated more forcefully by R.M, Hyne and others to good effect.
Era of strip assessments
A Foresfry Branch was set up in the Lands Department in 1900, The part-time Inspector of Forests reported in 1903 on the need to reserve 'young or mamre timber' and
prevent the cutting of 'young and undersized timber ,.. which ff allowed to mamre
would be a valuable asset.' However, it was accessibility for logging, not growth
potential, which was the attribute of interest, and the forests were classified, and
implicitiy valued, in accessible, difficult and non-accessible categories (Carron 1985;
98). Eventually in 1906, the was passed and the
Inspector, Philip MacMahon, was appointed as Director. MacMahon commenced an
assessment of 1.5 nullion hectares of state forests and timber reserves to appraise their
quality as well as quantity. The work was started about 1910 by one or more crews
from 'Forest Valuation Camps' (Vanclay and others 1987). MacMahon died prematurely and was succeeded by N.W. Jolly who continued the assessment and in the
words of E.F.H. Swain, his successor, 'pioneered the principle of sustained yield'
1918). While the principle may have entered the
govemment mind, littie could be done about it until the forests were located, and their
timber stocks and growth rates detemuned.
It was not until 1920, when returning soldiers had been recmited to staff the Forest
Service, that the era of extensivetimbercmising could begin. Five forest survey camps
and two cmising camps 'engaged in the important duty of demarkation were set
up and the next year a conference of forest survey officers was called to standardise
tiieir procedmes 1920, 1921). The term 'camps'
was used to denote one or more survey crews, usually of three or four men, who lived
in tented camps in the forests that they were surveying. The conference was chaired by
Lieut. Reg Douglas, whose appoinfrnent as the 'Forest Topographer' highlights the
priority that had to be given to mapping all the details of ridges and creeks which had
only been known informally before. Corby Woods was Forest Topographer (19211928) and there may have been others. Three classes of survey were defined.
—
The most general sm^'eys were designed to identify areas of the State which should be
reserved as forest rather than being selected for agricultme. Doubtiess, some areas
could be dismissed fairly readily, but others were examined systematically by surveying parallel lines through the forest, probably at 40 chain (approx. 800 mefre) intervals. This enabled the salient featmes of the landscape to be mapped and comments
made on the natme of the forest. It could be remarkably tough work, as even official
reports reveal:

The Atherton forest survey party suffered from the disability of food shortage, due
to the shipping strike, a severe drought for half the year, and abnormal rain for the
other half, the impediment of the debris from the 1918 cyclone, the rough and
broken nature of the country, and the difficulty of retaining survey hands.
Nevertheless, 62 miles [103 km] of compass and chain and 55 miles [93 km] of
compass and step survey were completed 1920).

—
More detailed surveys were conducted in forests with commercial value to map the
topography and estimate the quantity of the timber resomce. Parallel strip lines were
mn through the forest at 20 chain [approx, 400 m] intervals and the diameter of every
free within one chain [20 m] either side of the cenfre line was measured, the number
of nine foot [2,7 m] logs in each estimated and tallied in special survey books. The
more detailed maps of the ridges, creeks, fracks and other featmes which resulted were
commonly annotated with remarks about the species or their quality (Map 1), The
survey book tallies were worked up, volumes of merchantable timber calculated, a fair
copies of the field maps drawn and reports of the assessments prepared. The substantial camp and office work involved was reserved for the wet season or bad weather.
These surveys were used in two ways. If the forest was a valuable one, they
provided evidence in support of a Forest Service case to have the land permanentiy
reserved as state forest, ff not, they provided an estimate of its timber value which an
intending selector would have to pay,
—
It was on state forest that the most intense surveys were conducted. These were
conducted as strip assessments, as in the Class 2 surveys, but more intensely as the
strip lines were closer together and the forest and topographic feamres were mapped
mostly at a scale of 10 or 20 chains to 1 inch [1:7920 or 1:15,840], Forest types were
catego rised by their predominant commercial species. For example, a 1924 survey at
Peachester recognised four groups of species as well as 'useless', 'lantana', and
'scmb' types whose boundaries appear to have been mapped in finer detail (Map 2),
By 1926 a process of dividing the state forests into numbered compartments, typically
of 100-200 hectares, surveying and marking their boundaries was well in hand.
As the plantation programme expanded in the 1930s, very detailed surveys were
commenced which not only mapped their layout, mostly at a scale of 10 chains to the
inch, but surveyed the contours of the land. The intensity and expense of these surveys
highlights the greater importance attached to these young plantations than to native
forests by the Forestry Department (created as a sub-department of the Lands Department). It was in the plantations that the Department was most obviously investing
public fimds and where their fiimre growth and yield was uncertain. By comparison,
the prosaic management of the native forests must have seemed less prone to scmtiny.
Taken together, these various classes of surveys demanded an enormous and
increasing effort by the Department. A peak was reached in 1940/41, after which
assessment stopped during World War II, except for one camp which operated in
north Queensland making urgent estimates of kauri and other species to be used for
aircraft constmction. Some idea of the enormous effort demanded in this work can be
gained from the areas summarised in Table 1.
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Map 1.

Maroochy State Forest (R368)—part only. Class 2 Survey by Forest
Foreman Markwell in 1922 at a scale of 10 chains to 1 inch (1:7,920)

PEACHESTER

SFR3i3

JIKIU7.

Map 2.

Peachester State Forest (SFR 313)—^part otdy. The map of the original strip
survey was probably drawn at a scale of 10 or 20 chains to 1 inch (1:7,920
or 1:15,840). This map drawn by J.W. at a scale of 1:10,000 shows the
large forest inventory plots installed by Overseer Cauley in 1956. The stand
types shown are probably those mapped in 1924.

The 1940/41 annual report shows that the strip surveys sampled almost a quarter of
a million hectares at an intensity which we estimate to be about 1:19. In that year, the
crews fraversed 863 kilomefres of compass and chain lines, 6461 kilomefres of sfrip
surveys, and 380 kilomefres of variousfraversesof scmb patches, fracks and roads—a
total of 7704 kilomefres almost all in sfraight lines up hill and down dale, across
creeks and ridges, through thick vegetation and thin, and ftirther than Bmke and
Wills hadfravelledeighty years earlier.
The assessments gradually extended the Department's knowledge of the forests
until many, but not all, of the existing state forests and timber reserves had been
covered by the 1940s. The knowledge was held not only in the bulging cabinets
packed with detailed maps and quantitative reports, but also from the intimate experiences of those who had worked on them. In this sense, the earlier informal era of
assessment was echoed in personal experience and organisational memory.
Table 1. Method and areas assessed in sample years, 1921 to 1941
Explore and
investigate

Feature and
assessment
surveys

Valuation &
organisation
surveys

Compartment &
plantation
surveys

Land
tenure

Vacant Crown
land

Timber reserves
and vacant
Crown land

State forest

State forest

Method

Line inspections

Strip survey,
map features

Strip survey,
map features

Boundary and
contour surveys

Map
scale

Not mapped

1:15,840 or
1:7,920

1:15,840

1:3,960 for
plantations

Year
1921
1926
1930
1935/36
1940/41

Area (ha)
268,838
208,876
136,469
4,160
28,388

37,272
2,388
47,556
23,621
241,933 '

23,976
23,949
11,398
23,006
92,506 "

22,044
24,676
60,015

' North Queensland for war effort; # Type and soil surveys, Dept, of Forests,
Era of air photo interpretation and continuous forest inventory
The first opportunity of improving sfrip assessment came when aerial photographs
became more readily available after Worid War II. For die first time, foresters could
see a representation of tiie forest as a whole witiiout having to sketch how die creeks
and stands ran between tiieir survey lines, orfraverseround every patch of rainforest
or 'scmb'. In many areas of north Queensland, military mapping had produced
contom maps at a scale of 1 inch: 1 mile (1:63,360) which were of great help and
gradually die cartographers were able to extend die coverage. The Deparfrnent was
quick to take advantage of die war-time photos and in tiie 1950s started to commission
someof their own.
Aerial photographs enabled die winding creeks and ridges to be mapped witii much
greater accmacy dian had been possible from die sfrip surveys and it was not

uncommon to find that the drainage pattem originally mapped needed substantial
revision (L.T. Carron pers. comm.). However, their greatest advantage was in
revealing the pattem of the forest stands. Their stmcmre, rather than their species
composition, could also be seen and it was remarkable what frained and experienced
people could interpret. The categories appearing on the maps included: 'rain forest or
scmb', 'scmbby forest', 'forest', 'mng'(ie, ring-barked), 'eucalypt regrowthregeneration and saplings', 'eucalypt regrowth-poles', 'useless regrowth on former
scmb lands (wattle, lantana, etc.)'. Their areas were neatly mapped, but species and
quantities still had to be determined on the ground. The attributes of interest were still
primarily the present timber resources and access to them, but interest in thefiimreof
the forest was reflected in the mapping of regrowth stands.
With aerial photo interpretation able to ease the task of identifying where the
timber stands were, foresters could at last mm to the essential task for sustained yield
management, that of monitoring the growth of the forest. A continuous forest inventory system, first develoj)ed in North America, was tried at Westem Creek in 1941 and
extended to some coastal hardwood areas in 1945 (Vanclay and others 1987). The
Department instituted this class of assessment for state forests and installed a grid of
quite large, one acre [0.4 ha], permanently marked plots in every 500 acres [200 ha]
or so in wldch the girth of every tree was measured and its species recorded (Map 2).
By 1968, approximately 5500 plots had been installed on about 40 per cent of the state
forest. The plots were remeasured every five years or so. Successive stand tables
showing the number of frees in each diameter class prepared from these data enabled
the growth of the forest to be estimated. In forests which can be managed intensively
on a silvicultmal selection sj'stem, the approach provided a basis for deciding how
many trees of each class could be cut. In addition, individual free measmements were
made on some 'detailed yield' plots chosen to be 'representative of the average conditions of the major types' with the intention of providing more detailed growth information (Vanclay and others 1987).
Strip assessments still had to be undertaken in the 60 per cent of the state forests
not covered by the continuous forest inventory, but the greatest work load related to
the 'conversion of tenure' of public lands once the Bjelke-Petersen Govemment had
passed its 1962 which enabled lessees of public land to apply for freehold, a
process which gratified the government's mral support base while raising revenue.
The assessments were of the Class 2 standard except for small patches of forest where
every tree was measmed. ff the forest had enough high-quality timber, it might be
recommended for reservation as state forest, otherwise the lessees were sent a description of the forest and an account, the amount of which they could contest in a Land
Court, As much of the converted land was subsequently cleared, the forest assessors
were put in the bizarre position of having to facilitate deforestation. They had always
had some of this work, but the conversion 'boom' in the 1960s and 1970s was such
that by 1984 the assessors had dealt with nearly 4000 applications and assessed 12,7
million hectares, more than three times the area of the state forests. The total amount
of strip surveying both on state forests and for tenure conversions, reported in most of
the Department's annual reports, shows an increase from an average of 1800
kilometres of strip lines assessed per year in the 1950s to 7400 kilometres in the 1960s
and 5600 in the 1970s. Over 10,000 kilometres were assessed in each of the peak
years of 1965 and 1967. Strip assessments continued as forested leases were still being
converted to freehold in the 1990s and doubtiess many were deforested.

There was a considerable amount of surveying of roads, plantation and compartment boundaries which was carried out in addition to measuring die inventory plots
and sfrip surveying. The number of crews, or 'camps', increased until there were 36 to
37 at work in die peak years and over 180 people were employed in the forests with
more needed to draw die maps (Table 2). Togedier diey amounted to over nine per
cent of the Deparfrnent's entire workforce. Widi so many people and a high timiover,
die need for fraining and standardisation was even more important than it had been
for Lieut, Douglas. Young foresters fresh from their cadetships were put to the task
and atiu-ee-yearfrainingcomse was started in the 1950sfi-omwhich survey overseers
graduated to good effect. Even with aerial photographs, where these were available,
die work in die forest remained arduous and repetitive, although it became slighdy
more comfortable in the 1970s when caravans were bought to replace the tents. The
Department produced a handbook (Queensland Forest Service 1962) which provided
detailed instmctions for conducting basic and strip surveys. It laid down how vegetation types were to be classified by free species and how trees estimated along the strips
were to be booked by four utilisation classes: 'mill logs and girders'; 'round timbers—
poles, piles, house blocks'; 'sleeper frees'; and 'split posts'. All other 'useless' frees, it
declared, were not to be booked.
Table 2. Assessment and mapping staff 1964/65
Grade
Foresters
Forest surveyor
Forest rangers
Survey overseers

Number
11
1
9
35

Grade

Number

Trainees
Men

11
120

Total assessment staff
Drafting Branch
Total staff

187
19
206

Dept. of Foresfry, 1964/65
Whereas the strip surveys were recorded in field books and their results worked up
into tabulated reports of the condition of the forest at the time of assessment, the
continuous forest inventory system demanded permanent plots so that growth rates
could be determined. The network of per-manent and detailed yield plots was
gradually extended to cover the most valuable forests and the plots were re-measured
at approx-imately five-yearly intervals. The great amount of data generated by this
form of assessment could only be processed effectively by computer programs which
were developedfiromthe 1960s, The combination of aerial photography with the plotbased inventory system during the 1950s and 1960s enabled the first calculations to be
made of how much wood could be allowed to be cut from the state forests under the
sustained-yield principles avowed by Jolly so many years before. Clearly timber was
the attribute of interest during this era of expanded activity, but its primacy was not to
last.
Environmental era
It was the environmental attributes of the forests which became of rapidly increasing
interest from the early 1970s and the subject of public controversies and political
conflicts over logging in the wet fropics, on Eraser Island and in many other regions

(Bonyhady 1993, Dargavel 1995, Mercer 1991, Taylor 1994). The history of tiieir
assessment is far more diverse than in the previous era as fauna, flora, aesthetic and
other attributes had to be assessed, and as more agencies—most notably the
Commonwealth's—and environmental and scientific bodies also undertook assessments, sometimes in cooperation with the Queensland Department of Forestry and
sometimes independently. Most public attention in the environmental era was directed
to the forest arumals so that their assessment, and the impact of logging on their wellbeing became an important task. The numerous environmental disputes, inquiries,
consultations and plans created seemingly insatiable demands on the Department's
planning, assessment and mapping staff, A separate environmental unit was established and the number of people in the drafting office doubled. At the same time,
Queensland was also subjected to the orgarusational restmcmres and staff reductions
which affected all of Australia's forest services during the 1980s and 1990s. They
added to the mrmoil and diminished part of the organisational memory needed to
retrieve the assessment legacy for the new issues. Nevertheless, existing assessment
procedures were revised, new ones developed and new technologies deployed, which
enabled some of the new assessments to be conducted in ways far more sophisticated
than anything before.
New parameters were added to those measmed on the existing network of permanent
plots. From the 1980s the crowns of the larger frees were classffied in terms of their
size position and leaf area. From 1993 the minimum size offreerecorded was reduced
from 20 to 10 cm diameter, the amount of regeneration measmed on sub-plots and soil
information recorded. Reflecting the increased interest in vertebrate fauna, the presence and distribution of nesting hollows was recorded.
Zoologists in the Forest Service carried out fauna surveys throughout the State from
the mid-1960s and in 1969 began ground-breaking studies into rodent pest management in hoop pine plantations which were continued into the early 1970s, In 1975 the
National Parks and Wildlffe Service was created as an organisation separate from the
Forest Service which had managed the national parks till then. The new service had to
survey the fauna in the coastal lowlands of south-east Queensland, where large-scale
clearing for the establishment of exotic pine plantations was occurring, as part of the
environmental impact assessments required by the Commonwealth. In addition,
detailed smdies of indicator species, such as lorikeets and gliders were undertaken to
measure the impacts of forest operations. These smdies involved capturing and marking of large numbers of animals; the greater glider smdies in particular involved
detailed radio-tracking, utilising what was then fairly new technology for Ausfralian
zoologists.
By the early 1980s the spotlight on fauna had shifted to the wet forests of the
Conondale Ranges due to public concem over the impact of logging there. A whole
suite of smdies was irutiated to investigate the diversity of all vertebrate groups and
the impacts of logging. The first paired-catchment smdy of fauna in Queensland was
also set up to monitor the impacts of logging on two highly-restricted species of
freshwater crayfish, then virtually unknown to biologists. In addition, a readily portable system—the Anabat detector—was developed for monitoring micro-bats by their
ultra-sonic calls. It enabled zoologists to sample the occurrence of bats easily for the

firsttime.The Conondale studies dirough die 1980s led on to Commonwealtii fimding
during die 1990s (under die National Rainforest Conservation and Landcare
Programs), Projects were undertaken in state forests on endangered, vulnerable and
rare species (such as the black-breasted button-quail, yellow-bellied glider, micro-bats
and marbled frogmouth) dependent, or partially so, on rainforest. Studies were also
undertaken of die utility of wildlffe corridors and renmant bushlands to fauna.
In the 1990s faunal smdies diversified in scope and direction, primarily in response
to the burgeoning number of laws and agreements diat imposed major obligations to
manage the forests in an environmentally sensitive way. The assessment and research
program of the zoologists was diversffied accordingly to provide increased information. Research, survey and monitoring in the 1990s became closely tied to the
Comprehensive Regional Assessment process, ecologically sustainable development,
farm forestry, forest health, the requirements of the 1994
and the logging code of practice. A computerised system was set up as a major means
of communicating information about flora and fauna to the relevant people.
Of the new technologies, it was the images taken from space satellites in the 1980s
that contrasted most spectacularly with those of the era of exploration. The features of
the State which had been so patiently assembled area-by-area with such diflhculty over
more than a cenmry were suddenly revealed together in each satellite pass. The
images covered the country and their component bands could be manipulated to
highlight particular feamres, such as forests. At last a consistent, comprehensive map
of all the State's forests and woodlands, covering over 50 million hectares, could be
made in a marmer which could never have been achieved by the traditional mapping
methods.
The new images added another level of knowledge about the forests, but it was the
advent of geographic information systems (GIS) technology during the 1980s which
opened up a remarkable means of bringing existing maps and various forms of data
together. At first it was used as an efficient tool for storing and plotting mapped
irrformation and as a means of reducing the number of cartographers needed to draw,
or revise the forest reserve maps with all their intricate detail of streams, ridges,
tracks, and types of stands. However, the most powerfiil advance lay in the ability of
these systems to overlay several different types of maps or other spatial information
and produce new classifications of the forest landscape. Rainfall and temperature had
long been measured in forest districts across the country and although it had been
assiduously tabulated in forest working plans, it had rarely before had any bearing on
how the forests were assessed or managed. The new systems enabled such data to be
manipulated in statistical models by computers and combined with topographic,
geologic or soil map irrformation wherever available. The new classffications, or
'environmental domains' which could be generated were based, as far as possible, on a
prior scientific understanding of the environmental processes at work. They were
particulariy suited to analysing the distribution of particular species and began to be
applied from the mid 1980s (eg. Nix 1986). Although the geographic information
systems relied on maps and the vast legacy of data accumulated in museum collection
records over a cenmry or so, and in the forest assessment reports and maps, they had
to be retrieved and converted to an electroruc form. It was a use which could never
ha\'e been envisaged when they were collected so that although many were used

Others had to be discarded and many remain as a potentially rich somce for historical
smdies. Computers, programs and the frained staff to operate the new systems and
convert the old data had to be obtained so that it was not until the 1990s that they
could be brought to bear on assessments regularly.
The rainforests of the wet tropics, which had been so laboriously assessed for their
cabinet and other timbers for haff a century, became the prime focus for assessing
environmental attributes with the new technologies. Their eventual inscription on the
World Heritage List in 1988 recogrused the area for its evolutionary history, ecological
and biological processes, nafriral phenomena and importance for the conservation of
biological diversity. But assessing such attributes to determine where the boundaries of
the area to be preserved should lie was a difficult task, especially given the politically
fraught and harried atmosphere in which Queensland opposed the Commonwealth's
nomination in the High Court. Each built its own computer-based geographic information system to support its case.
Queensland hurriedly developed its system from early in 1988 as a joint ventme
between its (then) Department of Forestry and Department of Environment and
Conservation with assistance from other departments as required. Foresters, ecologists, cartographers and computer personnel combined to build a multi-layered system
to cover the 894,000 hectares of the World Heritage Area. As the case developed,
those giving evidence needed a variety of outputs to be plotted from the system. More
data layers had to be added which imposed an enormous sfrain on the staff who also
had to cope with increasing volumes of alpha-numeric data needed to describe the rare
and threatened flora and fauna of the area. The scale and detail of the data from
different sources required carefid monitoring to ensme its accmacy. The work was
greatiy increased when the area to be smdied was expanded to cover the whole biogeographical region of 2.6 million hectares. At the height of preparations for the case,
the system contained over 30 layers of data which demanded massive storage capacity
on the Government's computers. All the equipment and skills developed for this case
provided a solid grounding for developing an integrated remote sensing and modelling
system for Queensland's forests (Preston 1995) and for the recent old-growth assessment project (Chapter 25).
Meanwhile, the Commonwealth's Deparfrnent of Environment commissioned a
team at the Ausfralian National Uruversity, led by Professor Henry Nix, to display the
disfribution of the various types of raiirforest and their endemic species. The team built
a computer model of the topography and climate with which it mapped appropriate
environmental domains. It then hunted through herbarium and museum records to see
where the plant and arumal specimens which had been collected for well over a
century had come from. The locations where many of the older specimens had been
collected had not been recorded precisely enough, but many others were able to be
incorporated into the model and the distributions essayed. The pace and style of the
political decision-making led to the boundaries being set on the basis of various
somces of iirformation including Queensland's system and some of the early results
from the Commonwealth's model. The model was subsequendy improved to display
the distribution of the rainforest animals (Nix and Switzer 1991), Both models proved
exemplars for smdies which were to follow on 'old-growth' forests, but by then the

(Ausfralia, Council of Ausfralian Govemments
1992) had been signed and a more co-operative approach had been negotiated.
Persisting themes
The current old-growdi assessment project (Chapter 26) widi its multi-faceted surveys,
advanced computer systems, published reports and political interest seems a worid
away from die collections of tiie early botanists or die assessments of timber men
clambering tiuough die forests to find anodier patch of workable logs. Yet some
tiiemes persist across die eras described in dus paper which we wish to draw out as
reflections on the natme of assessing forests.
First is die size and cost of the task. The sheer physical effort of fraversing many
tiiousands of kilomefres in sfraight lines du-ough die forests for fdty years stands out
most sharply. Remarkable too was the endeavom to install and remeasme plots in a
grid across the state forests. Although the effort required was eased somewhat as roads
and fracks spread and was aided by aerial photography, the cost of timber assessment
was substantial. The environmental era brought new attributes to be assessed, some of
which, such as the flora and fauna surveys, also required direct observation in the
forests. In spite of this, the total effort of observing the forests direcdy almost certainly
declined from its peak in the 1960s. The marshalling of existing information and its
maiupulation in geographic information systems brought its own demands for equipment, staff and costs. The p>oints to be made here are that assessment has always
involved a substantial cost and that this has limited the amount which it was possible
to know about the forests at any given time.
Second is the balance between permanence and fransience. In each era some
assessments add to the accumulating store of knowledge about the forests, while others
are irretrievably lost. Accumulating specimens in herbariums and museums, spreading
topographic and geological surveys, and long-term climatic records are examples of
assessments which have the potential to increase knowledge about the forests permanently. The potential can not, however, always be reached because the costs of
retrieval may be too high or because of inconsistencies or lack of precision in the
original observations. At the other exfreme, some assessments seem of ordy of passing
interest, at least at the time. The first timber cutters needed no records of what they
felled, nor have the records of assessments made on the 12.7 million hectares of
forested land converted to freehold seemed of much value, although both might now
prove useful to reconstmct Ausfralia's ecological past. However, old assessments can
provide a start for new sampling as in the case of the long-term yield plots in the wet
fropics. Their measurement was discontinued when the area was placed on the World
Heritage List and logging stopped, but have been started again to leam more about the
dynamics of these forests. And it is clear that the measmements so patientiy accumulated in the permanent plots for their original purpose of timber management proved
an invaluable somce of iirformation in the most recent old-growth assessment undertaken for a very different purpose.
Somewhat related to the second theme, is the changing balance between direct
personal observation and experience in the forests on one hand, and indirect and
remote observation from aerial photographs and, at exfreme, satellites on the other.
The two can be seen as yielding knowledge at different levels of absfraction. The
fallers testing the soundness of frees by their 'ring' to the axe, or the timber assessors
measuring them, or the wildlffe assessors releasing animals from the fraps had an

immediacy and personal depth to their observations of the forest. Yet the accumulation of indirect observations from the first theodolite triangulations to the latest
satellite images provided a formal and stylised knowledge of the forest as a whole
which was beyond the ken of individuals within it. Conversely, the indirect or remote
observations only acquired their meaning from the forests direcdy observed. Yet the
operators making the digital records on computers or manipulating them in
geographic information systems may never have had any immediate or personal
experiences of the trees or forest animals, except perhaps those gained on holidays.
Fourth is the inherent nature of the problems of sampling, interpolation and
estimation with which each era had to deal. The early timber workers dealt with them
informally, searching where they could and guessing what stands might be between
until they could get to them. The strip survey system did so rigidly by observ ing along
its lines, interpolating the mn of creeks and ridges as best it could between them, and
estimating the total quantity of timber from the sample measured. The continuous
inventory system had a similarly rigid layout of plots and was used to estimate growth
for the forest as a whole much as the strips had estimated its quantity. More difficult
arc animals which move or intangible aesthetic and heritage values which needed to
be assessed in the environmental era. The heroic endeavours to incorporate the new
information with that gathered in earlier eras for different purposes into geographic
information systems could not escape the inherent problems. The most obvious one
came from the reliability and scale of the original maps. Topographically these were
rarely better than a scale of 1:63,360 or 1:100,000, while geological and soil maps
were rarely better than 1:250,000. The climatic maps resulted from ingenious calculations made using continent-wide models with whatever long-term data were available
from local weather stations. The distribution of the major free species could be
obtained from the strip and plot assessments, but the distribution of animals and
plants often had to rely on irregular data, such as museum collection records. The
manipulation and integration of such disparate sources of information made the best
use of them, but the sophistication of the technique could not eliminate their innate
uncertainties. As in every era, what could be known about the forests was conditioned
by how far the difficulties of assessment could be dealt with at the time
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Bush, brush, forest and scrub

Introduction
This paper considers the values placed on some of the forests of the north coast of
New South Wales, over the last hundred years. The first part is based on work undertaken on forests of the Dorrigo Plateau, The perspectives of a forest inspector from the
1880s and, from the 1890s, a grazier and a botarust are referred to; in the 1930s the
attitudes of a range of different people to a specffic Dorrigo forest are discussed. The
way in which foresters valued, or devalued, certain types of forests in the period from
the 1940s to the 1980s is also considered. Finally, the value ascribed to these forests in
the 1990s is examined based on work in two forests north west of Dorrigo, What is of
importance to most of the people concemed is connected with knowledge and use of
the forest and, most importantiy, with identification with a specffic forest locality.
These values are only implicitly related to forest age, a concept which is rarely explicitiy articulated.
Forest history on the north coast began with what one could almost call a fixation
with cedar. This was a purely economic focus with very little room for other values.
Later when almost all the cedar had been logged there was a redirection of attention to
a particular forest type. This was marked by a name change from the plain old 'bmsh'
or, more conmionly on the North Coast, 'scmb', to the much more evocative
'rainforest'. Ecology, biodiversity and aesthetics were some of the values articulated in
the 1970s with regard to the north coast rainforests. Although forest age was implicit
in these values it was not the key element that was expressed.
On the north coast an concem for forest age only became apparent after the
Wran Government's 1982 decision to stop most raiirforest logging. It soon became
obvious to the environmental movement that the protection of a forest type that had
been already almost wiped out was a pyrrhic victory. In order to protect the remaining
North Coast forests a broader definition of what was valued and worthy of retention
was devised. Out of this came the more widespread use of the term 'wildemess' and
the begimung of the use of the term 'old-growth'.
This paper is concemed with social history, not with etymology, although it is
important to consider the context in which words are used. The words
and tell us a lot about how we perceive forests. The use of 'scmb' for
rainforest, as in the 'Big Scmb", to describe the semi-fropical rainforest near Lismore,
cleared for farms in the second haff on the nineteenth cenmry, is still sometimes used,
especially by old timers. The word 'bmsh' was the term generally used, especially by
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foresters, for 'rainforest' until about 30 or 40 years ago. The first reference that I have
found to rainforest' instead of 'bmsh' in the files of State Forests of New South Wales
was in a 1958 report about Ellis Slate Forest in the Dorrigo Management Area, By
August 1979, when protesters were lying in front of bulldozers at Terarua Creek, the
word was definitely part of om vocabulary, Lionel Gilbert's 1971 thesis provides a
good reference to the historical use of botaiucal terms and refers to P,G, King's 1805
definition of 'bmsh' as 'a dark impenefrable thicket of plants and herbaceous shmbs'.
He also notes the muversal use of the word 'forest' to mean open forest and the
importance of the presence of grass in this usage. This is something that has been
picked up by recent commentators and, in my opinion, applied in a simplistic way to a
variety of vegetation types.
The word 'wilderness' has a long history. The Helman report was important twenty
years ago in popularising this term and pointing out the signfficance of its use in
North America (Helman and others 1976), The report nominated twenty forest areas
of New South Wales as wildemess areas which needed to be preserved. In the early
1990s 1 researched areas for State Forests of New South Wales which were either in or
near to three of these: the Guy Fawkes, the Mann and the Washpool areas. The term
wildemess' irked some north coast foresters and resulted in my being asked to write
their 'European distmbance history'. To people whose families had grazed catde there
for sometimes for fifty or more years, and in some cases for three generations, and to
those who had fossicked there during the depression, or who had brought loads of
timber out with bullocks for local timber companies in the 1940s and 1950s, the areas
were not wildemess' but simply 'bush'.
The beauty of the Dorrigo
I begin this paper with a quotation, written in 1950, that tells of one visitor's response
to the forests of the Dorrigo Plateau as they were in 1892:
It IS beyond me to descnbe the beauty of the Dorrigo m its natural state—many
thousands of acres of dense bmsh lands, rich in soil, with running sfreams of pure
water in abundance, occasional waterfalls and ferneries. Orchids were beautiful
and abundant. The tunber was what took my fancy most—there was a magnificent
wealth of cedar and other softwoods. The bird life filled the air with music one
could never forget (Henderson 1950).

This was how Cunningham Henderson, a grazier from Coraki, remembered his first
visit to the Dorrigo plateau. He was on his honeymoon, having married Marion
McDougall in September of that year at Coraki. After tiie wedding tiiey travelled to
Bellingen to meet his wife's family. Heretiieyborrowed horses from Marion's brother
and rode up to the plateau where they stayed for two weeks. Another brother was
overseer at the plantation where the Forestry Department was attempting to grow
cedar. In the words of the bridegroom:
Practicallv the whole of the cedar belts were thrown open for settlement at one
pound per acre, with thousands of young cedar frees coming on and millions of
seeds waiting their time for germination. The marketable trees were cut out and
hauled to the nearest mill or market, the balance of the wonderful bmsh cut down
and bumt to make grass. And so Nature's rich provision for mankmd m that
locality has been lost for ever.
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All through the Dorrigo the timber getters had cut fracks for miles and miles.
These we followed on horseback. The freshness of it all was fascinating, the
singing and whistling of birds, the perfumes from orchids and vegetation, the
waterfalls; it was all grand and beyond description. We saw cedar butts lying for
removal some day, up to 25 feet long and six feet in diameter. The lighter tops had
aheady been taken (Henderson 1950).
Cunningham Henderson's memories of the Dorrigo plateau as it was in 1892 highlight some of the features that make it unique. He evoked the remoteness of the
plateau which delayed white settlement; the namral beauty of the area which, even in
1892, attracted tourists; the wealth of timber mthlessly exploited and the ham-fisted
official attempts to replace it. His memories of his first visit there, recorded almost
sixty years later, reflect the essence of the tragedy of settlement on the Dorrigo, The
tmth was even worse than Henderson recalls. In the eastem Dorrigo, in particular, not
even the marketable timber found its way to the sawmills. It was often bumt due to a
combination of circumstances. The despoiling of the Dorrigo plateau and the waste of
the area's timber resources had been noted and deplored in the early years of the
century, Henderson was not alone in regretting what had happened.
This exploitation was of course not unique. The Big Scmb on the Richmond River
had been just as thoroughly plundered of cedar fifty years before Henderson's honeymoon and was almost completely cleared in the 1880s, The timing of the destmction
on the Dorrigo in the early years of the century made the reaction to it boisterous,
Australia had lost its innocence by the time Dorrigo was 'opened up'. The depression
of the 1890s, followed by a lengthy drought and then the ravages of introduced plant
and animal species had made some thinking people question contemporary modes of
operation. In addition the fact that in the early years of the cenmry New South Wales
was importing timber, challenged the widespread belief that the state was endowed
with unlimited supplies of timber. Although the loss of the forests, especially those
that were aesthetically pleasing, was lamented, expressions of regret were almost
always phrased in economic terms. Few commented on the destmction of the nation's
ecological and botanical diversity.
The failed attempt to establish cedar plantations was one indication that the New
South Wales govemment aimed, in the 1880s, to play a role in the management of the
forest estate. Another was the creation of the first forest or timber reserves in New
South Wales in 1871. Three were dedicated on the Dorrigo Plateau at this time:
Glenfemie, Mt, Hyland and Dorrigo Forest Reserves, John Duff, New South Wales
Inspector of Forests, described the latter which he visited in 1883 as a 'magnfficent
reserve'. His report outlined the different timber species that were found on the reserve
and gave hints as to how they could be worked. At times he became lyrical at the
beauty of the rainforest. For example, he noted that the lianas 'assist to form that
peculiarly tropical and pleasing feamre in the vegetation which is only seen in the
jungle forests' (Duff 1883). This was, nevertheless, essentially a report concemed with
timber rather than forests.
The botarust J, H, Maiden visited the reserve, where he spent 'a week under
canvas', in December 1893, His account, published in the is an
odd mixture of botanical information, purple passages about the scenery and practical
advice on how to get there, where to stay and how much this would cost. In addition
he indignantly refuted the ill-founded claims that a visitor to the Plateau would be
bitten by snakes, sucked by leeches and attacked by ticks. In fact he observ ed that the
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two mosquitoes tiiat he found in his tent had 'probably come up widi my luggage'
(Maiden, 1893), His observations make it clear, despite die depletion of cedar, how
heavily timbered die plateau still was at dus time. Ascending from die Bellinger along
the new road'. Maiden crossed Rocky Creek and described how die counfry on eidier
side of the road:
consists of ahnost unpenefrable scmb „, [Afteri two or tiiree miles of tiiis road we
suddenly enter one of the plains or meadows, and are fairly in die Domgo, The
Domgo Forest Reserve consists for the most part of bmsh land, containing a great
vanety of timbers. Not a single species of Eucalyptus is found in it (Maiden 1893),
The Dorrigo Reserve was an extensive area to the west of Bielsdown Creek and so
the present site of Dorrigo would, at dus time, have been an isolated enclave,
surrounded by dense rainforest. Maiden was entiu-alled by die frees and die variety of
plant species tiiat he found on the reserve. His greatest entimsiasm was reserved,
however, for die scenery of the mountain forests. He captmed die unique ambience of
the cool, dank rainforest when he wrote:
hi the forest itself there is ahnost perpefrial gloom. The frees are so close together,
are so tall, and have such leafy tops, that unless one keeps on beaten fracks, along
which the tunber has usually been felled, one rarely sees the sky .,, (Maiden 1893).
Maiden's appreciation of the beauty of the Dorrigo forests and his scientific interest
in their botanical riches coexisted with a concem that their economic potential be
exploited. He fretted that there was no demand for a 'single stick' of rosewood and
was prepared to 'stake my reputation that this is a valuable timber'. This
merchantable' species made, he informed his readers, 'excellent fiimimre'. There
was no contradiction, from the perspective of the nineteenth cenmry, in admiring the
beauty of a forest, perhaps even loving and identifying with it and wanting to make
money out of it. Totally destroying it was of course another thing altogether. But this
is what happened. As the surrounding land was opened up for closer settlement and
the town of Dorrigo grew in the early years of the twentieth century the raiirforest of
the reserve shrank and finally disappeared.
An appreciation of the beauty of the forests is a recurring theme in the history of
the Dorrigo Plateau, This admiration was rarely enough, however, to stop a forest, ff it
were accessible, from being logged. The first very mild and unsuccessfiil protest
against logging on the Dorrigo occurred in 1930. This was concemed with the
aesthetic value of the area around Mount Campion that was, and still is, regarded by
local people as a place of beauty. It was gazetted as a forest reserve in 1906 and was
dedicated as Bielsdown State Forest in 1917. In 1930 the Dorrigo Chamber of
Commerce protested to the Forestry Commission when it was about to be logged. They
objected to Campion's Reserve, as they called it, being thrown open to timber-getters.
The reserve, it was argued, was one of 'the beauty features of the Dorrigo', The
district forester replied that it had been logged for a number of years for pine and later
coachwood and added, 'so far there is no visible difference in the aspect from the
township, or in passing by from a scenic point of view'. He argued that as the area was
not on the main tourist road it was unlikely to be visited much anyway. 'For beauty
features', he wrote, Dorrigo is well catered for with the reserve for preservation of
native flora ,,, from this expansive views are open to tourists', which was obviously
enough for any littie town to expect. The forester maintained that past logging had not
spoilt the beauty of the forest and, with cavalier unconcem for the unique qualities of
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the reserve, suggested that ff 'the area is heavily denuded of trees, planting can be
undertaken' (SFNSW file 3892). Forest age was of no concem to this forester.
All local residents did not support the demand that the reserve be left in its 'namral
state' and the Leigh Progress Association had in fact requested some years earlier that
the area be 'thrown open for settlement'. The creation of Bielsdown State Forest in
June 1917 had forestalled this and the Minister for Forests added his weight to the
debate by stating that as 'state forests are created for the purpose of utilising as well as
growing timber, timber-getting operations will be allowed so long as they do not
conflict with forestry requirements' (SFNSW file 3892), Subsequently two timbergetters, Quinlan and Hamey, were issued with a bmshwood cutting licence.
This debate indicates the different pressures that the Forestry Commission was
subject to in the 1930s, The push for closer settiement was still present, although in
this case it failed. Also unsuccessful was this early attempt to conserve a state forest
from logging. The district forester obviously thought that the ordy factor worth
considering was the visual impact of logging. There is noftirthercorrespondence from
the Chamber of Commerce so it is not known whether this was also their prime
concem. The players valued different aspects of the forest: the Chamber of Commerce
appreciated the beauty of the forest; the forester and Quirdan and Hamey had their
eyes on the timber; and the Leigh Progress Association valued the land for its agricultural potential. All over New South Wales there were people who shared this last idea,
to whom every forest was a good farm going to waste.
Closer settlement
Pressure for closer settlement was a determining feamre for at least a century. The
mirage of thousands of happy families, contented and productive on small farms,
posed the greatest threat to the forests of New South Wales, Although we may empathise with the progressive social and political position of those who wished to destroy
the land monopoly of the capitalists and finance companies, we can now only deplore
their ignorance of Australian ecology. For many of those who came to the Dorrigo
after most of the good farm land had been alienated, the attempt to create farms from
reluctant forest land proved to be a human and environmental tragedy, I traced the
history of a number of blocks, now in state forests, that revealed a stor. of broken
dreams and failed aspirations. One block, now in Clouds Creek State Forest was
selected and forfeited four times within 22 years. When it wasfinallyadmitted, in the
1930s and 1940s, that blocks such as these were not good farm land, the Forestry
Commission literally 'bought back the farm'. The main criteria for the Forestry
Commission in acquiring these failed farms was that there was marketabletimber,the
land was accessible and it could be bought for a cheap price.
In the early 1950s, at around the time that Cunningham Henderson was writing his
memoirs, assessors inspecting the forests of the Plateau noted that:
Quite considerable areas outside state forest have been cleared on the Eastem
Dorrigo for attempts at dairying and grazing by people apparently under the
impression that the soils were as valuable as those fiirther west (ie, the red loams).
Such attempts have mostly met with signal failure due to mineral deficiencies and
somewhat more hilly land. The result has been a retum of useless woody shmbs in
many areas once cleared and great areas of dying bmsh both inside and outside
state forests present a depressing sight (SFNSW report 219C).
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The beauty of die Dorrigo had been tarnished by die tradition of placing pmely
economic value on die forests. No wonder diat Cunningham Henderson wrote such
purple prose about his honeymoon, when a tiip to die Plateau in die 1950s presented
tiie visitor widi die sight of 'dying bmsh'. In 1979, K.T. Henderson was to wnte a
useftU diesis which examines die conflicting demands for closer settiement as opposed
to foresfry interests on die Dorrigo Plateau, a conflict between tiiose who valued die
forest for itstimberandtiiosewho saw it as potential agriculmral land going to waste.
Forest management
By tiie 1940s and 1950s there was less pressme on tiie Forestiy Commission from
those who saw die forests as potential farms. Equally desfriictive, however, was die
desire witiiin die Forestry Commission to 'improve' the forests. Forest age was of no
concem. The only consideration of importance was whether or not a forest could be
made productive, 'Class Three Surveys' to estimate tiie timber volume and produce
topographic and contom maps witii forest types marked were undertaken in Wild
Cattle Creek Slate Forest in 1937, 1939 and 1940 (Foresfry Commission,
1945), This was part of a statewide survey of rainforests to locate areas suitable
for hoop pine plantations. Rainforests, with all their diversity, were at dus time
regarded as of littie value commercially, but hoop pine was in short supply having
been selectively logged from tiiem since tiie 1930s, Under die pmely ulititarian
management philosophy it was considered wise to replace rainforests with a single
species from which revenue might be derived.
The survey of one part of the forest, Mobong Logging Area, in 1940 indicated tiiat,
after fifteen years of intensive logging, die southem part of this area was logged out,
but the nortii was still 'virgin', obviously an old-growth forest. Three forest types were
located in this survey. These were referred to as forest' (eucalypt),; scmb' (temperate
rainforest), and bastard scmb' (SFNSW report 52). This last disparaging phrase
probably referred to wet sclerophyll forest in transition to rainforest.
An assessment of all public lands was undertaken in the early 1950s in order to
estimate the State's timber resources for thefiiture.It was recommended that the:
remaining isolated bmsh remnants on red soils in undulating topography could be
cleared for primary production ,,, until more is known about bmshwood
regeneration, it may be safer to put this site [i,e commercial bmsh sites' in stale
forests] down for the growing of fast moving eucalypts and for exotic Pinus species
(SFNSW report 219C),

The last suggestion, that exotic plantations be established, was not new. The
Forestry Commission had, since 1919, a policy of establishing them to overcome a
shortage of softwoods, being met at that time by imports. Despite numerous setbacks
this policy continued in the pre-war years and was extended in the wake of the
assessments of the 1950s and early 1960s, Between 1950 and 1970, 59 hectares of
exotic pine was planted at Cascade and in 1958 a fiirther 32 hectares at Welcome Flat
Pine Plantation on the Dorrigo Plateau, Growth rates were not as great as those al
plantations fiirther south, and so those on the Dorrigo were not enlarged, A hoop pine
plantation of 20 hectares was also established at Cascade in 1951 where the 'bastard
scmb' had once grown. These projects were not extended primarily because they were
regarded as loo expensive. Hoop pine, for example, has to be grown for two years in a
nursery and is very slow growing in the first year after being planted out.
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The Washpool Wilderness and Willowie Scrub
By the 1970s, the Forestry Commission was getting increasingly out of step witJi
changing community perceptions of the value of forests. The Forestry Commission's
1970s indigenous forest policy, for example, stated that "mountain forests should be
cut to the limit of economic accessibility' while coastal forests regenerated
(Carron, 1985), This policy clashed with the environmental movement that was growing more articulate and persuasive. Logging in the Washpool area that resulted from
this policy was one of the catalysts that made the future of the stale's forests a confroversial issue.
An 'Investigatory Survey and Assessment' of Washpool Slate Forest had been
completed in 1942 and 1943 in response to wartime conditions for additional timber
supplies. The Desert Creek area was described as:
steep, rough and broken, especially on the southem fall into Desert Creekfromthe
Gibraltar Range, Internal accessibility is exfremely difficult, roading and logging
operations exceptionally hazardous and economically unsound (SFNSW report
153),
Despite this assessment of the area the report proposed thai a road should go into
Washpool Slate Forest, Nothing came of the proposals, probably because of lack of
manpower caused by the enlistment of many forest workers in the armed forces rather
than the improbability of their success with existing technology. It was not until the
1960s and 1970s that the first systematic exploitation of this forest began.
The Washpool area was identified in the Helman report in 1976 as a wildemess,
worthy of preservation. No doubt in response to this report, in January 1977, Forestry
Commission officers proposed a flora reserve be placed over a much smaller area of
5,692 hectares known as Willowie Scmb which took in part of Washpool State Forest,
Moogem State Forest and Billilimbra State Forest, Forester T,C, Dawson described
this as 'the largest untouched rainforest in the state'. He and his colleagues wished to
preserve this area in its 'virgin condition' and rejected the suggestion that some
selective logging could take place. It was argued that with this type of warm temperate
raiirforest 'even the most selective logging on occasions can cause considerable crown
die back'. The concept of forest age, although not explicitiy stated, had become
important to some foresters. H. J. Hanson, the district forester at Coffs Harbom, was
more concemed that 'the Commission's image and the credibility of officers in the
district would be severely jeopardised if any logging took place' (SFNSW file 1003),
Good public relations was obviously also an important consideration,
Dming the next three years there was extensive debate within the Forestry
Commission on the fiitme of the area. Although there was general agreement that it
should not be logged it was more difficult to reach consensus on the mechanism for
protecting the area. Local foresters and scientific officers wished to have it gazetted as
a flora reserve and hence prevent futme pressme from the timber industry to log the
area. Head office officials, on the other hand, argued that there would be sufficient
protection through the mechanism of the management plan. This disagreement within
the Forestry Commission indicated that although some of its employees had been
influenced by the environmental movement, official policy was still predominantiy
concerned with servicing the needs of the timber industry.
While the Forestry Commission was trying to decide what to do about Willowie
Scmb they were overtaken by events. To the south, roading was proceeding in
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preparation for the logging of the Viper Creek area (within the Washpool Wildemess
identffied by Helman). Before this could proceed, however, the Forestry Commission
was required in 1980 to undertake an Environmental Impact Statement concerning all
proposed forest operations in the Washpool, While this was in progress in September
1980 the Forestry Commission decided to gazette the Willowie Scmb Flora Reserve,
The motivation for this rearguard action was the realisation that if the area was not
protected a far greater area would be 'lost' to the State's National Parks and Wildlffe
Service, This is what happened when, in October 1982, the New Soudi Wales
Govemment made all but the north and north east part of Washpool State Forest a
national park. Although this was a large area it was not as comprehensive as that
identdied by Helman. Logging in the 1980s in the north of this area (in Washpool and
Billilimbra State Forests), although enabling the Forestry Commission to honour their
commitments to Big River Timbers Pty. Ltd., proved to be controversial.
Wilderness and the bush
The political clout of the environmental movement was evident in 1982 when the
Wran Government banned 'general purpose' rainforest logging in New South Wales,
Following this, the use of the more amorphous terms 'wilderness' and 'old-growth' to
designate types of forest deemed worthy of preservation, indicated the widening scope
of a popular movement. The nomination of areas within the Grafton and Dorrigo
forestry districts as part of proposed wildemess areas indirecdy led to my research in
1993,
Bob Williams, the district forester at Grafton, is a mild mannered man but he was
clearly very annoyed by the use of the term 'wildemess' to describe some of his
district. Bob, from years of dealing with graziers who had crown leases and other
grazing tenures in the district, had picked up a little of the local history. He knew that
this was an area that had a rich and interesting history going back to the earliest days
of white settlement. He felt quite rightiy that this history should be told. The area that
we were concemed with had been part of a station called said to mean
the 'big valley'. My report began with the words:
The area that is now Dalmorton State Forest first came to the attention of white
people not because of its scenic beauty; valuable timber; grazing potential or
mineral wealth, but because of its position. Located on one of the earliest routes
between the Tablelands and the coast, the area was for many people not a
destination but a route through which one passedfravellingbetween Glen limes
and Grafton (Curby 1993),
Local people may not have known the exact details of this history but they knew
that this was one of the earliest routes to the Tablelands and that it ran along the
southem boundary of the proposed wildemess area.
South of this area, a section of Chaelundi State Forest, in the Dorrigo management
area, was also a nominated wildemess area, I wrote a separate report on this area.
Chaelundi State Forest is still largely undeveloped country, mostly accessible only on
horseback or by four-wheel drive vehicle. The steep hills with hurtling slopes down to
creeks and gullies and the patches of impenetrable vegetation may seem, to the casual
observer, an area untouched by human hands. Like Dalmorton State Forest to the
north, it has seen grazing, mining and logging certainly since the 1870s and perhaps
earlier. In addition there has been, as yet undated. Aboriginal activity. The scant
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archaeological work done so far, which has uncovered a number of open artefact
scatters, suggests that the Chandlers Creek area was certairdy a transit route for the
local Aboriginal people. My brief was to write the European dismrbance history of
these two forests.
The Emopean 'disturbance' or activity that had the longest history was grazing. To
the people who knew, and know, this area intimately it was and is not or
or but simply The whole area had been part of large pastoral holdings
which after the 1884 had formed part of the 'resumed area' of these
stations. Despite changes in land tenure the forests were held for grazing as part of
these holdings until the 1930s, Under the 1937, stations such as
and were broken up into smaller leasehold areas
in order to help share farmers and their sons acquire their own land. It was intended
for people 'who have experience but who possess only limited capital'. The leases
were balloted for and could be held in perpetuity, except for those in 'certain reservations' which were restricted to a term of 45 years. Jack Walters, the owner of a
second or third rate dairy farm' near South Grafton was one of the successfid ones
and drew two Crown Leases. One of his sons, Keith, recalls that 'you were given five
years to fence it and do some timber freatment [ring-barking]' (Cmby 1993).
Noel MacDougall who drew a block argues that it was not a 'fair dinkum ballot'.
He has always wondered how, ff it were a ballot, his family, who held Marengo
Station, managed to get four adjoining blocks and the Tumbulls, who held
Buccammbi Station, and their cormections acquired almost all the rest. He maintains
when Buccammbi was cut up in 1938, the Tumbulls lost a lot of their domain but
seem to have been compensated by 'getting some of MacDougall's land' (Cmby
1994), The old term 'dummying' describes the practices of the late 1930s and early
1940s. Noel MacDougall considered it a legitimate tactic. He got a imsted employee,
Joe Wheatley, to take up a block in 1946 because 'I had too much land', Joe lived on it
for him but he paid all the expenses. The theory was that no one person's land should
exceed what was termed a 'home maintenance area' which MacDougall describes as
an area that would carry 100 to 150 breeders. He maintains that 'not one block would
carry that' (Curby 1994). The lease conditions demanded residence for five years and
payment of rent or, in lieu of rent, improvements were to be effected. These improvements were to be 'of a permanent, fixed and substantial character exclusive of boundary fencing' and were to be equal to the rent payable.
Regular inspections of the leaseholds were held to ascertain whether or not these
conditions were fidfilled. These reports indicate exactiy what Emopean distmbance'
took place in the early years of the crown leases. This generally entailed the constmction offences, huts and yards and some ringbarking. They also show that dummying'
was certainly a feature of this allocation of crown leases. It is interesting to note,
however, that generally the "dummies' did not last and that the man described by Noel
MacDougall as the only independent person to get a block was also the only one of the
original leaseholders from this ballot who still held the land in the early 1990s. This
man was a tough old bushman called Peter Ellis who knew the area of his crown
leases and the surrounding district like the back of his hand. At 82 years of age he
could still put in a full day in the saddle and was just planning to buy another property
when he died suddenly in April 1994 and was was buried near his home at Nymboida.
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Mining had a short-lived impact on the area in die last decades of the nineteenth
century. Dalmorton, located on one of the routes between the Clarence River and the
Tablelands, became a mushroom goldmsh town in the 1870s. The road which made
the hamlet accessible to the hopefid miners, eventually became the main thoroughfare.
Stories about mining and fossicking, which continued until the 1930s, are part of the
folk lore of the district. There are still many open mine shafts.
Stories of a miner named Taylor (no one seems to remember his first name), are
part of the local folklore. He and his family stayed in the locality for many years after
the main mining activity had petered out and managed to make a living. They owned
a small piece of freehold land in the vicinity of Cunglebimg. Taylor never escaped the
lure of gold. He was, according to leaseholder, Barry Adams,
getting enough colours down Cunglebung Creek to get him through the depression.
1 can show you where he used to camp instead of walking home after he did his
day's work. There was about three miles difference from where his family lived
and where he worked (Curby 1993).
Mrs Emily Taylor's lonely grave site can be seen under an apple tree on their old
freehold land. Her son Horace had a mail run from Dalmorton to the Mann River. He
did the trip once a week, past the Blacksmith's Shop, following the Dinner Creek
track, and stayed overnight at the old Cunglebung pub. The Cunglebung pub was
probably a sly grog shop catering for the needs of the miners. Although there are
records of numerous licensed hotels in Dalmorton and Buccammbi in the 1870s when
the gold fever was at its height, there is no record of one at Cunglebung. Keith
Walters remembers a building adjoining the present Cunglebung hut when he first
came to the area in die early 1940s. He believes this to have served as a hotel and
recalls the pine board used for the bar and the gold counter were still there at tiiat
time'. The existing building was die sleeping quarters (Curby 1993). The legend of
one unlucky miner, known as Mangey, who used to drink at the pub, is still told at
Cunglebung. Mangey had been having a few drinks and was riding home to his hut up
Wellington Creek. He was impaled on the low hanging branch of a free and was found
Iffeless the next day by a passerby. His mates buried him on the point of the spm that
comes onto Quarantine Point. The flat where he was killed has been known ever since
as 'Mangey's Flat', His grave was marked by a round post at each comer when old
timer Jack Marsh showed Keith Walters the site in 1938, All frace of die unfortunate
man's resting place has since disappeared.
Fossicking and small scale-mining also continued fiirther south in Chandlers Creek
until the depression of the 1930s, Peter Ellis remembered seeing 'a lot fossickers about
in tiie bush in those days,' Horace Taylor, a reclusive man, was said to have a mine
from which he ferreted out a steady supply of gold whenever he needed it. Tommy
James, a retired Dorrigo stockman, recalls Bob Rhodes, the manager of Marengo
Station, telling how he used to check on an old fossicker called Sid Powell when he
was out mustering. Once, unable to find him at his usual spots, Rhodes searched his
hut and found him dead inside. After die local policeman had been informed, old Sid
was unceremoniously rolled up and buried down a mine shaft,
Although most of these forests were ofiicially 'unlogged' as far as the Forestry
Commission was concemed, there had been incidental logging associated with the
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pastoral industry and selective logging for two species, cedar and hoop pine. In this
remote inaccessible country bullocks were used long after they had been superseded
elsewhere. There was a constant need for grass and water for the working bullocks
until motor transport made them redundant. This was one of the reasons that the
Cunglebung route, with plenty of both, was popular.
The first logging of the Cunglebung area, other than the early cedar getting,
occuned during World War II. Doug Scott, at the age of fifteen, got his first job
logging hoop pine there, V,B,Trapp & Co. of Coffs Harbour had, according to Doug,
the job of supplying hoop pine under the to the Armed Services.
Doug was 'off-siding on a tractor'. The log hauling was done with winches; then a
tractor took the log to where a tmck could load it. This was, Doug recalls, 'virgin
scmb. You couldn't cut a tree down unless it went six feet girth, chest high, and ff you
did you were in terrible frouble' (Curby 1993).
Although improved technology was to eventually make bullocks a thing of the past,
the Adams family stuck with them until the 1950s, Barry Adams, son of bullocky Sid
Adams and a big man in every sense of the word, has been associated with the timber
industry and grazing since his early teens, Barry worked with bullocks until 1957
because as he says, 'all Adams were bullockies. It was in the blood' (Curby 1993), The
slow moving bullocks gave their owners the time to leam about and observe the bush
they worked in. This was a time when timber workers camped out in the forest for six
week stretches. Doug Scott recalls how he came to town four times the first year, 'You
didn't get bored. We did a bit of fossicking. Jack Marsh told us where to look, fossick,
how to pan,'(Curby 1993),
Local people remember the names and stories associated with a place, so that they
become part of the persona of a locality, Chaelundi State Forest will always, for me, be
associated with the memory of Peter Ellis, For the people who know Dalmorton State
Forest well such as Keith Walters, Barry Adams and Doug Scott the memory of Jack
Marsh is synonymous with the locality. It is not the pastoralists or their families who
are associated with but the name of this humble working man who spent
about seventy years of his Iffe there. Jack Marsh is still remembered as a yard and
fence builder without equal. Keith Walters describes him as someone for whom 'near
enough was not good enough; just right would hardly do'. He did the fencing right
through from Cunglebung to Marengo Station and in 1936 built the stockyards, part of
which are still at Cunglebung. He 'had to have a certain quality of timber or he
wouldn't put it up. He worked by himseff with a pair of draught horses to pull the
timber' (Curby 1993). He is remembered as a semi-reclusive man who 'never went to
town much' but who loved and understood the bush. He is said to have partly lived off
the land but never exploited it. When he needed to be he was, according to Doug
Scott, 'a damn good shot with a gun', ff fish weren't plentifiil he fed them with 'a bit
of roo meat hung over the water' (Curby 1993). Doug Scott remembers how, towards
the end, he and Jack Walters had to coax Marsh into Doug's 'old bus' to get him to
town for medical attention. He spent the remainder of his days with his sister in
Grafton, Her grandchildren managed to teach the illiterate old bushman to read a few
words and sign his own name before he died.
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There has been an unintermpted history of grazing in Chaelundi and Dalmorton State
Forests since at least die 1870s and most of die lease holders are die tiurd generation
of tiieir family to follow grazing pmsuits in tiie distiict. Their intimate knowledge of
the counfry has been used at cmcial stages in die history of die area. In 1938 Noel
MacDougall escorted Forestiy- Commission inspectors around parts of what are now
Marengo and Chaelundi State Forests, In die following year Bob Rhodes showed
Department of Lands surveyors where die best places for camping reserves were.
Presumably he showed tiiem die camps tiien in use, many of tiiem since tiie 1870s, In
the early 1960s Peter Ellis assisted die Forestiy Commission by indicating where tiie
old roads and fracks were so diese could be used for tiieir road building program.
Finally in 1993tiieyassisted me in researching die history of die area by consenting to
be interviewed.
Conclusion
The value tiiat rmal people ascribe to tiiese forests is certainly first and foremost
economic. I have no wish to be sentimental but it also needs to be said that there are
less tangible values tiiat are just as important to them. These are tied up with an
intimate knowledge of tiie 'bush' and its folk history.
Foresters mov e regularly and even ff they do stay in a disfrict for some years a lot of
their time is spent in the office doing paper work. They have littie chance of getting to
know the forests as some of the local people do. When I am on a forestry project my
first visit to the forest is not with the forester but perhaps with a long serving foreman
or. more often, one of the lessees who knows the area well. As we drive around they
tell me endless yams about 'their place'. Some of this is trivia but much of it explains
why they value die forest. It is a place that, ff you run cattie, gives you a modest
remuneration. This, usually rough winter grazing, may be enough, together with
perhaps a small freehold area and yourself and partner working, to keep you in the
cattle industry. It is also a place where you may set up a bush camp for the family in
the school holidays. The kids can ride and leam the art of mustering. Adults can
revive the skill of cooking with a camp oven and at night tell each other lies around
the fire.
These intangibles are only by implication concemed with forest age. The values
that are most deeply felt are difficult to articulate. They come from a long and intimate
connection with a place, often over several generations, and are nurtmed by a knowledge of the way in which they and their kind have interacted with the forest over time.
It is my task as a historian to tell this story.
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Appendix: Summary of values placed on some of the forests of the north
coast of New South Wales
Person

i Values

1892 & Dorrigo
Plateau
1950

Grazier

i Aesthetic (forest age implicit);
i economic/cedar

1880s

Dorrigo F.R.

Forest inspector Aesthetic (age implicit);
i economic/rainforest timbers

1890s

Dorrigo F.R.

Botanist

j Aesthetic (age implicit); scientific (forest
i age implicit); economic/rainforest timbers

1930s

Bielsdown
State Forest

Dorrigo Chamber of
Commerce

: Aesthetic

Local forester

j Aesthetic/visual; economic/timber

Timbergetters

1 Economic/ timber

Leigh Progress
Association

i Economic/agricultural

Farmers

i Economic/agricultural

Dept. of Lands

! Economic/agricultural

Forestry Commission

j Economic/timber

Forestry Commission

| Economic/timber

Academics

j 'Wilderness' (age implicit).
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Changing community concepts
of age in the jarrah forest

Introduction
Community concepts of age in the
jarrah forest have changed considerably
since European occupation in 1829.
According to Dell, Havel and Malajczuk
(1989:401), 'die forest has been variously seen as the obstacle to travel, as a
hindrance to agricultural development,
as an endless source of timber, as an
effective protection to water catchments
andfinallyas a thing of value in its own
right.' During the past 165 years the
forest has been significantiy fransformed
as the ancient spacious forest has been Busselton
logged and transposed by younger
thicker regrowth. This paper identffies
the various land uses that have emerged
in the forest, and charts the changing
perceptions of the value placed on the
age of this unique resource. Aboriginal
valuations are not included because
these warrant serious examination in
their own right and are beyond the scope Figme I, Location of the jarrah forest
Jarvis 1986:70
of this project.
Physical background
The jarrah forest is a unique ecosystem that has adapted over time to a fundamentally
harsh physical environment. Although it was an important resomce for Aboriginal
people for thousands of years, it was only marginal to their economy, and had
remained largely intact until the arrival of Emopeans in the 1830s (Sanders 1995:1;
Boutiand 1988; Pearce 1988; Hammond 1980; Green 1984). The jarrah forest is
located in the south-west of Westem Ausfralia, extending from Gingin 80km north of
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Perth to Albany on the soutii coast, boarded by the Darling Scarp to the West and the
wheatbelt to the east (Figure I). Whilst jarrah is die dominant species in this forest,
which is broadly classdied as belonging to the broadleaved evergreen forests of
Australia, numerous other trees and hundreds of species of understorey plants have all
evolved in isolation in response to the local climate, topography, landforms and soils.
Jarrah can range in stamre from trees 56 metres high with
tmnks 2 mefres in diameter to tall shmbs depending on geographical location. The
species is exfremely slow growing, averaging only one or two centimetres of diameter
increment per decade. This contributes to the hardness of the timber and thus to its
value as a namral resource (Dell and Havel 1989:1-3; Cariion 1982:225; Shea
1975:3), According to Abbott, Dell and Lomegan (1989:47), jarrah has a life cycle of
between 500 and 1000 years with the tree reaching a mamre height at 100 years,
although its diameter continues to expand thereafter.
Early European settlers
Between the 1600s and 1800s Dutch and French navigators noted the blue smoky
appearance of the forested hills of south-westem Australia in their joumals, however,
the Jarrah forest was not comprehensively surveyed until after the establishment of the
Swan River Colony in 1829 (Mills 1988:229). The magnificent tall timber of this
region and its open park like appearance were initially used by Stirling as a selling
point to attract settlers to the colony in the mistaken belief that the height and age of
the trees corresponded with the fertility of the soils. However, clearing this timber
with English axes was found to be nearly impossible. Instead the ancient trees were
ringbarked and left to die and be bumt where they stood (Moore 1985:32). Although
the myth linking the denseness of vegetation and soil fertility persisted for some time
it was evenmally discovered that these unique jarrah trees actually grew on extremely
poor lateritic soils which could not sustain European crops, Jaggard (1985:136),
reaffirms this stating, ',., there is often an inverse relationship between tree size and
soil fertility, especially among jarrah,' Thus the early settlers largely neglected the
jarrah forest in the early and mid nineteenth cenmry. Following changes to the land
grant system in 1831 when land had to be sold for not less than 5 shillings per acre,
nobody was interested in purchasing forest property which was diSicult to clear by
hand. The soils were infertile, there was linuted transport available, and the settlers
had to contend with poisonous plants and a perceived Aboriginal threat (Richards
1978;63),
Early land uses in the jarrah forest between the 1840s and the 1870s were small
scale: pastoralism, sandalwood tracks, and limited intensive agriculture in the valleys.
None of these activities involved close assessment of the age or regenerative capacity
of jarrah, A system of aimual pastoral licences on crown land which forbade the
clearing of jarrah was introduced in the 1840s Farmers developed a system of transhumance, mnning their livestock in the forest hills in response to pasture deficiencies
which, much later were found to be due to a lack of trace elements on the coastal plain
and winter flooding (Burvill 1979:10), Cutters began blazing fracks through the jarrah
forest during the late 1840s in search of sandalwood which was located further east.
Sandalwood, which was used for the manufacmre of incense and was exported mainly
to China, provided a major source of income for the stmggling colony (Richards
1978:206; Statham 1988), Intensive agriculmre was slow to develop in the jarrah
forest due mainly to isolation and lack of transport, however by the 1860s a few small
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farms had been established in some of die more fertile river valleys such as Marrinup,
where the soil was found to be particularly suitable for fiiiit and vines (Richards
1978:383),
The timber industry
The establishment of a large scale timber industry in the jarrah forest in the 1870s
marks another change in attitude towards the age of the forest. Obviously the industry
placed a high economic value on the older, larger and straight trees, and sought to
exploit this largely untapped namral resource. Initially the industry was based on
selective logging in suitable areas, rapidly expanding throughout the forest at the mm
of the century until the inevitable exhaustion of the resource.
Thefirstjarrah timber, then called 'Swan River mahogany', was cut largely by exconvict pit sawyers in the forest surrounding the early settlements, providing strong
durable jarrah timber for local constmction. Although the first steam powered mill
was introduced to the colony in 1833, it would be another 50 years before the necessary capital and irrfrastmcture would enable the development of a large scale timber
industry in Westem Australia (Fall 1972:10), The industry began in the Vasse and
Cannington regions where pit sawing operations, funded on a modest scale by
Fremantle merchants were established in the 1850s, These operations were later
upgraded to steam power, and by the 1890s the industry had expanded to cover most
of the jarrah forest. Timber became one of the colony's largest earners of export
income, supplying an increasing demand for railway sleepers, paving blocks and
timber props for the South African mineral boom. This demand facilitated fiirther
rapid expansion of the industry which would continue until the 1950s (Robertson
1958:11-27),
Timber hewers were often the first people to move into these new areas of the
forest, setting up mobile camps of up to 500 people and enjoying unlimited access to
the forest until the 1918 placed severe controls on their essentially wastefiil methods of timber production (Mills 1988:276-277). There would have been a
certain amount of prestige in felling the largest trees which were also the oldest, A
number of comparues also established permanent mills, private framways, and in
many cases, whole settlements in the central and southem jarrah forest. By the 1930s
however, this network of mills and associated setdements was declining, primarily as
a result of overcutting. New technology was gradually introduced into the industry
from the 1920s and, following the Second World War, the industry became largely
automated and centralised in a few large centres such as Jarrahdale, Dwellingup,
Yarloop, Manjimup and the metropolitan area. In 1968 the felling strategy was
changed from selective cutting to heavy cutting to reduce the risk of the spread of the
jarrah dieback disease, (Forests Department n.d:I8). In
recent times much controversy has emerged in regard to the timber industry's activities, particularly in old-growth forests.
Group settlement scheme
As previously mentioned, Westem Australia was founded as an agriculmral colony,
and this ethos was to persist through the establishment of representative govemment
in the 1870s and responsible govemment in the 1890s and beyond. Two Premiers who
were particularly supportive of this concept were John Forrest (1890-1901) and James
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Mitchell (1919-1924 and 1930-1933). Forrest initiated fiuther agriculttfral settiement
du-ough tiie provision of infrastincttne such as die gold fields pipeline and govemment railways. Mitchell is credited witii devising a scheme which would increase
immigration and agricultmal expansion following the First World War, Mitchell's
scheme involved placing groups of often inexperienced settiers on forest blocks
scatteredtiu-oughtiiesoudi west. According to Gabbedy (1988:41), 'Mitchell had no
time for frees - in his view they were littie more than obstacles to development'. This
position placed Mitchell in direct conflict with his Conservator of Forests, Charles
Lane Poole who had been appointed in 1916. The new Conservator, '..had made die
govemment fidly aware of the depredations on its forest wealtii, the preservation of
which, in his opinion, far out weighed in importance the needs of agricultmal settiement and die rettim from ft' Gabbedy (1988:83). Lane Poole was to resign as Conservator in 1921. The scheme continued to be implemented despite the many hardships
experienced by these new settiers who stmggled to clear the forest, and like many
farmers before them were often forced to ringbark and bum the jarrah. The scheme
was largely regarded an agricultmal failme with many farmers simply walking off the
land during the 1930s, although it did contribute to the clearing of many acres of
forest for farming and the provision of essential irrfrastmcture such as roads and
railways.
Water and mining
Water conservation has always been an important issue in the jarrah forest, with an
ever increasing demand from a constantiy growing coastal population. The first small
dams constmcted were generally associated with the railways and timber industry. The
first large dam in the jarrah forest was constmcted at Mundaring to supply water for
the goldfields at the mm of the cenmry (Mills 1989:240). Dams on suitable rivers
have been constmcted continually throughout the jarrah forest with the dams located
north of Dwellingup used for (human) water consumption whilst those to the south,
with the exception of the new Harris River Dam near Collie, are predominantiy for
irrigation, in line with Water Authority policy (Department of Conservation and Land
Management and Water Authority of Westem Ausfralian 1989:1). Although the
constmction of dams requires the inundation of a significant amount of jarrah forest,
the need to conserve the surrounding forest in the catchment area was soon recognised, as the problems of saliruty and siltation emerged. Resfrictions on clearing in
catchment areas were not introduced until the 1960s (Havel 1989:307),
Following successful exploration for bauxite in the jarrah forest in the late 1950s a
12,530 square kilomefre mining lease in the northem jarrah forest was issued by the
State govemment in 1961 (Alcoa n,d,:I6), Mining continued to expand throughout the
1970s and 1980s with mine sites located at Jarrahdale, Huntiey, Del Park, Willowdale
and Mt Saddleback (Alcoa 1992:8). The mining process includes clear felling and
remov al of top soil, thus completely destroying the whole forest ecosystem in selected
areas. By the late 1980s most of the jarrah forest was covered by mining leases with an
open cut goldmine also being established at Boddington in 1987 (Bartie and Slessar
1989:373). Although these mining leases are extensive, only 10 percent of the jarrah
forest soils contain sufficient ore for commercial exfraction (Alcoa n.d.:15).
There has been much confroversy surrounding the activities of the mining industry
including their rehabilitation policies. Initially Tasmanian blue gums were favoured as
the species to replant, although more recentiy, the mirung companies have begun to
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re-establish jarrah on the mine sites (Schur 1986:4-47). The conservation movement
which emerged in Westem Australia during the late 1960s began to focus on the
jarrah forest in the early 1970s primarily to protect the forest from this mining activity
(Havel 1989:302).
Conservation
The debate regarding the use and management of Westem Australia's forests began
late last century with the reservation of state forests, which was in part a response to
pressure for water conservation. This factor weighed with the first Conservator of
Forests, John Ednie Brown (I896-I899), although his opinion of the jarrah forest was
unenthusiastic as this quote clearly illustrates:
Taken as a whole there is nothing particularly picturesque about the appearance of
a Jarrah Tree or a forest of them. Indeed the general effect of the species en mass is
dull, sombre and uninteresting to the eye (Ednie Brown 1896:2 cited by Mills
1989:229).

Ednie Brown was not replaced after his death in 1899 until 1916 (Jarvis 1986:69).
The govemment also established a Forests Department in 1895 in response to
concems from the London Colonial Office and a Royal Commission in 1877 over the
activities of the timber industry (Mills 1989:243). However, following these initiatives
and implementation of controls in accordance with the 1918 Forest Act including the
adoption of a policy of sustained yield and a system of free marking by forestry officers
in 1927, there appeared to be little ftirther community interest in preserving the
unique jarrah forest. It was generally considered to be adequately protected, until the
conservation movement in the 1960s and the discovery of the jarrah dieback disease in
1965.
A conservation reserve was gazetted at North Dandalup in 1894 as a flora and
fauna reserve in response to a petition from the Westem Australian Namral History
Society (Conservation Council of Westem Australia 1980:50) This site was chosen as
it was deemed the least economically viable area and unsuitable for agriculmre due to
the existence of poisonous plants rather than for its conservation value or to preserve it
as an example of pre-European jarrah forest (Conservation Council of Westem
Australia 1980:52; Moore 1987:19). Within three years the reserve was under pressure
from the expanding timber industry, by 1897 the area of the reserve was significantly
reduced and by 1903 timber licences were being issued in the remainder of the
reserve. Finally in 1911 it was formally remmed by the govemment to timber
production and in 1926 the remnants were incorporated into the state forest (Schmidt
and Kimber 1985:22; the Department of Conservation and Land Management
1987:24)
During the late 1960s and early 1970s increased concem for the environment
resulted in the establishment and growth of a number of conservation groups in
Westem Australia with the jarrah forest, and particularly old-growth forest emerging
as an important issue in the mid 1970s as the last remaining accessible, pre-European
forest was being felled (Schultz 1996). According to Havel (1989:312), there was a
'new perception of the intrinsic value of the forest, which generated not only an
emotional reaction but also a sfrong political issue'. In response to this commuruty
concem, the govemment introduced the and established
the Environmental Protection Agency in December 1971 (Mills 1986:226). A

